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Established June

:

—Eight Dollar?

a

publishe

Rates of Advertising.—One inch ol space,In
length ol column, constitute a “square.”
$L53 per square daily tirst week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other Hay after tirst week, 50 cents.
ilait square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of ‘•Amusements,’* $2.00 per square
week: three insertions or less, $1.50.
pr>r
K
“SiEoiAE. Notices,** $1.25 per square first insertion and 25 (its. per square for each subsequent insertion; '‘ail » square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press** (which lias a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
fjgP* JOB PRINTING, ot every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to

promptly transacted

on

applica-

1‘2G

and

Exchange St.,

IMMENSE

STOCK

[Portland.
Monday Morning, July 2, 1866.

OE

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

1

f..

..I
■

CHILDREN’S CARRIAGES,
WILLOW

AND

And

EXCURSION

WOODEN

Anything

WHOLESALE

You

WARE,

Want!

AND

BRUNSWICK !
The Mystic and Mission Lodges of the I. O. cf G. T.
will make their

Excursion

OREN

J«ly2-:im

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

RETAIL!
HOOPER.

ONE

BRUNS "W I O SL

JULY 10th, 1806,
On which occasion they will endeavor to present an
attractive programme ci amusements, consisting of

Foot

Speaking, Dancing,
SWINOS,

WATER

Cars will leave the P. & K.
street., at 7} o’clock precisely.

TO BE SOLD

THE-

^ T

a

and

ever

Arti'*t“- T1»e entile coilec*oSfSnaSJ
Am8Jlcau
tion wiLl be open
for exhibition on .Monday and Tueslivery painting must bn so d
J*.
10t.h
reserve.
Paintings end Eramcs
7?“l ‘be ><*£
wy
jQgethof. Catalogues on Monday.
E5r

will tahe place.
In the Afternoon the Grand Menagerie and Circus
will be opened.
In the Evening there will be the most brilliant dis-

ALL.

Depot, foot of Clark

-Nopostponement.

play of

FIRE-W ORKS

Tickets *$1.00, to be had ot the Committee ol
Arrangements and at the Depot on the morning ot

Ever witnessed in this

13

OF

Mystic Lodge.

Wm. K. Sawyer,
Jona. Hill,
Frank Ducott,

Daniel it. Dresser,
John Scully,

EXCURSION !

Oxford.7.50

SHOE AND LEATHER DEALERS
Portland will celebrate their usual Anniversary

by

an

Excursion to

on

When their places of business will be closed for the
day. Dealers in the vicinity are respecttully invited

to attond.
The Portland Band will accompany the Excursion.
The steamer will leave Custom rlouse Wharf at 7$
o’clock A. M.
I ^Tickets for sale at Tukey, Chase & Co.’s, C. J.
Walker & Co.’s, and A. & S. Shurtlelf.
jy2dlw

HALL

POSITIVELY POUR NIGHTS ONLY!

To Commence

Wednesday Evening, July

4.

Also, Thursday, Friday
And Saturday Fv’ngs, July 5,6 & 7.
THE

DOUBLE

Portland, July 2d,

Trowbridge’s

management respectfully beg leave to anthat all the Scenery, Tr cks. Machinery,
Wardrobe and Transformations have Deen brought
from tlieir Opera House, Boston, for the production
of their celebrated Pantomimes
The

Portland, July 2d,

june29dfit

cisely.

Great
PORE ST

S.

Rideout, Calais,

J.

Russell

and Medical attendance given to
able-bodied men joining the

Pay, Rations

Good

aU

g.Walter.
g.Portland Boy,

Thomas Horse.
b. g...Croton Oil.
known

<3. D. Miller
F. E.

names

Emery, names

r.

BATTALION

as

g.Billy

forming

CITY

OLD
For Service

on

at

IIALL

the 4th of July !

MONDAY EVENING, at Old City Hall, the
Recruiting Office will be open.
Now is the opportunity to Eulist !
This

jg^Portland expects every Soldier to do liis duty!
By command of the Maj t Gen. Com*g.

jy2d2t___
AT

oa

Morris.

The above named Horses having had 10 per cent,
the Purse paid as entrance money lor tLem, are
untitled to trotior the purse ot #250,00 on the Aiter-

Monday,

stock, although not extra large, is without
doubt the best class of Plate ever offered under
the hammer in our city. There will not be an y postponement, as our o die vs are peremptory, “set* and
forward the cash." Ladies and gentlemen will please
examine this stock early on morning of sale. In addition to our notice of goo is, will be found elegant
Berry Dishes, Syrup Cans, Butter Dishes, Fruit and
Cake Baskets. Tea and Coffee Urns, Napkin Rings,
Pres ntation Cuj.s, Bohemian and Silver Salts, Fish,
Fruit and Bread Knives, Butter Coolers, Wine and
Liquor Stands, Egg Cups, Gold lined Sa ts, PhotoE. M. PATTEN & GO.
Albums, etc.

THIS

July 4th, beat 3

of

in 5 to harness.

Trotting will commence at 3 o’clock.
(’ongress stroct Cars run within a short distance of

graph

jy2d2t___.
DAVIS & FESSENDEN,

Counsellors

the Park.

Admission 50 Cents* Ladies Free*
To prevent confusion and delay at the gates, Tickwill
be for sale at the Horse Railroad Depot.
ets

june27dUl

Opening

Arcana Lodge No.

1,1.0.

of (J. T.,

Will make their

Annual Excursion!

EIYER,

SiACO

Thursday, July 5,

1866.

PARTINGTON.
O~lco-Water free to all.
Committee qf Arrangements.
E. Hawkes, Jr.,
A. J. Cummings,
H. M. Small.
Car* will leave Portland & Rochester Depot at 7$,
and 10 A. M., and 2P. M.
TICKETS—from Portland and return 80 cts; Sacoarappa 05 cts; Gorham 55 cts; Buxton Center 25 cts.
For sale at Partington's under Lancaster Hall, and
June28dtd
oi the Commilt.e.

an

exhibition oi Stvaworries at MECHANICS’
LIBRARY ROOM, on Thursday Evening July 5th,
They offer the following premiums:
at 7 \ o’clock.
$3.(M).
For best 6 varieties,
3.00.
3
For best varieties,
2.00.
*'or best single variety,
and
no
to
everybody,
charge
Competition open
Per Order.
Yor admission.

JgJOdtd

BECKETT, Sec’y.

Portland Dry Dock Company.

MEETING of the Stockholders ot this Company
will be held »t the Ocean Insurance Office, dul>
3d, at 4 P. M., lor the following purposes, viz:— the
1st. To see it the Stoe 'holders will reconsider
vote passed at their last meeting instructing the Di-

A

rectors to build a Marine Railway.
2d. To see it they will authorize the Directors to
contract for building a Dry Dock (a definite proposition having been received.)
3d. To see if they w 11 authorize an increase of the
Per Order.
capital stock.
C. M. DAVIS, Secretary.
dlw
Portland, June26,18GG.

IN

(FUNNY

“F.

2d band men, who would like to
»»» lorming lor
Wintrp
IH Lvtare
aaJ
*? “!«* T'Room
open
MIMQ, at Room So. 1, v'14 uty Hall. * °r
uraer*
every evtn'ng this week.

W*®!*®4

loss,

as

On

stripping her, and
good order. The
also will most of

be under the circumstances. I fee) it is due
to the inhabitants of the Island to make this

Ladies', Misses 4 Children's Boots 4 Shoes,

Breed & Tukey,
C. A. WALDEN,
J. M.

HALL’S HAIR

has l>een mustered out and tbs men
paid off at

CALDWELL,

formerly Walden

Hart’s Island. A portion of the men arrived I
here on Friday, and the remainder on Saturday, and left for their various homes. The

& Caldwell.

july2d4w

RE.VSWER

Is the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offorod to the public. It Is a vegetable compound and
contains no injurious ingredients. It will restore
lialr
gray hair to its original color—will prevent the
It is a
falling out—and will promote its growth.
splendid hair dressing cleansing the scalp, and
making Iko hair soft, lustrous and silken.
It. P. HALL & CO.,
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
July 2—dawlwsn.
—

The

WOOdT WOOD

!

subscribers has just receiveda lot of good

NOVA

SCOTIA

WOOD !

and intend to keep oonstantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to offer their customers at the lowest cash price.

HEAD

UNION

public notice.
Robebtson Dyeb.
Portland, June 30,1866.
Twenty-ninth Maine.—This regiment

formerly Walden & Caldwell,
July 2,18GG.

|

WHARF.

following was

the roster of the
regiment:
Brevet Brig. Goa. H. Nye, of Lewiston, command-

ing.
Lt.

Col. Charles S. Emerson, Auburn.
Adj. Alpheus L. Greene, Portland.
Suigeon Josiali F. Day, Jr., Portland.
Asst. Surgeon Henry C. Cotton, Lisbon.
Co. B., Capt. Bonj. M. Bedlon,
Portland; 1st
Lieut Samuel E. Hunt, Thorndike; 2d Lieut. Lorenzo D. Stacy, Porter.
Co. C, 1st Lt. Clias. B. Fillebrown, Wintlirop; 2d
Lt. Henry M. Smith, Portland.
Co. D,. 1st Lieut. Chas. II
Jumper, Lewiston.
Co. E, 1st Lt. Chas. C. Graham,
Westbrook; 2d Lt.
Gilbert V. Bangs, FanniDgton
Co. F, Capt. Abel G. Rankin, Lewiston.
Co. H, Capt. Granville Blake,
Auburn; 1st Lt. G.
B. Coburn. A. It, Q. M., Auburn; 21 Lieut. Nathan
H. Lander, Auburn.
Co. I, Capt. Almon C. Pray, Auburn: 1st Lt. Jno.
O, Kidder, Lixfield; 2d Lt. Charles H. Pettingill.
Auburn.
Co. K. 1st Lt. Hartwell S.
French, Auburn; 2d Lt.
James Gillespie, Fort Kent.
h'ew York

Items.

SIMKO.V SU17RTLEFF &. CO.

New York July 1.
No oases of cholera were reported to the
jy2dtf______
Board of Health yesterday.
Annual Meeting.
The Excise Commissioners have received
Tho Annual Meeting of the PLUMEIi PATENT $1,100,855 lor license fees. The CommissionLAST BOOT AND SHOE COMPANY will bo held ers have been served with 280 injunctions.
in Portland, at the office of Messrs. J. & E. M.
RAND, No. 123 Middle Street, on
BUBINEttS NOTICES.
Tuc.duy, the 10th dny of July next.
At 3 o’clock, P. M.
A Clergyman (Rev. J. McMuriy), writing from
June 30, Idee.
jy2dtd
Halifax, N. S., says, “Having suffered several years
with throat affection, to which clergymen arc especFor Sale.
ially suhjoct, and having usod various remedies. I
PORTABLE fire ENGINE, manufact ured have pleasure in giving my testimony as to the relief
by Fountain Engine Company, suitable tor I have had in the discharge of my Sabbath labors
stcamlioat or ship »
A1k«, one set Iron Bilge from “Brown’s Bronchial Troches.” They havebet n
Pumps, for sale low. Apply to
a great comfort. Others to whom I have recommendEMERY & FOX, or
LEONARD CROCKETT.
ed them have used them with advantage.” For
July2Jtf
Coughs and Colds the Troches are equally efficacious.
Hoarding:.
july2—eodlw&w

F.’s.”~ ONE

FANTASTIC*.)

cla9s
VI1Cataract,
join
Comp-™”

bull will be a total

Also, Importers ol Lastings, and Dealers in Shoe
Stoek and Findings. Salts room and manufactory,
Nos. 42 and 44 Union street.
C. H. BREED,

WOOD 1

Strawberry Exhibition.

Portland Horticultural Society will hold

immediately

started for the wreck.

my arrival we commenced
saved about every thing in

July2dAwtf

formerly

CITMasic by Raymond** Q,a»driIIe Band.
REFRESHMENTS
For sale on the ground at Portland prices by Mr. J.

S.

and

TIIE

of

june2ddlw*

clear of the Island. The
soon bilged.
I, as agent for the
owners, received a dispatch from the
Captain,

Copartnership

which occasion they will endeavor to present
attractive programme oi amusements, consisting
&c.

Captain judged himself far* enough

the cargo. I would take this method to reNo ti ce turn my sincere thanks to the inhabitants for
their kindness and assistance to us on this ocundersigned have this day formed a copart- casion. They rendered us all the assistance
of
nership under the name aud style
we needed and their
charges were very reasonC. II. BllKEB & co.,
able, more so than one could expect them to

On

SPEAKING, DANCING, FOOT BALL, SWINGS,

the

from land to go

rrUIE undersigned propose to take the office and
X business of Hon. Edward Fox, reccntly appointed Judge of the U. S. District Court.
may
be consulted upon all branches ol professional business; and they will attend to cases in ail the Courts
of the State and of the United States.

Portland, July 2,1S6G.

Capen,

celiooner

For the purpose of manufacturing

-TO-

first
the

time,

WOODBURY DAVIS,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN.

PIC-NIC SEASON !

FALL

STREET,

PORTLAND. Me.

F THE-

THE

'Law,

They

Grand

an

at

9G EXCHANGE

James

Tiie schooner Lizzie W.
Dyer, Capt. Davit,
from Elizabetbporl, loaded with
coal, and
bound lor this port, went, ashore on the West
side of Wood Island, near to what u
called
the Pool, about 8 o’clock, on the
morning of
the 25th inst. it being a
very thick fog at the

ol

li'ion

fire
fine

of South Gardiner, has
discovered a perfect white rose which blossomed
on one of his
apple trees, or at least a flower
that resembled a rose in
every particular even
to its stem.
A common
apple blossom grew
close to it, and was broken off with
the rose
on the same stem.
The Reporter thinks Dame
Nature must have been in an eccentric
mood
when she thus
disregarded her own laws.
—The Maine Farmer
says Mr. AIMal Chandler of Bethel, made
eight hundred pounds of
maple sugar the present season, from trees
wher he cultivated
crops when he moved on to
his farm forty years
ago.
Tne repairs upon the rooms
appropriated
for the State Library, at the State
Mouse, are
progressing well. The main room will be
greatly improved by the new finish, while its
capacity will be considerably cnl rged. The
capitals to the Corinthian columns—stucco—
are perfect in their
way, and will be most appropriate ornaments to the room.
-Luring the severe thunder shower of Wredthe lightning killed four valuable cows—a
two
year old heifr-r and a yearling, the property of
Andrew G., and B. Moore, of Sebec. The cattle at t ie time were
feeding in the pasture, not
forty rods from the bouse. The Mr. Moores are
very respectable and industrious farmers, and
at this season of tho
year the loss will be deeply
1 J
teltby thorn.
—Mr. Alden Brown, of
had one of
Rockland,
his legs fractured by the
premature explosion
ot a blast at a lime
quarry last week, as we
learn from the Gazette.

TUESDAY, at 3 P. M.

names s.

names c.

—Mr.

AND CONTINUE

F. S. Palmer names g. g.Brighton DicJt.
J. F. Haines names, ch. g.Andy Mulligan.
O. M. Shaw, Bangor, names b. g.Daahaway.

by vessels

stream. In her present new condition she
will
not be expected to throw so
good a stream as
she will after being more worn.

_____

WILL OPEN

For a Purse of $250,00.

Union Wharf for Lumber and
or cars, to let by
lynch, bakkee & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

room on

limber

extraordinary time, in ten minutes after
was touched, the steamer was
throwing a

Recruits ! !

11 A. M. and S P. M.

PARK l

CITY

street,

—A match game of base hall will he
played
at Lewiston on the Fourth.
—Johnson's new steam fire engine, manufactured for the city of
Lewiston, reached its destination Friday, and was tested in the
presence
of a large crowd. With no
attempt to make

late Gaubert & Chase.
GEO. W. BARNES,
lato with Breed * Tukey.
d2w
1866.

«

^

THE—

—AT

Bar-

d2w

Silver Plate Sale

Race

Trotting

139 Commercial

ini^u.

BOUNTY ! ! !

$100

4th.

JTTLY

▼ r

WANTED!

Jack and Gill.

at 8 pre-

WHARF

T. H. CHASE,

AND

Which had tremendous runs in Boston.
Their Stage Carpenters and Machinists are now at
Theatre
the
getting the pieces ready, &?.
For full particulars see Programme s.
Prices of Admission— Lower Floor 50 cts; Gallery
35 ots. Reserved Seats (without extra cost) can now
he secured at the the Drug Stor of Messrs. Benson

"^uand^f S&yrnp

WHARFAGE.

THE

now

commence

Barrels Wanted.

JuJy2ti_

Copartnership.

MILITIA

Goose,

Doors open at 7 to

Syrup

subscribers have this day formed a copartnership under t1 e firm name of Tukey, Chase & Co.,
and have taken the store No. 50 Union street, recently occupied by Breed & Tukey, for the purpose of
jobbing Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, and would solicit
a share of the public patronage.
J. G. TUKEY,
la<e Breed & Tukey.

Recruits !

nounce

& Merrill.

1866.

barker & co.,
Commercial street.

139

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

Pantomimists !

Mother

Lynch,

Jnly2tf

C. H. BREED,
J. G. TUKEY.

TROUPF

MIN STRE LS

And

Cumberland.9,50

heretofoie existing between
the subscribers, under the style of Breed & Tukey, is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The
business will be settled by either partner.

THE

Wanted.

Barrels suitable for Sugar, for which cash
FLOUR
and the highest price will be
paid bv

copartnersliip

WOItLD-EENOWNED

Morris Bros. &

Flour Barrels

Dissolution of Copartnership

MONDAY, July 9th,

D BERING

july2d2w

wish to cent

Harpswell,

in Steamer Casco

C.A. WALDEN,
J. M. CALDWELL.

*

Falmouth.10.00
Portland.10.20
C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.

jy2d2t

J

r
July
2, 18Qff.

North Yarmouth.9.25
Yarmouth Junction.. 9.38
Yarmouth.9.43

Mechanic Falls.8.05
20
Danville Junction. ...8.40
New Gloucester.9.00

Empire Road.8

ot

611

mutual consent.

issued at all Stations between Island Pond and Poitland, good to return with by the Special Train on
Wednesday, to South Paris at 10 30 P. M., or by the
the 6th. A
regular Passenger Trains on
Special Train will leave the undermentioned Stations
for Portland, as follows:—
A. M.
A.MSouth Paris.7.30 Pownal.9.12

Thursday,

Jeff. Libby.

Jy2iitd

heretofore existing between
TnEcoparinership
^^well, is this day dissolved by
voT^'

RETURN TICKETS at ONE FARE will be

ARRANGEMENTS:
Mission Lodge.

jy2td

issolution.

Stato.

the Excursion.

COMMITTEE

front Rooms, furnished or unfurnished, with board, at i7 Free street. Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
jyfcdlw*

PLEASANT

^p

>

A resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds
to inquire into the propriety of
a
tract of land not less than 100 acres, near the
for
a
and
site
fora
Presidenpublic park
city,
tial mansion.
Messrs. Wilson, Harrison and Nesmith were
appointed as a conference committee on the
Freedmen’s Bureau bill, on the part of the

y

The Indian appropriation bill was taken up.
The bill as it came from the Housj is sixtyfive pages in length, and makes i]ie regular
annual appropriation for the support of the
Indian Department, carrying out vf treaties,
&c.
The Senate Finance Committee recommended several amendments.
Fqfther consideration of the bill was postponed until
Tuseday. The Senate then went into executive session and adjourned.

Read carefully the remarks
another column,

on

Hygienic Wine in
junelSeodtf,

HOUSE.

A bill was passed allowing soldiers to change
the location of homesteads, if puicliased without their own examination, and with which
they may be dissatisfied.
The hill organizing land districts in Arizona, Utah, Idaho and Montana was passed.
Several land grant bills were acted on.
The House then went into committee of
the whole on the tariff bill.
Mr. Morrill moved to increase the duty on
squares ef steel or iron, marked tor measuring, from six to nine cents per pound.—

--

doz.;

overt) inches and not over 11

inches,

$1.35 per doz.; over 11 and not over 13 inches,
$2 per doz.; over 13 and not over 15 inches,
$2.70 per dozen; over 15 inches in length,
$2.25 per dozen.
Mr. Banks, from the committee on conference on the Paris
Exposition bill, made a report which was agi^d to, yeas 73, nays 21.
The House then adjaimed.

Captured by
perialists.

Surrender of Matamoras

the

Demanded.

ilopcufor Empire Blasted*

Galveston, Texas, June 30.
A slopp-of-war has arrived from Brownsville bringing files of Matamoras and Brownsville papers to the 23d inst., being the first arrival since the battle of Camargo.

Bagdad had been evacuated by the Imperial
forces, and the Liberals assumed the Government. Two companies of negroes fought on
the side of the Liberals in the battle of Camargo.
A convoy has been captured with treasure
valued at $1,500,000. The owners, who went
from Matamoras with the Liberals for its redemption, were arrested by Escobado, and a
ransom demanded for their release.
Caravjal took command in front of Matamoras demanding its surrendsr.
Mejia retused to surrender to Caravjal, but sent tor Escobado to come and receive the
city. In the
meantime Escobado was marching to the assault. Mejia then sent for Gen.
Getty who
went over to confer with the Imperal General.
Mejia asked him whether, if he surrendered
the city to Caravjol, he—Gen.
Getty—would
protect the American citizens. The latter
answered, “That’s what I am here lor.”

Changes

per lineal foot; on hardware, tools, implements, carpenters’ tools, vices, braces, hilts,
fire tongs and shovels, house building bard
ware, not otherwise herein provided lor, shears
scales, instruments for medical and surgical
eases, and like finished articles of steel, wholly
or in part Of iron, brass, copper or other metal,
or wk< tlier washed, plated or gilt, 45 per cent,
ad valorem; on all harness and saddlers’ hard-

Washington, June 30.
Gen, Ruger, late Assistant Commissioner of
the Freedmen’s Bureau in North
Carolina,
says the State Convention has recinded the
to
the
act
proviso
passed by the Legislature relative ro the testimony of freedmen in
the courts. As the law now stands the
penalties are the same tor white and blacks, and the
testimony of all persons of color are admitted
in all cases in which they are personally interested. He states that there are fewer cases of
violence toward the freedmen than formerly.
The total receipts of internal revenue ifcr
the year ending to-day were $306,000,000.
The Senate in Executive session to-day confirmed the following: Charles Hunter to be
Commander in the Navy on the retired list;
N. C. Cutlibert Naval Officer at
Charleston, S.
C.: W. F. Conway Consul at Marseilles; B.D.
Merrill Consul at Sidney, N. S.; W. T. Alcoch
Consul at Goderich, C. W.; G. H. Heap Consul at Belfast; Albert Rhodes Pennel Consul
at Rotterdam. The following Postmaster was
confirmed: John F. Whitcomb, Ellsworth, Me.
Washington, July 1.
The disbursements of the Treasury for the
week jus* ended were: War Department $8,304,000; Navy Department $1,791,000; Interior Department $18,141. The total amount
expended for these Departments for the fiscal
year ending June 30th, is $395,925,534.
One million, three hundred and twenty thousand, nine hundred and eighty dollars in national bank currency were issued last week,
making the total amount issued thus far $282,555,440.

The Naval Academy Fleet.

Fobtuess Monroe, June 30.
The Naval fleet sailed this morning. Two
weeks will bo spent cruising at sea, and then

rendezvousing at Portland,

MUNICIPAL COURT.
KINGSBURY J., PRESIDING.

—

wire, spiral

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

House Furnishing G iods—Oren Hooper.
Boarding—77 Free Street.
G.ami Trunk Railway.
Recruits Wanted—$100 Bounty.
Auction Sales—E M. Patten & Co.
Wood—Simeon Shurtleff & Co,
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Annual Meeting—Plummer Boot and Slice Co.
Hail'g Hair Renewer.
*
Dissolution—Walden & Caldwell.
Copartnership Notice.
Flour Barrels Wanted.
Syrup Barrels Wanted.
Wharfage—Lynch, Barker <fc Co.
Counsellors at Law—Davis & Fessenden.
For Salt—Portable Fire Engine.

Im-

St^te,

valorem;

VICINITY.

AND

iVew Adrcrtirteincuta To-Day
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Excursion to Brunswick.
Excursion-Shoe and Leather Dealers.

FOURTH PAGE.

The citizens were flying to the Texas side
of the river on the 22d. The Custom House
was kept open all night to facilitate their deAdopted.
parture. Escobado is endeavoring to pass a
On motion of Mr. Allison, the specific duty captured train into Texas.
on table cutlery was reduced from 25 to 12
The Brownsville Courier thinks that some
cents per dozen.
arrangements will be made to hand MatamoOn motion of Mr. Dawes, a paragraph was ras over to Caravjal.
inserted taxing wardrobe locks, etc., 12 ceDts
Washington, July 1.
Mr. Romero, Mexican Minister, has received
per dozen, and 45 per cent ad valorem.
On motion of Mr. Griswold, a paragraph
a letter from
Tampico of June 10th, of which
was inserted, taxing horse and mule shoes 2
the following i3 an extract:
cents per pound.
“The people of Huesutta and all other towns
v
Mr. Morrill moved to amend the paragraph
in the Huesutta district have risen
again in
about railroad iron, so as to read, “on all iron favor of the Republic, and President
Juarez,
imported in bars tor railroads and 'thclined as you will see by the enclosed slip taken from
planes made to patterns, and fitted to be laid the Government organ of this city of the 26th
down on such roads or planes, without f*u- uit., styled the Iris, with 700 well armed Libetber manufacture,” 1 cent per pound.
ral troops, now occupies Huesutta, while a
Mr. Wilson’s amendment reducing the duty
force of 1000 is being organized at Victoria,
the
cents
to 70
present rate, was now in our possession, to move against this
per ewt.,
a
vote
of
50
to
to
49.
agreed by
place. The capture of Tampico is feasible if
Mr. Morrill’s amendment to which Mr.
our troops come with a force of 700 or 800
men,
Wilson’s was an amendment, was rejected by as it is now garrisoned with
impressed Mexicans
48 to 52, thus leaving the paragraph as in the
who will not fight against their own brothers.
original bill, making the duty oue cent per* I have just bad an interview with a frie .d
trom Hue utta, who informs me that our forces
pound.
Un motion ot mr, unsworn, a paragraph
have five pieces of artillery at Huesutta,two of
a
of
4
was inserted, putting
cents per
duty
which they captured from the enemy. The
pound on railway frogs, &c.
Imperialists made no resistance, and all their
On motion of Mr. Ames, tlie duty on steal' hopes for an
ewpiie are now blasted. Huesutwas increased from 45 to 50 per cent.
OThad sSflt 300 meiKRgaiust Eanloyuca, an imOn motion ot Mr. Dodge, the duty on crinwhere is a small Important city m this
oline wire was increased irom 7 to 10 cents
pel ial force, which will surrender without a
per pound.
struggle.”
Mr. O’Neil moved to increase the duty on
hard Ware from 50 to CO-cents per cwt., acWalWASHINGTON COEBESPONDENCE.
The committee then rose.
orem.
The portion of the bill, seven pages, disposIke nation Ah
it even 05.
ed of to-day is as follows :.
On chains made of iron rods less than 1 -4 of
1 inch in diameter and not less than ,‘!o. 9
in Military GommaiuU,
wire guage, 5c per lb.; on chains madg < Iron
rods less than No. 9 wire gu&ge lit per lb., and’
HAD STATE OF AFFAIRS IX NORTH
in addition thereto 20 per centum ad valorem;
on blacksmith’s hammers, stone hammers and
CAROLINA.
sledges of all descriptions, wholly or partially
on
wrought iron washers
finished, 4c per lb.;
New Yokk, June 30.
and nails, wholly tir partially finished of all deSpecial Washington dispatches say the total
or unpunctual, 3 l-2c
scriptions, punched
per
from
all
sources
lor the fiscal yearendreceipts
lb.; on screws called wood screws 2 inches or iug to-day are estimated al
$550,000,000.
over in length, 8c per lb.; less than 2 inches in
There is no hope tor the Bankrupt bill this
length 11c per lb.; on all other screws of iron session.
not herein enumerated, and on screws of any
Gen. Hooker’s health is so had he will reother metal than iron, 40 percent ad valorem ;
ceive leave of absence. Gen. Hope will take
on wrought iron tubes ot all descriptions, 4e
command of the Department of the East, Gen.
per lb.; on wrought iron hinges of ah descripHaueuck will succeed Pope in the West, and
tions, and bed screws, 4c per lb.; on galvaniz- Gen. Slocum will
go la Baltimore.
ed iron of all descriptions 4 l-2c per lb.; on
Twenty-five clerks in rhe Pension office
anvils of all descriptions 4c per lb.; on cut
have been removed to make places for ablenails and spikes ot all descriptions 2c per lb.;
bodied soldiers. Twenty more are to
go.
on all hand-saws not over 24 inches in length
At least 15,000 rations are required'tor des$1.50 per dozen, and 30 per cent, ad valorem; titute whites
and blacks in Alabama
during
over 24 inches in length §2.50 per dozen, anti
July. A bad state of a (lairs is represented as
30 per cent, ad valorem on all back saws not
in North Carolina. The Freedmen’s
existing
exceeding 10 inches in length $1.25 per dozen Bureau Commissioners are
constantly asking
and 30 pe- cent, ad valorem; over 10 inches in
protection trom Gen. Robinson, who reports
length §2.25 per dozen and 30 per cent, ad va- that he has not
military force under bis comlorem ; on squares of steel or iron marked for
mand to comply with the request,
measuring 9c per lb., and 30 per cent, ad vaJames W. Duncan, of Andersonville notolorem ; on needles of all kinds 40 per cent, ad
riety, has been sentenced to fifteen years’ imvalorem; on knitting needles and ior sewing
for murder, in violation of the
machines $1 per 100b and 35 per cent, ad va- prisonment
laws of war.
lorem ; on table cutlery with ivory, pearl or
metal bandies 12c per dozen and 40 per cent,
i'rscdmen Affairs.
ad valorem; on butcher’s knives, cook’s and
Auuusta, Ga., June 30.
shoe knives, spatulas and pletts $1 per gross
The freedmen conferred with the Inferior
and 50 per cent, ad valorem; on pocket knives
Court
(A
the
to-day,
subject of education.
and pocket cutlery of all kinds valued at not
The Court proposed to establish schools with
over $5 Jper dozen 75c per dozen and 50 per
the same rules and regulations
cent, ad valorem; valued at $5, $2 per dozen
governing the
and per cent, ad valorem; on skates costing white schools, the freedmen to send for northern teachers.
The Judges made kind and
20 cents or less per pair 35 per cent, ad valoconciliatory statements, and the treedmen rerem ; on padlock and curricombs of every dein the same spirit. The Court adjournscription and ol whatsoever material composed plied
ed to give time for further consultation on the
25c per dozen and 45 per cent, ad valorem; on
cheese, drawer, till, cupboard and wardrobe subject.
The Savannah Herald says certain new
locks of every description, and on door and
comers are planting on an extensive scale in
shutter bolts and wrought iren drawers 12c
that section, and paying the freedmen valuaper dozen, and 45 per cent, ad valorem; on
horseshoe nails or cut tacks, brads or springs bles, jewelry and trinkets. The party have
gone North for a further supply to meet the
not exceeding 16 ounces to the 1000,2 l-2c
next payment. The treedmen discovering the
per 1000; exceeding 16 ounces 3c per lb.;
swindle are dissatisfied and threaten to leave
wrought iron rivets, belts, spikes and nails less without
fulfilling their contracts.
in size than 20d, 4c per lb.; on all other wrought
Dr. H. Osborn was murdered by freedman
nails or spikes not other-wise provided for 3e
in
Camden county recently. The civil auper lb.; on borse and mule shoes 2c per lb.;
thorities arrested the murderers, but they were
on railroad splice-bars or chains punched
successfully resisted by a negro mob.
or unpunclred 2 l-2c
per lb.; on iron
There was a terrible murder at station No.
bars tor railroad or inclined planes made to
15, Saturday night. Two freedmen butchered
pattern ready to lay down lc per pounds Mrs.
Rollins and her two children and a negro
on iron known as angle iron, whether in
girl, killing the former, and leaving the latter
shapes called “H,” or any other shape, thin, without
the hope of recovery. One of the
roumL square, or flat, not herein otherwise
murderers was arrested at Boston.
specified, 2 3-4 cents per lb.: on old scrap
New Yoek, July 1.
iron, 85 cents per ton, provided that nothing
The Herald’s correspondent with Generals
shall be deemed old iron that has not been in
actual use, and fit only to be manufactured by Steadman and Fullerton, writing from Grenrecasting and rolling or welding; on iron wire ada, Miss., says that State is the worst one
bright, coppered, galvanized or turned, drawn they have visited. A perfect reign of tefror
and finished, not more than 1-4 of an inch in prevails at Grenada. Forrest’s guerrillas and
diameter, on railroad bars made in whole or ruffians are murdering Bureau Agents aud
in part by the Bessemer and pneumatic pro- outraging citizens. The most revolting cruelcess, and steel railway bars made in whole or ty is practiced upon the freedmen, aud the
in part by any other process, No. 2 jjor less only measures adopted to check these atrocities consists of offering rewards for the perpethan No. 16 wire guage, 4 cents per lb; less
•
in size than No. 16, and hot less than No. 25, trators.
wire guage, 5 1-2 cents per lb., and 10 per
From Washington.
on
and furnicent, ad
ture springs, 6 1-2 cents per lb; on locomotive
tire of iron or bars rolled and cut for such
uses, of whatsoever length,3 1-2 cents per lb.;
on do. for such uses, of steel or of iron refined
by the Bessimer process, 4 cents per lb.; on
all puddled and blistered steel and on all steel
other than east or sheet steel, in bars, sheets,
slabs, plates, coils, axles, tire and parts of ma
chinery for forging, a duty of-3 1-2 cents per
lb.; on all cast ami shear steel in bars, ingots,
sheets, slabs, plates, coils, axles, tire and parts
of machinery for forging, valued at 7 cents
per lb. or less, 1 1-2 cents per lb.; on steel
rods and steel wire, not exceeding 3-8ths inch
in diameter, and not less than No. 16, wire
guage, 5 cents per lb,, and 20 per cent, ad valorem ; less than No. 10 wire guage, 16 cents
per lb., and 7 per cent, ad valorem; on metal,
converted, east, or made from iron by the
Bessemer or pneumatic process, of whatever
form or description, except railway bars,
whether invoiced as steel or iron or otherwise,
8 cents per lb.: on steel carriage springs, 8
cents per lb.; on railway trogs or frog points,
fish bars and finger bars, 4 1-2 cents per lb.;
on steel In any form ami in manufactures of
every description, not otherwise provided tor,
50 per cent, ad valorem; on crinoline steel
wire, flattened and tempered, whether covered
or otherwise, 10 cents per lb.; on cross cut
saws, 12 cents per lineal foot; on mill, pit and
drag saws, not over 9 inches wide, 15 cents
per lineal foot; over 9 inches wide, 25 cents
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inches and not over 7 inches, 65 cents per dozen ; over 7 inches and not over nine inches, $1
per
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1
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ware, 50 cent, ad valorem; on muskets, rifles,
fowling pieces, pistols und all other fire arms,
45 per cent, ad
valorem; on swords and sword
blades, 25 cents each blade, and 45 per cent, ad
valorem; on planters’or other hoes, wholly or
in part of steel or
irou, $2 per doz; on files,
file blanks, rasps and floats, not exceeding 5
inches in length, 40 cents per d„zen; over 5

passed.

AUCTION.

and™L'RSDAY, duly 11th
12th, at 3 P. M., at office, will bo sold a line
collection of Oil Paintings, from the studios of Eu-

the most comical display of FANTASgot up in the State in the forenoon. Also
Military Parade ot the old stylo.
At 12 o’clock the BALLOON ASCENSION

TIC®

by Partington.
TO

-IN

HUNDRED

OIL PAINTINGS

JULY

Consisting of

Ac

FREE

OF

CITY OF PORTLAND,

The Colleges will bo opiu to all.
ICE

FOURTH

Balls,

MUSIC BIT CHANDLER’S BAND.

.Refreshments fjr Sale

GREAT CELEBRATION THE

SENATE.

The amendments to the Freedmen’s Bureau bill were insisted on, and ® conference
committee agreed upon.
A resolution w?s adopted, calling on the
Secretary of the Treasury tor a copy of the
official oath taken by A. L. Moore, lately appointed Collector at Mobile. H« was a rebel
officer.
The bill granting lands to Kansas to aid
the construction of the Pacificrailroad was

Senate.

EDW. Ml FATTEN & 4
0., Auctioneers,
No. 18 Exchange Street.

—TO—

Washington, June 30.

purchasing

-TO-

Animal

MORNING,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

-At 124

Entertainments.

GRAND

MONDAY

L'.-IT"_

year in advance.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
nvariably in advance.

the Office or Paper
as above.
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d
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same

tion
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GRAN© OPENING

ExchangeStrce

Terms
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Vol. S.

23, 1802.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is
ev®ry day, (Sunday excepted,)at $2
Portland, N. A. Foster, Proprietor.
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Saturday.—Ansel Lotlirop, at whoso shop asma)j
quantity ot ale was seized by the Deputy Marshal*,
was adjudged guilty.
He appealed to the Supreme
Court. Evans & Putnam ior the defense.
The case of Thomas Parker—search and seijKuj^wa* continued to Friday, July 6th.
A lad named William Tierney, for habital truancy,
was sentenced to the Reform School during his mi-

nority.
Fourth of July.
The arrangements for the celebration of the

Fourth of July in the city are of such a chai"
acter as will prove attractive to our friends
from the country, who, generally, on that day
desire to visit the city, especially if there are
to he any exhibitions worthy of note.
Special trains will be run over the Grand

Trunk road

as far as Paris, by which visitors
here soon alter 10 o’clock in the
morning, and leave after the exhibition of
the fireworks in the evening. On the P. S. &
P. road a train will go out to Biddeford alter

arrive

can

the fireworks are over.
one

fare for the round

and Rochester

These trains run at

trip.

On the Portland

road trains will run several

during the day, and one will leave
evening, after the exhibition is over.
times

in the

The Fantastics will appear this year in a
stronger body than ever, and will commence
their march between 8 and 9 o’clock in the

morning.
During

the forenoon there will be an old
fashioned military training. This will be a
sight well worth seeing.
At 12 o’clock the grand balloon ascension
will he made by Messrs. Starkweather & Sever, from the Deering pasture. A grand opportunity will be afforded the tens of thousands to witness the process of inflating the
balloon and of seeing the ascension.
In the afternoon there will be a game of
base ball, between the Lowell nine of Boston
and the Eon club

of this

It will take

city.

place on the grounds of the Rolling
Company, formerly Camp Berry.
ironing

gruuu

uuticn lor a

purse

oi

Mills
3>zou,

offered by the proprietor of Forest City Trotting Park, will come off at 3 o’clock in the afternoon. For this trot some of the best horses
in the State have been entered. There are
seven entries, most of which have made their
mile in less than 2.40. Among them are
“Dashaway,” entered and to be driven by Mr.
O. M. Shaw of Bangor; a splendid trotting
horse named

“Walter,” from Calais, and other
fast nags owned in this vicinity, among which
is “Portland Boy,” an untried animal but a
great favorite. Two of the fast horses owned
in distant-part* of tho sente tt©i .■ too tr.te in
being entered. This race will attract great attention.
The display of fireworks to come off in the
evening will be the most brilliant ever exhibited in this State. It will take place in Deering pasture, which is the best place in the city
for such a purpose, as the rising grounds afford
qyery oie an opportunity to witness the display, and be without the reach of danger.
The great Caravan and Menagarie will give
three exhibitions on that day, affording people
from the country an opportunity to see the
wonderful hippopotamus, elephants and other
animals, and to witness some of the best
equestrian exercises.
Morris Brothers & Trowbridge’s Minstrels
will perform one of their celebrated pantomimes at Deering Hall in the evening.
The islands will be visited by thousands, as
the steamer will run throughout the day.
In short, there is enough to occupy the attention from early morn till late at night, and
all can enjoy themselves, except the reporters
of the daily papers, who are expected to be every where at the same time, and to chronicle
all the proceedings.

Circus and CARAVAN^-To-morrow the
great Menagarie and Circus of Messrs. G. F.
Baily & Co. will make its entrance into the

city.

The

procession will be headed by the
hippopotamus drawn by
four elephants, and will pass through the
immense den of the

streets about 10 o’clock.
be on the

senal, and
o’clock

on

will, also,

The exhibitions will

promenade grounds,

near

the Ar'

will come offal i l-Z and 7 1-2
the 3d and 4th of July. There

be a

morning exhibition

on

ihe 4th

at 10 o’clock.
This is an affair worth

seeing. The monster hippopotamus is the only one ever exhibited in America. The trained elephants are
remarkable animals; and then there is one of
the best Circus companies that has ever visit,
ed our State.
be crowded.

No doubt every exhibition wilt

Trotting Match.—One of the most interesting and well contested trotting matches that
has taken place this season came off at the
Forest City Trotting Park last Saturday. It
$100 a side, between
“Petroleum,” the former
entered and driveu by George n. Bailey, and
the latter by F. S. Palmer, the driver of “Gen.

was

a

match

race

“Lady Franklin”

for

and

Knox.”
It was mile

heats,

best three in five to har-

Petroleum won the first heat in 2.56;
Lady Franklin won the second in 2.55; Petroleum won the third heat in 2.55; Lady
Franklin won the fourth and fifth beats in 2.53
ness.

and

2.55,

thus

winning

the race.

Affray.—A row occurred on Federal street
a hackman and a
teamster, in which the former got the latter
down while one of the hackman’s confederates
beat the teamster severely. Deputy Marshals
Wentworth and Irish arrested all the parties,
who gave personal tecognizance for their appearance before the Municipal Court Tuesday

Saturday morning, between

morning.
Death

of an

Undertaker.

—

Mr. Ira

Stilson, one

of the undertakers of this city,
and for many years sexton of the 2d Parish

died yesterday morning, after an illness which
had confined him for two months,
lie will
be buried with Odd Fellows honors at three
o’clock this afternoon from his late residence,
No. 23

Myrtle

Dedication.—Tlie Chapel on the comer of
Daiil'orth and May streets, erected by members
ol the State Street Church and
Parish, was
dedicated to the service of Almighty God Sunday afternoon. It is called ‘‘YViiliston Chapel,” in memory of Mrs. Maria Williston Walker, late wife of the pastor of State Street
Church, and is a beautiful little building, erected from a design by F. II. Fasseit,, Architect,
and is calculated to seat comfortably 400 persons.

The

Chapel was crowded to excess on tbe
Vases of beautiful flowers adorned
the table, the wall back of
it, and the front of
the singing gallery. The children of the Sabbath School, which has hcrtolore been held in
the Walnut street school bouse,
occupied tbe
centre of the house, and
other
every
part was
filled, many persons being obliged to stand.
The services commenced by singing tbe sentence “Praise the Lord,” by the State Street
Cburch Quartette, which was done beautifully. Then followed the invocation and reading
of tbe 122d Psalm by Rev. Mr. Walker, pastor
of State Street Church. The “Pilgrim Rand”
was then sung by the Sabbath School children

occasion.

very

handsomely.

Mr. William W. Brown, chairman of the
Building Committee, then presented the keys
of the building and the deed of the lot to
Hon. Woodbury Davis, Treasurer of the
Board of Trustees, accompanying the presentation with a few pertinent remarks.
Judge Davis, in response, gave a succinct,
but clear account of the inception, progress
and completion of the work as follows:

It is about fifteen years since the religious
wants of thejyoung In this part of our city be-

gan to be supplied by Mission Sabbath Schools.
As is usual in such cases, these schools were
at first bricl, without regular organ;zalion or
established support.
Generally suspended
during the winter they were not always started again iu the spring. I cannot learn that
any Sabbath school was held in this vicinity
after the summer of 1850, until the spring of
1S81, when Miss Anna A. Sweetser, who had
had considerable experience in a similar enterprise in the neighborhood of the present
West Chapel, gathered the children together
lor a Sabbath school in the Walnut street
school house. At her request, Deacon Thomas li. Hayes, of the State Street Congregational Church, took charge of it as Superintend
e“t.
Since that time, the Walnut street Sabbath
school has been maintained, with one or two
brief interruptions, under the patronage of
tbe Sabbath School Association of the State
Street Church, by which it has been supplied
with hooks and papers, and, to a large extent,
with teachers. The President has been chosen
by that Association; and it has been maintained as a branch or mission school. As
early as April, 1803, a committee was chosen
to take into consideration the question of
building a chapel for the use of the school,
which should also be a house for religious
worship. But the disturbed condition of the
country, in consequence of the civil war then
pending, prevented any immediate action.
in

June, loon,iuc iwciiiuu iiaviug ueen sunwas a meeting of State St. Church

dued, there

to consider whether the time had not come
to carry out the purpose which had been suspended, but not abandoned. A committee to
raise tlie necessaiy funds was chosen, of which
Mr. H.'W. Clark was Chairman. Mr. Walker,
the pastor of the chutch, had taken a deep interest in the enterprise: and the death of his
wife occurring during the summer, there was
a general desire to make the chapel, if one
should be erected, a memorial of her. The
effort at once assumed this form; and it is
largely indebted to this tor its success. Her
name before her marriage was Maria Wiliiston; and in pursuance of thl» .foeign, 4hb
i"use is hereafter to be called the Willistoi)

Chapel.

cost of the land and building was
originally estimated at Five Thousand Hollars. But in consequence of some changes
and expenses not anticipated, the whole cost,
not
including the furniture has been
$6,500. Nearly ail of this has been
paid, and funds enough are on hand, or promised, to pay the balance; so that it may be
considered as virtually tree from any debt.—
The entire amount has been contributed by
the members-of the State Street Parish.
It
is due to Francis H. Fassett, the architect, to
say that the committee were under obligations to him for the beautiiui design and plan,
which he offered w;thout compensation.
Of the manner in which the Building Committee-have performed their part of the service, I need not speak. This beautiful room
itself, speaks their piaise.
The elegant bible upon the desk Is the gift
of Mr. J olin C. Brooks.
To whom we are to
be indebted for the musical instrument which
lead3 us in our songs of praise, will be made
known on another occasion.
The principal contributors of the ftmds, at
a meeting called to consider the question,
voted to have the property deeded to the officers of the State Street Church, in trust, for
such use as the Curch should determine. As
Treasurer of the Trustees, 1 have been rereques'ed to make this statement of the origin, progress, and completion of the enterprise. This Chapel stands to-day, the visible
expression of what wc may do lor our Master, if we will. In behalf of all who have aided in its erection, the Trustees now offer it to
be dedicated to the worship and seivice of Alrue

mighty Cod.

The State Street Quartette then sang

a

hymn.
Tlie sermon was by the pastor of Stats St.
Oliurelt, from the text, Luke 7th, 5th: “ For
he loveth our nation, and he hath built us a
synagogue.” In hi3 discourse the preacher
mentioned some of the aspects In which that

building

stood as a token of

regard;

1st_

free will offering to Christ.—
was erected out of regard for
The third and last one mentioned was
men.
the name that had been given to it, and
which had incited many to come forward and
That it was
2d. That it

a

subscribe, who were not members of the
church, but who had a deep affection for her
to whose memory this Chapel had been erected. Mr. Walker, in the few remarks he made
upon this point was deeply affected, and so
was every member of
the congregation.—
They could not forget the loveliness and
Virtues of her, who, the pastor said had
tor
ten long, long months before, gone from him.
The dedicatory prayer was offered by Rev.
Dr. Walker, father of tho pastor of State SL
Church. The children then sang “We’ll stand
for the

right.” They

were

then

briefly

ad-

dressed by Rev. Mr. Walker.

The doxology,
Praise Go t from whom all blessings flow,
was sung by the congregation, and the benediction closed these interesting services.
Row.—There

was a general row in Union
yesterday afternoon, between the Irish
residents in that vicinity and the police. The
affray originated in a policeman’s attempting
to anest a hoy for being disorderly. The lad’s

street

mother sailed in to the rescue and got her
countenance badly marked. Some of the men

also interfered with the jioiiee, throwing stones
at them. Officer Porter at one time was
down with two men on top of him and the
He succeeded in clearwoman clawing him.
ing himself, and we it lor more help. Meanwhile the woman went to tlie police office to
make a complaint against the officer, and she
One or two of
was arrested and locked up.
the men were also arrested.

Street.

Commencement exercises

at Westbrook

Green Peas.—J. P. Miller, Esq., proprietor pf the White House, near Cumber-

Seminary, will commence this evening at 7 1-2 land Mills Depot, Westbrook, brought to the
o’clock, with an address by J. G. Adams o^ city ou Satunlay tlie finest lot of green peas
Lowell, Mass., and a poem by Miss J. S- that have appeared in our market this'season;
and the first we think, raised in this vicinity.
Quimby of Westbrook.
are as much superior to those
They
brought
Circus.—Lent’s great New York Circus is
from Massachusetts, as corn meal for Indian
to exhibit in Portland on Monday and Tuespuddings is better than saw dust.
day, July ISth and 17th. We shall take occaPy tlie way, the While House is one of the
sion to speak of it before that time.
best out-of-town houses in this vicinity,—the
We learn that Dr. Lamb, of this city, is rooms are large, airy and well tarnished and
about to erect a beautiful monument of Italian the tables are always supplied with the best
that Portland market affords, and vegetables
marble over fhe remains of liis father, the late
fresh from the proprietor’s fields and gardens.
ltev, John B. Lamb, of Lincolnville.

Third of July.
Mr. Editor:—I trust the
Mayor and Aldermen, at their meeting this evening, will
appoint a large supernumerary force of
police—
"ne

hundred^ necessary—to prevent the rack-

et an.

o <4*nee which

generally commence

nine o’clock in the
evening of the
July. I have no objection to
Young
Americas
commencing with crackers and pi*
tolsas soon as the bells
give notice of the
but 1 do object to a con“na‘
of guns, pistols and
crackers from
“ °CO<*

soou an.

r

M oi

Sffifi,r,DS fF0Urth;

on,thePrevio>“evening tosunrise

ho next

mornmg. Let there be a
heavy Pohce force sut.oned
throughout the city to prevent th.s noise, which is
very
__

aggravating to
INVAUD8.

ExportTH^^*!

Foreign
vaJue 0
foreign exports from this port last
week
amounted to $22,882.43.
Included in the
were
22-1
shipments
box sliooks, 2,650 shooks
and heads, 69,500 hoops, 2,691
pairs headings,
816,469 It lumber, 84 empty casks, 20 hhds sugar, 2,500 lbs. lard, 3,844 bushels oats.
The Ferry.—The
managers of the Cape
Elizabeth Ferry will run the steamer
extra
late on the
evenings of the 3d and 4th on
the 3d the last boat will leave
the city at 11
o’clock; and at 12 (midnight) on the night of
the 4th.
Co. Q.—All members of this
Company are
requested to meet at old City Hall this
evenat
8
o’clock.
ing,
Universalist Convention.
The Annual State Convention
of the Universalist body assembled at Auburn
on Tuesday. The attendance, both of

clergymen

laymen, was

and

very large, and great interest pervaded the meetings. We condense
from various sources a brief report of the
proceed-

ings.

At the meeting for
organization, Hon. N.G
President
1L Dresser, Esq of
Auburn, Vice President;
Rev. Giles Bailey, oi
Gardiner, Recording
Secretary; Rev. M. J. Steere, ofLewistrn,
Corresponding Secretary; Hon. E. F. Beal of
Norway, Treasurer; Rev. A. G. Gaines of
Mechwic Falls, Occasional
Preacher; Revs
A. G. Games,
G.W.Quinby, E. C. Bolles, W.
R. trench and D. T.
Stevens, Committee of
Fellowship 'and Discipline; Revs W E.
trench, G. Bailey and A. Battles, and Hon
S. Perham, and Alfred
Woodman, Esq1 True-

Hichbum, of Stockton, was elected

tees.

At 10 1-2 o’clock, a
meeting was held in the
Congregational church, when the Corresponding Secretary’s report was read by Rev. M. J
Steere, of Lewiston. Rev. Mr. Fletcher’ of
Bath, read a report on the Sabbath Schools
connectedwith the denomination in
the
State.
interest
cou

The condition of the Sabbath
School
was represented as
favorable and en-

raging.

The Occasional Sermon was
preached in
the afternoon by Rev. Z.
Thompson, of West
Waterville; and Airing the day and evening
sermons were preached at different
churches
by the Rev. Mr. Bolles, of this city, and the
Rev. Mr. Emerson, of
Boaton, editor of the
Uniter aalist.
A meeting held on
Wednesday at the church
in Auburn was devoted to
the Interests of
denominational education. A report on the
condition of Westbrook
Seminary was made
by Rev, Mr. French, of the Board of Trustees.

The school

was

shown to be in

a

flourish-

ing condition, both financially and in the number of Its pupils.* The
property of the institution amounts to nearly
$90,000, and $7C0
were needed to
complete the $30,000 It had
be at proposed to raise, also $8000
to erect a
new building to be called
Hersey Hall. Bids
were made for the Westbrook
stock, when the
$700 deficit in the old stock was
secured, and
about the same amount for the
Hersey Hall
fiind. A large collection was also taken for

the benefit of superannuated
clergymen.
On

Thursday

the

following delegates

were

elected to attend the General Convention in
Galesburg, 111., to he held In September next:
—Rev. A. Battles, G. Bailey. J. C.
Snow, and
L M. Atwood, clerical; and Hon. A. D. Manson, of Bangor, Alfred Woodman Esq., of Portland, Hon. A. C. Dennison, of Mechanics Falls,
Hon. Sidney Perham, of Paris, Hon. N.
Hichbom, of Stockton, J. A. Homan Esq., of
Augusta, Hob. Ezra F. Beal, of Norway, and
Hon. L. L. Wadsworth |r., of Pembroke.
The Committee on Resolutions
reported the
following series:

G.'

1st. Resolved, That In view of the increase of
intemperance in our community, withio the
few years last past, carrying in its wake a fearful train of social, national and moral evils we
hail with grateful joy the newly-awakened’ in-

terest iu the Temperance Reform, which
appears in various parts of our State, aud we once
more renew our declarations of
earnest sympathy with the movement, and urge upon our
people the need of planting themselves upon
the principles of total abstinence from all intoxicating drinks, and to lend their influence
in suppressing both by moral means and the
stern arm of the law, the
tippliDg shops and
drmking saloons of our State.
2d. Resolved, That when we reoall the
events
of the last five years in our
land, the armed
rebellion which threatened and
the
jeopardized
life ot the uation, carrying
200,000 of our patriotic fellow citizens to their graves
and filling
our homes with weeping and Umenta
iou, and
burdening our government with a huge debt
we deem any attempt at
reconstruction abortive, which, ignoring the crime of treason, s irrenders tne pel.ticai power of our
government
into the bands of those who have
sought its destruction, or overlooks the fundamental principles of political justice as expressed in the
Declaration of Independence,
by denying to
anv class of loyal citizens the exercise ot impartial sufirage, or any of the inalienable rights
"

of man.

,8d. Resolved, That the glorious act of emancipation by which four millions of human beings have been changed from the condition of
chattels

to that of freemen, fills us with
profound joy, at the same time that it
imposes noon us the obligation of
putting forth earnest*-*'
deavors to lift them in the scale of civilir-,.
by helping to establish schools and -endj
teachers to them, who shall lead shem
ln
paths of light and knowled<—
4th. Resolved, That the »«.HBers who
left
peaceful homes, and in the spirit of noble r,
triotism went forth to the defence of
*h*i
country, are entitled to. and do have, our heart
iest gratitude for their heroic acts and deeds or
self-sacrifice. We owe them a debt we can
We feel, also, that those
never pay.
whose
bodies are glorified by the scars of their honorable warfare, and who have thus been disabled
for life, as Hell as the wives and children of
those who have laid their lives as a sacrifice
upon their country’s altar, should receive the
deepest sympathy; and we call upon the towns,
cities and oounties of our
State, in which they
reside, to take such under their guardian care
and show to them and the world that
Republics

in*

ungrateful.
All but the second

are not

were adopted by unaniUpon this a lively discussion
arose.
It was eloquently advocated
by Rev.
Messrs. Battle, Bolles, Emerson of Boston and
others, and opposed by Rev. Mr. Walcott of
Rum ford. The yeas and nays were
ordered,
and resulted in its adoption with but two
tnose
of Gen. Clark of Tumor, and Rev.
nays,
mous

votes.

Mr. Walcott.

The usual votes of thanks were then
and the Convention

adjourned, to

passed,

meet next

year at Stockton.
At half past 10, the

Congregational Church
densely filled to listen to Rev. E. G
Brooks of New York, formerly of Bath, while
at the same hour another
congregation assembled In the Universalist Church, and liswas

tened to a sermon from Rev.

Mr. Abbott of
Rockland.
In the afternoon Rev. Mr. Atwood of Portland preached, and the communion ordinance
was observed.
Another large meeting was
held in the evening, at the close of which a

parting hymn was sung and the .congregation
joined in repeating the Lord’s fRyer. Thus
closed one of the largest and most
satisfactory
Conventions ever hi id by the d jacmiiiatiou
in this State.

to see peace

am

iess,!

established,

therefore, be willing

I would not,
any settlement un-

to see

til this question is forever settled.
U.'S. Geast.
“Your sincere friend,
“lion. E. B. Washborn'e.”
Portland Ely Dock.
the Editor or the Press
] was glad to see the noLice of the

commuiljjpcn

canaot

ing

published, unless

accomand address of the writer. W e

will be

name

panied by

of this Company calling

ri!>ou<lf*»t*u

re

So

on

undertake to return rejected communica-

tions.

respectable parties to

.tress:

five per cent, untaxed consols ire not favorably regarded in any inlluentiai quarter. The
Republican press has been outspoken Iron:
the start. There is but one honorable, or

honest policy, respecting the bonds issued
the war. They were taken under the
express condition, that they should be exempt

even

during

u*vc

unwise, but the faith of the
pledged, and it must not be

any other form, the
is unalterably set.
The proposition of the
to

Secretary of the
continue and perpetuate this

consolidated debt of the United States, especially if it be assured by the Constitutional
amendment which forbids its validity to be
even questioned, will be an attractive and lavoiite investment. There are even those who
believe the loan might readily be placed at
But
five per cent, subject to taxation.
if the choice lay between five per cent, without and six per cent with taxation, and even
if there were, as Secretary McCidloch thinks,
a small pecuniary advantage in favor of ex-

five, we are nevertheless glad to
record that the proposition would be rejected
with great unanimity by the Republican party
both in and out of Congress.
In a recent letter to Govemcfr Smyth, of
New Hampshire, Chief Justice Chase says, “1
can understand an argument for not taxing
at

debt which the creditor may take up after
five or ten years, for 1 can see the country
may save more in interest than it would loie
in taxes; but 1 cannot Imagine an honest ara

gument tor a debt for thirty years, and exempted from the taxing burden to which oth-

subjected. I got money,
and all that was needed, in the worst times,
on short controllable loans,subject to nations'
property may

taxation.’’

be

Readers will remember how Sen-

ator Fessenden

treated the proposition,

bodied in Senator Sherman’s bill.

“I

em-

as

am

opposed that bill,” said Mr. Fessenden, “and
shall object to its being taken up at any time
so far as I am concerned.
It does not meet
to

approbation in any particular.”
While the opinions of the two

my

men

who

called to manage the national finances
during the war, are so clear and decisive,

were

there has been no

counterblast

from

Republi-

writers.
Mr. McCulloch’s
speakers
opinions have been treated with the respect
to which they are doubtless entitled, hut there
has been no lack of warning that his policy in
this respect was regarded with grave suspicion
and anxiety.
There is now no money to be borrowed, onor

can

The perpetuly
ity of the government is no longer exposed to
question; its future is assured by the victori-

floating

a

ous

was more or
a

debt to be lunded.

issue of the war.

shadow of

For the

less excusable

policy
then, there

an excuse now.

which
is not

The creation of

class of persons exempt by law from the ordinary burdens of the community in which

a

they live, yet empowered by law to vote appropriations indefinitely increasing these burdens, is not republican or rational. An exemption for thirty years would render the
bonds relatively higher here than abroad,
where no such exemption exists, and infallibly bring them back upon the American market and curtail our working capital. The national debt is equal to nearly one-fifth of the
national wealth.

We cannot afford to leave

three billions of dollars out of the national
valuation. The scheme is idle, its promised

advantages

we

believe to be delusive.

The Democratic press has maintained a
profound silence, so far as we have observed,

respecting
men

Democratic Congressattempt to bring it up or

this matter.

have made no

put it down. The Argus, some time ago,
spoke rather hastily and indiscreetly of Mr.
Sherman’s bill as “one of the most important
and one of the wisest measures introduced in
Congress at this session,” but appeared to be

frightened at the echo of its own voice, and
relapsed into silence. One day last week, it
woke up again and declared, with innocent
forgetfulness of its last words on the subject,
that the proposed exemption of government
bondholders “is not equitable and can never
be made to appear so!” Then why did you
try ? one asks. “It was one of the solemn
duties of Congress to attend to this matter,”
says the Argus. Congress has effectually attended to the matter.

Senator Sherman’s bill

embodying the “grand scheme,” which in May
you trusted would be “carried to complete
success,” but which in June you had grown
suddenly ashamed of, has silently been condemned by Congress. It will not pass. A
consolidated debt we shall doubtless have, but
sui^eet to taxation like other stocks.
the

pohcJ'SWbich

we

That is

have no doubt will be

unanimously approved by the Republican party.
The Argus inquires after Mr. Lynch’s position on this question. We beg to remind the
Argus that the “grand scheme” which received its hearty commendation so recently, came
and has never come before
up in the Senate,
the House. Mr. Lynch has had no occasion to
announce bis views, and we are not authoriz-

Nevertheless we have
no doubt that upon this as upon other questions be is in full sympathy with his party,
and that if the McCulloch-Sherman-Aigus
ed to

speak

for him.

the

Napoleon’s Letteu.—The Pari3 Avenir
of June 13, contains the following interpreta"
tion of the document read to the Corps Legis.
latif the other day:

to exempt United States consols
irom taxation, should come before -the House,
he would promptly set upon it the seal of
his condemnation.

Butcher’s Lightning Fly-Killer
Makes quick work with flies, and it commenced
ly, keeps the house clear all summer.
Look out tor imitations. G'et Dutclier’a only.
June 2G—sxd&wlm.

have a shoe pvt on !
The question now comes up, tvhatis the encouragement to the stockholders to increase
their

subscription and to others to subscribe ?
This, chiefly—that it will immensely increase
iu value the property owned
by the Company
in Cape Elizabeth, adjoining the terminus ot
the Portland bridge,
eastwardly. This consists of a tract oi 42 acres of
land, paid for,

and a very substantial front wall of over 400
teet built upon it. There is
already a demand
for a portion of the land for the
purpose of
erecting store houses and for spar yards. It
is
also, I learn, in contemplation, to put
up a cordage factory there; and before the
dock is finished, all of it will be wanted for

mechanical and manufacturing purposes.—
Careful men estimate that the balance of the
land, besides the Dry Dock, will be worth, on

completion of the Dock, more than $100,000.
_Tne great difliculty of obtaining
storage for
imported goods, is severely felt by our busiAt this moment the storehouses

ness men.

full, and where to get accommodations tor
many expected cargoes is a problem not yet
solved. The nearness of the
Company’s property to the business portion of the city, (it
being not farther distant from Portland Sugar House than the depot of the Atlantic &
St. Lawrence Bailroad Co.j makes this a
veiy
desirable place tor storage sheds, and
when, as
will be the case at no distant day, the rails are
laid connecting this property with Commercial street, the facilities for storage of
heavy
goods will be such as to make glad our suflerare

ine importers.
Now some of the stockholders may ask why
there has been so much delay in building the

long contemplated

Dock.

I

reply,—

The estimated cost at the first wa3 very
much above the views of the directors and
means of the corporation.
1.

2.

The party now proposing to build
engaged in completing a dock in New

was

York,

Grant’s Foresight.—Hon. Mr. Sbellabarger, of Ohio, recentlysent the following letter
from Gen. Grant to the clerk’s desk to be read,
calling attention to the fact that it was penned nearly a month before President Lincoln’s

emancipation proclamation:
Aug. 30, 1S02.
“Vicksburg, Mississippi,
“Dear Su: * * * * The people o( the
North need not quarrel over the institution of
slavery. What Vice President Stephens acknowledges the corner-stone of the, Confederacy is already knocked out. Slavery already
dead cannot be resurrected. It would take a
standing army to maintain slavery in the
South if we were to make peace to-day, guaranteeing to the South all their tbrmer constitutional privileges. I never was an abolitionist; nor even what eould be called anti-slavery ; but I try tojudae fairly and honestly, and
it became patent to my miud early in tile rebellion that the North and South could never
Jive at peace with each other except a3 one

i

■

DR. LANGLEY S

TERS

area sure

veys made. The opinion of the Board, however, wa3 unanimous and very decided, that a
railway would not accomplish the object of
stockholders, while the expense would be onehalf of that of a dock.
I am satisfied, looking over the whole sub-

ject, that the delay in the operations of the
Company thus far has been of service to us,
and am equally convinced that the time has
now fully come to finish up as important and
profitable a work as this community has undertaken these many years.
A Stockholder.
Tho I’ino Arts in Portland—Painters and
Modellers.

Verily, our quiet little village seems to be in
a fair way of
becoming as well known tor her
painters and sculptors—or modellers—as for
her authors.

Passing

down Free street

yesterday, we
came upon a picture In a shop window, painted by Brown, which is really a wonder in its
way. It represents a sea view, all alive with
sunshine,—fading mist—gigantic shadows, and
rippling, rollicking waters, and the most beautiful play of prismatic hues; more beautiful
by fill-than the artist himself has any idea of.
So much for copying Nature when she is in
good humor with herself, and will not stand
exaggeration, because not needed. The picture, though not large, is worth five hundred
dollars—and is already secured by our friend,
the Cashier, who knows how to value it, for a
much lower figure. He will find it- money at
interest, compounding for his children’s children.
And then, too, passing another window, we
find a medallion by Mr. Charles Akers, entitled the "Apple Blossom”—a very sweet

thing,

to be sure, and worthy of liberal encouragement, both as a photograph and as a

medallion—who bids? Of course it was not
intended for a portrait, and yet there are features which betray the individual, and are

just

such as an idealist

might well disregard,

if the chin were
the

fuller,
apples by and by.
Extract from

an

it would be better for

J. N.
Old Newspaper.

the Editor (if the Press:

NEW CLOTHING UP TOWNS
EMERSON & BURR
Have this day received

years old.
I came across

an old paper, printed in
England, which our ancestors brought over, and
found an interesting article which you may
have the benefit of if I can decipher the /
and s part:

TEE ODD FAMILY.

In the reign of King William the Third
there resided at
Ipswich a family distinguished by tiie name of the Odd

Family. Every
or bad, happened to
this family on the odd
day of the month, and
every member had something odd in his or
her person, manner and behavior. The husbanu’s name was Peter, and his wife’s Rabah
they had seven children, all boys, viz.: Solo^
mon, Roger, James, Matthew, Jonas. David
and Ezekiel. The husband had but one leg
his
one arm.

wife hut
Solomon was born’
blind of his left eye, and Roger lost his sight
accident.
James
had
his ear bit off in a
by
quarrel; and Matthew was born with only
three

fingeis on

Ids

right

hand.

Jonas had

a
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1708, Ezekiel enlisted

as a

grenadier,

and al-

STREET,

and Took at our fine stock of goods before purchasing
elsewhere. We have a large stock of DUSTERS at
very low prices. We guarantee satisfaction to all our
customers.
S.

EMERSON.

M. L.

Portland, June 16,1S6G.

BURR.

COAL, COAL, COAL,
!

WOOD

GEO. GiLW & 00.,
Wharf\

CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and
HAVE
to furnish the different varieties

are

now

prepared

of

COAL AND

WOOD!

OP THE BEST QUALITY,
Delivered in any part of the city, which

sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
We
discharging from vessels Red Ash, Egg and Stove, free
burning and pure: White Ash, Egg and Stove. Also
we will
are now

of the different sizes, for furnace and stove.
Our Coals arc kept under cover, screened, and delivered in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effort on our part to please those who may

patronize

us w

"CONTRACTORS
AND

BUILDERS.

Me,

com]u»uul was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847, and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors Jrom tli'o blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of husome important improvements,
mors,
which were adopted, aiul which have made it (so the
people say) the very l cst lemedy lor all kinds oi humors known to “the faculty.”
This preparatioil is
composed wholly ot vegetables, among which arc
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Mandrake, Senna and Bioodroot, Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds ot lainilies as a
general edleine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

Finns, specifications, etc., may he examined by
call ng on the Building Committee at Freeport, during tbo week commencing June 25th, after which

time they w ill be at the office of the Architect, Mr.
Geo. M. Harding, 91 Middle street (over Casco Bank,)
Portland. The proposals may be left with the Commii ee or Architect.
The right to reject any or all such not deemed satisfactory is hereby reserved.
S. A. HOLBROOK,) Building
JOHN A. BRIGGS,
ROBT. S. SOULE,
Committee.
d2w
Freeport, June 25,1SC6.

suggested

[

)

Wintia’op House,
'winTimor,

OTITINE.
This excelltgit Remedy is an infallible cure for Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Dead.

Proprietor.

ing Parties.Excursionsand Parties of Pleas__are to and from the Islard House and Fishing u rounds on ANNABESCOOK LAKE, during
the pleasure season. The lake abounds in Pickerel
and White Perch, and for beauty of scenery cannot
be equaled in the State.
Chowders and other refreshments will be served
on the Island.
^T’Smmcr Boarders can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms at moderate rates.
junelSdGw*

Molasses.

Clayed

Feb 21—SNd&wly

1 PRIME QUALITY CLAYTIERCES.) ED MOLASSES, cargoes ol
Bark “Dency” and Brig “Mechanic.” from Cardenas,
for sale by

ITCH 1
Scratch /

LYNCH,

Ointment

June

BARKER

FOR

THE

W.

A Card.
I have returned from New York and shall remali.
in Portion l until September. This will be my last
visit to the “Forest City” for several years as I return
to New York In September to remain until next May.
I then go to Europe
It is needless for me to inform

D.

HASKELL &
JOBUEKS

5

Latest

M. E.
A. E.

over

Woodman, True & Co's,

Haskell, !

Chase,

MAKE

PORTLAND.
aplTsvCm

j

YOUR OWN SOAR!

By Saving

Using

ana

your

Waste

OHEASE,
Buy

Penn'a Salt

one

I»ox of the

Co.'s

s j^poisrrif ier i
(Patents

of 1st and Sth

Fob. if.39 ;

CONCENTRATED

LYE!

POUNDS 01 excellent Hard
Soap
25 GALLONS of the very best Soft
Soap, for only
about 25 Cents, Directions on each box. For sa’c at
all Drug and Grocery Stores,
mh28dCmss
It will make 10

or

C.

QUICK, Esq., at an expense

Exchange Street*

es,

Aprons,

Ladies’

Talmas

and

and Best
Very Cheap !

ity,

Qual-

Call and examine before you purchase.
ELLIOT &, McCALLAR,
June 23—d2w*
No. 11 Market Square.

MISS HELEN

and

UPHOLSTERER

june6d4w

GOODS !

NEW
JUST

RECEIVED AT

Sands,

Spring Beds, MattragBes, Pew Cnghir ng, 4c.,

W.JORDAN,

Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, made expressly for Merchant Tailors* use.
ap!6—dCm
Cutting personally attended to.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

comprising
CAMBRICS,

MUSLINS,
CHAMBRAS,

ORGANDIES.
POPLINS,

ALPACCAS,
MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,

MOURNING GOODS I
Also a good line of Bingle and double width Cloths
tor Ladies’ Sacques; Woolens for Men and Boy’s
wear; Broadcloths and Doeskins.

may6tf

331

Congress

James

Shapyee

Maltre du Trapeze.

Billy Kennedy,

GLOVES,

CORSETS,

WHOLESALE AND BETAIL.
Mar 16—dtf

LANCASTER

HORSES and TRICK

HALL!

PONIES, together

with

a

Also,

LADIES’

CLARK,

SILVER ST. ICE HOUSE
No. 32

Exchange Street.
1800.
$G 00

15
20

8 00
10 00

Forty Cents per 100 lbs.
To those who take Ice lor the season, it will be delivered earlier than 1st Juno and later than 1st October, at the same rate per month as during the sea-

Folding Carpet
Chairs,

Suitable for Pic-nic and other uses, and very desirable tor deck use on steamers, &c.
Walnut and Oak Library Steps, and Butlers
Voider and Stand.

GEO. T. li unit O V GIfS & CO.
May 31—dtf
STENCIL

son.

day.
Notice of change of residence, if given at the Office
instead ot the driver, will always prevent disappoint-

ment.

Any customer leaving town for two weeks or more
at one time, by giving notice at the Office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
Complaints against the drivers for neglect, carelessness, or any other cause, must be made at the Office,
ami will be attended to promptly.
may28d2m

PRESUMPSCGT

HOUSE I

SACCAEAPPA VILLAGE.
The subscriber having purchased and reto entertain the
naSXfcfit+c i this Hotel, is
public. This House is situated within a
few roils of the depot and one mile of the
E /
gcelebrated White Sulphur Spring now so
much lesorted to. Boarders will have conveyance
furnished them daily to the Spring tree of
Terms of board reasonable.
3k

j jjjffijjJw

efiarge.

June 29,1SC6.—d&wlm

CUTTING !

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, ReFishing Tackle and Sporting

When not wanted for the full season, it will be delivered at the rate ol $2.00 per month for 10 lbs. a

volvers.

Goods,

phabets
*

Assorted sizes oi Stencil Aland Figures.

SEAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,
and all kinds of Steel Letter Cutting, famished at
Boston

prices.

April 5— dtf

TJP*

G. L. BAILEY,
42

Exchange Street.

TOWN

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
No

333

Congress

Street.

SAMUEL BELL’S
found one ol tho best selected stock,
ot BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 25—dtl
AT

CAN

be

Advances!

Made.

J. P. PRATT.

Door Plates and Numbers.
CHOICE assortment oi SILVER PLATED
DOOR PLATES & NUMBERS may be had at
TEIRNEY’S 19$ Market Square, up stairs.
Junc9—dim*

prepared to make LIBERAL
goods in transit, in stora,
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other
good security.

THE

undersigned

are
ADVANCES on

CHURCHILL, BROWNS k HANSON.
Jan ID—dtl

__juneldtt

Pieady

&

BOND,

JOBBERS

AND

Made
Agents fer

Aud

Groceries,
G. F. BAILEY & CO'S

OF

Clothing,

Universal

Behemoth of Golden Pheasant.
Silver Pheasant.
Holy Writ.
Four
Performing South American Power.
Elephants.
Spanish Maeaws.
Tartar Yak.
African Parrels.
Asiatic Tiger.
Maukeys, Apes, BabBlack Tiger.
boons.
Six Enormous Lions.
Prairie Wolves.
Dsn of Trained Lions. Australian C
ockatoos.
Cage oi Leopards.
Lori Parrogaets.
White Bear.
Australian Rasellaa.
Poonnh. or SiothBear. Java Hares.
Kangaroo.
King and Queen Parrots
Sacred Cattle from Red ami Yellow Crested
India
Cockatoos, and a host
Egyptian Ichneumon, of Minor Animals.
The Multitudinous Combination will enter
towu
about 10 A. M, in a grand
PROCESSION, headed by
the Immense HIPPOPOTAMUS DEN, <{rawn
by a
TEAM ol FOUR ELEPHANTS, and
by Prof. WHlTHER’S METROPOLITAN OPEka
BAND.
amus,

accompanied

fifty

cents.

Children under 10 years 25 cents.

JKS2*

Fish, Ac.,

TALBOT,

WILLIAwThT CLIFFORD,
AT

LAW,

Solicitor of Patents,

DENTIST,

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned

DANA

&

copartnership

a

SONS,

For the transaction ol

a

Grooery and Fishermen’s Outfitting Business,
LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
few If

Portland, Feb. 11. ISM.

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership beretoiore existing under the
■am*oft* K. .1 ACKSON t» SON.

THE continued after this (late under the

will be

PERKINS. JACKSON

*

style of

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Whari foot of High Street.
Doc 21. lKOfr-dtr

LI INK IV POPLINS!
THI9 DAY BECEIVED

and Saits at

a

BARGAIN.

ELDEN Si WHITMAN,
No. 5 Free St. Block.

janol8tf

PITCHERS!

AUCTION STORE
109 Federal
A

LOT

Street,

OF

SILVER PLJTEO ICE PITCHERS
Of

the best qua uty and latest style,

VERY LOW

FOR SALE
junel 1

dtl

IQ17HHD1.)
Ti- 4

} MUSCOVADO M OLASSES.
UO TCS.
)
IOO HHOS, CLAYED MOLASSR? perbrlg
Merriwa irom Sierra Morena, for sale
by
GEORGE
Junelid3w

20—<111_

PORTLAND,

OFFICE

STROUT,

& Counsellors at
OVER CANAL
Middle Street.

SHIPLSY.

HUNT.

RETREAT T~
OF

PEAK’S ISLAND.

HENRY M. BRACKETT. Proprietor.
A
Open lor Genteel Boarders—three miles
%friin. Portland, Me., within thirty rods of the
j*JAL!Vocean—with
good opportunities for Fishi"g, Se» Bathing, and water Excursions—
Gazelle leaves
I WlThe .temuer
Bunduuu’s
Wi’lir Portland, four times daily lor this Island.
■

SHEPLEY &

Attorneys

SOUTH SIDE

MAINE.

S.

111 Commercial Street.

S TJMMER

No. 10S Middle Street,

(mhlMtO

Sucaetsors to

Law,

BANK,
A. A. STBOl'r.

D®erim$f, Milliken

& Co.,

G. L. Storer $ Co.,

JOBBERS OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’ Furnishing Goods!
Manufacturers

ol and

Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
of Maine.

M add 110 Middle At.,

Sept 7-j-dtf

1

JUST RECEIVED AT THE

GREELY,
Merchan ts,

COUNSELLOR

O. .F

A L

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

ME.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug

Y

O

and Counsellor at Law, Sierra Morena Molasses.

State

4jt.Wldn*

E M

C E
St., iT

Agent* for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
parform“ca Ja*

aw Special attention given to the Diteate* and
Operation* qft/u Eye. to which the morning hoar will
he exclusively devoted.
june4iiswtl

For Dresses

Mar 21—dAw6m

or

admission

F.

BIB

NEW OFFICE 13 1-2 FREE ST.

GREAT

Office over the Post Office, 3d Story,

Comprising an assemblage of laving Wonders from
all sections of the Globe—among wh ch are many rare
specimens, which are presented for the first time to
the public. Among the Animals on exhibition are
the following:—
Gigantic Hippopot- Created Cockatoo,

DAYEIS"

Wholesale Dealers hi

GEORGE

Menagerie,

I)R.

the

Flour. Pork. Lard,

Collection! Attorney

give satisaction.

Aug 12, ’65—eodis&wly

CASES LINEN POPLINS

N». 62 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
J. B. DO ABELL,
jrsrus OttEELY.
tapl4d*wtfl

MAMMOTH

Zoological

Artificial *eth inserted on Gold, Silver and Furbase. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All opera

canite

Patent Enamelled dollars,

Gray’s

Cm nmission

FOURTH.

J

DENNETT,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

DONNELL A

FULL SIZE AND FOR CHILDREN’S USE.

Stools,

B.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

PORTLAND,

and

Canvas and Carpet

L.

HILLER.

meyltf

Mar liB-dAwtf

mendation.

DENTIST,
Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

R.

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle

Chair,

No. 8

THE

STATE OP MAINE.

The former unsurpassed for ease and comlort. and
the latter the most desirable and luxurious Chur for
Gentlemen in use; its cheapness is not its only recom-

W.

A. r.

USE.

Devon Sewing

0. H. OSGOOD,

have formed
under the firm name ot

Orders from all parts of the State promptly lilted
tMAlTUFACTUBEB’S prices.

CHAIRS!

SAMUEL FREEMAN,
GEO L. KIMBALL.
IT" We pay Cash for erery thing we buy.
Jeietj

Office.

Post

tor

Devon Arm, and Devon Extension Chair.

Hinged

Opposite

of TUMBLERS, ACROBATS, Vanlters, Dancers,
&s.

received from New York, and for sale by the
a large invoioe ol ORIENTAL,

FOR

OFFICE,
MIDDLE STREET.

host

JUST
undersigned,

Ladies

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

MANUFACTURERS

and other

Abo Manufacturers of

PEBLES, KIDS, LININGS, Ac.
GROVE STRXRT,.PORTLAND. MB

Has Removed his Offlce to 13 1-2 Free St
Second Housefrom H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
maytOStore.
d&wtf

MILLER & DENNETT,

JjEWXS, ROLLINS

Prof. EUinyham,

tl

POBTLAND, ME.

64

,

STAIRS.

FREEMAN * KIMBALL,
Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN A CO.,
Wool-pullers and Doalers In

Wldgery’s AVhurt,

__

Maltre du Cirque, &c.
XST A Magnificent Stud of PERFORMING

x

ap!6

Commercial Street,

UP

Commission Merchants,

Partlaad. Malae.

Sam Melville,
The Young Australian Clown.
Ben Wilbanks,
The Celebrated Equestrian and Postmist.

Office 151

R

Wi pk executed Id every p*n ol the Stste.

Jos. Wambold,

Paper, Manufacturers,;

Office hours from 11^o'clock A.'M. to 1 P. M., and
P.M.

WISCONSIN.

OH16dtt

States by prompt and

OFFICE, 122 MIDDLE STREET.
Cm
ap27

S to 4

GENERAL

The Original Wit, Jester and Clown.
The Irresistible Grotesque.

AND

)

and Southern Stated

Debts oollected in the several
reliable correspondents.

DAI BEHOVED TO

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER.

and Whitney,

England, Western

CO.,

~C HASE, CRAD1 ft 8THRTEV ANT,

Kinkaid,

of a Hundred Somersaults.

The Renowned Acrobat and

&

MILWAUKEE,

)

M—d6m

Melville,

unparalleled Australian Equestrian.
M’lle Melville,
Great Australian Equestrienne.
The Australian Family.
Frank, Sam and George Melville.
Philo Nathans,
The One, Two, Three and Four Horae Rider.
W. Lester,
Wm.

DAVIS

Chicago, IU.
o

time,

spared

Grand Galaxy of Talent!

The Man

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

on

June 25—dtf

they

O’DONNELL,

THE—

New

lions warranted to

MB
noV»'65dtf

Commission Merchants,

The Flexionatomlst and Boneleaa Marvel.

^

A.

Street

PORTLAND,

)

CHAPMAN.

Fa

promptly

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Woolens,

Free

Street,}

this Circus, the management would reorganising
state that
have
neither

Maine.

B.

If; SS

l.

18

a a via A colby,
M sad M La Salle

CIRCUS !
In

The

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Arcade
». r»Avis,
|

and

94 MICHIGAN STREET,

AUSTRALIAN
spectfully

A lnll variety of

Goods

J.

labor nor money to make their present combination
the most brilliant and attractive ever presented to
public, and have congregated from the tbur quarters
of the globe the choicest gems to form the following

TAFFETAS.

I

obtained

A. P. Brow A.

Navy Agent.

JAMES

Importers and Jobbers Of

E.

tho most desirable styles of

PORTLAND, MB.

Mb. Sweat will be In Washington after the 1st of
Janu:\ry, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court oi Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20tt

THIRD.

GOODS!

all

Law,

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00.,

MELVILLE’S

United States. Highest ltates of Freights
for vessels with dispatch.
All Claims against the Government

Wool and Wool Skins.,

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

l!dSm.B8WEAT.Y’ }

-Dry

\>\

A. C. BENISON A CO.,

OSce 117 Middle Street,

These remarkable animals, under the direction ol
their trainer, Col. Chas. Johnson, have been educated to such a degree of perfection as to border on the
marvelous. No idea can be conveyed through the
medium of language of their extraordinary and multitudinous performances. They dance,play the organ,
stand on their heads, and perform an infinite variety
of other feats almost incredible, except to those who
have witnessed them.

:

sale

Coal, Lumber, Granite,
Lime, Cement, Slate, Brick*, Hay, Potatoes, Corn
Oats, <fec.,&c.
Mercantile Collections mado in this City, add
through our conespondeuce in all parts of tne

FEE1SY,

PLASTERERS,

Albert,

the

—AND—

1M MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
Iam now prepared to exhibit my entire Spring and

and

to

OF DEEDS
Tailor, COMMISSIONER
—FOR

Merchant

MOSS <£

Victoria

Merchant^,

465 Ninth Street, Washington,!). 0,

NOTARY PUBLIC

BRADBURY Jb

Cleopatra,

Commission

STREET,

UNION

33

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompty attended to. Orders from out oi town solicited.
May 22—dtl

A choice selection of Spring and Summer

or

Portland, Mar. 2G, I860.
I cheerfully recommend Miss Helen W. Jordan to
the public as a Teacher ot the Piano-Fort*1, and think
those who employ her will be fully satisfied.

AND

S. P. BROWN & SON,

gr

8TU000 AND MASTIO WOBKEBS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

and

SMALL,

Fancy Goods,

AUG. F. YORK,

Nathans & Co.’s

BLOCK,

ME.

Wholesale Dealers anti Jabbers In

8. P. Brswk, Late
J une 1—d3m

May 10—dim

ELEPHANTS I

Antony

PORTLAND,

MERRILL <C

PORTLAND, M .1NE.

PERFORMING

EASTMAN BROTHERS

to give instruction
the Piano-Forte,
IS atprepared
No. 21 Brackett Street
at the residence ol
EASY
pupil.

A

31

SECOND.

!

OF

W Particular attention paid
Anthracite and Cumberland

DEALERS IN

FINDINGS,

SIXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.

Fitted.

BOQUETS, CUT

to order.

WHOLESALE

-AND—

&o.

Sacques

Ff7~ FUNERAL DESIGNS,

FLOWERS, &c., furnished

the

D.

Lamb & Co.,

Attorneys

Under-Clothing,

HOOF SHIRTS AND

Styles

apr9dti

SOLE AHD UPPER LEATHER,!

ot

From the White Nile, 2000 miles above the city ot
Cairo. TMs remarkable animal, “The Behemoth of
Holy Writ,” is accompanied by AU, his Egyptian
trainer and captor, and is the only animal of his speThe
cies that has ever been exhibited in America.
peculiar characteristics, habits history, &c., of this
strange creation of nature will be described each day
and evening in a brief and interesting lecture by
Prof. Ellingham.

Middle Street.

PUMPS oi all descriptions.

over

Patterns,

Plain Vases,

L.

prepared

Manufacturing

Decalcomania

by

Pricca of Icc for the Season,
in lbs. a day, from June 1st to Oct. 1st,

OP

Imported by G.

135*

WILLIAM F. PARKER,

Junelgtf

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

EMERY,

BOOTS AND SHOES. Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

S !

CHASE,

itopairbig

J. D. CIIK.NKV,

EVANS BLOCK, 145 MIDDLE STREET,
Junel5-tltr
_PORTLAND.

|AND

Has just received New Goods in

—AND—

BOOTS, SIIOES, It UBBERS,
Ol1’ ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
54 & 50 Middle St.,
J. C. Stevens, 1

MRS. J. W.

and Mottoes,

15—eodtoj y4

disordered liver.

No. 80 Middle Street.
jallssdtf
A. S. DAVIS.

customers as worthy their patronage,
1 shall havu
charge of their Tuning, and also ketp a good aosortment of Organa and Melodeon* to let.
and Tuning promptly and personally attended to.

French, English, German and American

Cor. of Congress and Chestnut Sts.,

PorlI«4,

ROBINSON,

20
June

H. H.

-AT THE-

FIT* Having sold the Manufacturing part ol my
Organ and Melodeon Business to Messrs. Small <&
Knight, I cheerfully recommend them to my l^rmer

82 1-2 EXCHANGE ST., FOX

MANUFACTURERS,

GOODS!

& CO.,

H. S. EDWARDS.

STEVENS,

NEW

FOURTH,

For sale

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

MELODEONS,

EVERY

Tyler,

Hf^Suits of Yellow or Bronze Sheathing Metal delivered at any convenient port.
june4dtf

WORKS,

Crackers, Torpedoes

states.
Oct 25.1865.—s N d&Wlyr

cents*

ST.,

description of Water Fixtures tor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
Ac., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country taithfully executed. Ail
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER

New Bedford Copper Co.,

the

St.,

United

23

A Davis,

McGilvery, Ryan
Agents of

8,18SG—tf

FIRE

by all druggis'.s.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS Sc POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be torwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part ot the

LOOK ! LOOK ! !
Tin-Type* for 30 cents*
23 Gem Ambroiypeft'30

office of

139 Commercial Street.

sale

t~TJ5F1?E

tinctive name.
But this effect is, of necessity, attended by results
injurious to the metal. The hard and
polished surface, formed on the sheets by successive heatIs reand
and
the
the
action
oi
rolls,
ing
cooling
moved, and a surface left in its stead—bright, indeed,
but rough, pimpled and unequally corroded, and considerably softer »ban the surface removed.
No one can doubt that any given sheet oi sheathing metal must be better with a hard, smooth surface than with a softer and rougher surface.
This improvement in the art of sheathing ships has
been ecuredby Letters Patent ol the Urnted States
to the New Bedford Copper Company.
The composition of this metal is exactly the same
as that of the yellow or Muntz metal, the sole difference being in the surface finish.
It is believed that
this is very important and will add months to the
wear of the metal.
The Bronze Metal is sold- at the same price as YelT7>w Metal.
Samples and a moie particular description at the

129 Middle Street.

HHDS.
750
lOO

Will Cure the Itch in Forty>EigIit Hour*.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCEUS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For

T I 1ST

Closets,

Bowls, Brass & Silver Plated Cocks*

IN

Steamboat, with Barges, Sail and Row
Boats, will be in readiness to convey Fish-

oi restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a ain.
it opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lrom the EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as it by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.

HAY, Ag nt for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
fcff^Fifty Cents per package.
maylM2msx

and Water

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

HIPPOPOTAMUS!

ORGANS,

AND MANUFACTURER

PORTLAND, ME.

the manufacture of Yellow Metal Sheathing, it
has been the universal practice hitherto, as It still
is with other manulactnrers. to immerse the sheets,
The effect:
after all rolling is done, in an acid bath.
sought, and obtained, by this process, is to give the
metal the fine yellow color to which it owes its dis-

A

liter

a

of th* Animal Kingdom and
Antediluvian wonder, the gigantic

Co.

LAWNS,

means

from

OS

180 FORE

60
50

Bedford Copper

DRESS

maine,

E. STANTON,

Extract lias been the

Magic Powders,
TIio Great Remedy for all Bilious Affections.
They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints arising

Pomps

Force

Also Patterns for Children’s Dress-

SEALED

Dr. J. W, Poland's Humor Doctor.

Poland’s

stoves.

PLUMBE R!

than

ISAAC R. CLARK,
Land Agent,

New

OF

135 1-2 Middle St., Portland, Me.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

ith their orders.

June II—dtf

Tills cxctrHrnt intHieiiial

Drug Store.

30

EXCELSIOR

June 22—dim

Th^t greatest marvel
SO

and

PT Orders from the Country rcspectfhlly solicit'
Job Work done to order.
augttdti

Four Complete Exhibitions.

161 Commercial Street.

AH INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICIHE.

Office hours frem 9 to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P. M.
Portland May 26th, 1866.
SNd&wtf

loss

no

IRON.

ed.

|

FIRST.

R. 17, W. E. L. S.
S. W. i, 5870 acre*,
S. E. }, remainder, 4325 acre*,

taken the stand formerly occupied by the

_2_

a

of

HEAVY

Mageo Furnaces

MAKES

highly

junelStf

Proposals will be received till MONDAY,
July 91 h, 3 o’clock P. M., for remodelling the
First Congrcgationalist Meeting House at Freeport,

HARVEY.
few 6teps below Whit-

attractions

OF

Solo Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

One Gigantic Show

40

Cheney,)

-AND-

PUMPS, READ pipe, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds ot Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Wednesday,

combines in

and

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

AbJ

This Colossal Establishment, the largest and most
complete in its varied features over presented to the

The specialities

W. Caire.

KNIGHT,

(Sutcesaois to J. D.

MANUFATC7BER8

MANUFACTURED BY THE

offer at
purchasers.
we

m

Portland is unavoidably short. Those who are not
able to pay for treatment will be treated free every
Friday aft ernoon. My treatment is original with myseli and unlike any other now in us®, which I will
demonstrate to any intelligent person. Personal reference to hundreds of my former patients.

Oooking,

July 3d and 4th, 1800.

pubUc,

BANK,
MK.

llanno

SMALL

FURNACES, RANGES,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

6,

Hats, Caps and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
all of the best style and quality, which
such prices as cannot fail to satisfy all
Den’t fail to call at

Head Union

you what I can do tor old chronic compl tints that have
ever baliied all other modes of treatment.
All seckingmy aid should do so immediately as my stay in

and

Sewall C. stroat.
Jane 28—<lAw3m

MAINE,

•

NATIONAL

PORTLAND,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

-ox-

20

30

OPPOSITE FIRST

SON,

GAGE,
Counsellors

&

and

1a

IPORTLAJSTD

Tuesday

acre*.

lone lldtd

TO

stump loot, and David was humpbaoked. Ail
these, except David, were remarkably short,
while Ezekiel was six feet one inch
high, at

the ago of nineteen. The
sUiinji-footed Jonas
and the humpbacked David got wives of forbut
no
in
tbe lxirough would listen
tune,
girl
to 'lie addresses ot tlieir brothers. The husband’s hair was as black as jet, and the wife’s
remarkably white; yet all the children’s hair
was red.
The husband was killed -by accidentally falling into a deep pit in the year
1701; and his wife refusing all kind of sustenance, died five days after him. In the year

lot of

82 Exchange Street, Portland.
Advcrlisemen.s received lor all papers in
may8*G6sNdtl
Maine, and throughout the country’

AVlieaton’e

Exhibit

Will

an

ATWELL,
ADV K R T I SI N O AGENT,
FOX BLOCK, No, 1 Up St axes,

tier’s

I am spending a few weeks on this island
seeking recreation after the confinement of
the Academy, and find much to amuse mehcre, in the way of fishing, taking lob
sters, shooting sea-fowl, bathing and sailing.
I have become acquainted with Capt. T.
Lane, a very wealthy and popular man of this
place, and he allows me to sit in a chair (m
which I am now writing) which is nearly 200

a new

Lehigh,

Scratch,

Quadruple Combination

25

Sec. 3; Lots 3, Soc. 4; 4 Sec. 4; 1 Sec. 10;
2 Sec. 10; 3Sec. 10; 4 Sec. 10; 1 Sec. 10;
2 Sec. 16; 3 Sec. 16; 4 Sec. 16; 3 Sec. 15;
4 Sec. 15.28C1 acres,
S j No. 2, R. 3. W. E. L. S.
Lots No. 84, 85, 86,87,88, 39, 90, 91, 92, 93.
94, 95. 96, 97. 103, 104, 105,106, 107, 108,
JOH, 86,2289 acres,
R.
11, 6, W. E.L.S.
Section No. 6; Lot* 10, 19, 23; N. W. i
Sec. 17,1105 acres,
Reaerving the privilege of withdrawing Sec-

&

LAVjf,

of Patentn,

At Law,
Office 105 Middle Street,

juneltl

NOYES

PORTLAND

Coats, Pants and Vests! Patent Bronze Metal
Sheathing!
Also
additional stock of

YV.

Scratch,

N.

Street,

RE.

No. 30 Exohanna Street,

25

22,080 acres.
1292

A.

ON THE PROMENADE NEAR THE ARSENAL,

acres,

Commercial
PORTLAND,

GREAT

40

R 1 W ELS
Sections No. 17; Lot* 1 Sec. 18; 2 Soc. 18;

on

33

00

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Sections No. 4, 5, 6,12.17, 23 & 24, in Township No. 2, R. 11, W. E. L. S., 4288 acres,
Elliotsville—Lots No. 4 & 5 R. 1; 4 & 5
2; 2, 3,6,7, 8, R. 3; and Gore, 1250

Attorneys

L’me, Cement and Plaster,
G. F. BAILEY & CO’S

Solicitor

STROUT

Wholesale Dealer in

tion 6.

ROOT AND HERB BIT-

ITCH !

40

do.,

Remainder South half 3, R. 4,
10,614 acres,

E

Securities.
Collections made on all points.
CHAUNCEY ML DEPEW, HE-NRY W POTTER
(Late Secretary of State.)

for Liver Complaints in
of the Blood and Skin, Scrofu-

ITCH !

ets.

And,

59 Exchange Street,
Portland, Met
__J une20’66dtr

LOVEJOY,

G.

J.

acre.

Part of Township No. 2. R. 8, W. B. K. P.,
at the minimum of 11,000 for the tract,
North part of No. 1, R. 6, W. B. K. P.

maining unsurveyed, 8423

ment

remedy

wonderful Vegetable

per

C. R. 2, W. E. L. S. at the minimum price
of thirty cents per acre tor the Townfitly cents for either quarter;
ship;
and seventy-five cents for selected seetions. Proposals deemed most favorable in the aggregate will be received.

deposits subject to sight draft.
All kinds of Securities bought and sold for the usual
commission Special attention given to Govern-

YOUR HEALTH.

^“Office 77 Free Stre.t,

•

—

Broad Street,

ii

Interest allowed

NOTICES.

I)r.

Vinalhayen, June 25,1860.
To

—

PORTLAND, ME.

Min. price

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
9, R, 6. W. E. L. S. Sections No. 4.10,14,
16, i of 5, and jj of 11,3244 acres,
L. R. 2 being S. W i and other parts re-

NEW YORK.

REMOVAL.

This

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

COUNSELLOR AT

May 19—dly

purchased,
payable

acres,

Solicit accounts from Banks, Bankers, and others.

and was not then available.
3. Some time was consumed in
attempting to
narry-ant ti -.1 views of the stockholders for a
Kaiiway, and estimates wore obtained, and sur-

—.

■

No.

forms, Humors
la, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice,
Headache and Bilious Diseases, General Debility,&c.
They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify the blood, strengthen the
body and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases ot
all kinds.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by
all Druggists.
juneldlmsN
C.

Mi

BANKERS,

In reply I have to observe that Mr. Bigelow,
in a private note to me'of the same date as
his dispatch above cited, mentioned this report of the 10,000 Austrians ready to embark
at Trieste for Mexico, hut the story was so
entirely at variance with everything well
known to me here that I attributed very little
importance to it. In order to make assurance
more sure, however, I took pains instantly to
verify the facts in the most exact and authentic manner. I learned accordingly, that instead of there being 10,000 Austrians at
Trieste, there was not one Austrian soldier
ready to'embark at that port or any other in
this empire. This intelligence fi’om the most
unquestionable source, was transmitted by
me in a private note to Mr. Bigelow. But I
confess tnat I did not consider it worth while
to trouble you with a matter which seemed to
be a mere newspaper gossip. I felt that so
long as I was deemed worthy of my post you
would feel confident that 1 should always furuish you with accurate intelligence as to important events occurring in Austria, and that
the concentration and embarkation for Mexico of 10,000 Austrians from Trieste, were iacts
not likely to escape my notice.

ill Its

'i«-

DEPEW & POTTER,

A Diplomatic Note.—Mr. Motley thus replied on the Gth April, to Mr. Seward’s complnint that he learned the Austrian news
from Mr. Bigelow at Paris:

PRESERVE

in

—

his proclamation from Milan: “Profit by the
fortune which is ottered to you. Be to-day
only soldiers; tomorrow you will be the tree
citizens of a great country.”

SPECIAL

.Ii—

ear-

AXD

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

Manufacturer of Silver Ware,
'238 Congren Street, oppotite City Building.

cels of Lan in will be ofiered for sale on Saturday, the
first day of September next, at 12 o’clock, noon, at
the Land Office in Bangor, at a price per acre not less
than the minimum fixed in the advertised list.
The sale to be by Sealed Proposals in contormlty
with tlie provisions of the foregoing Chapter ana
Section, wnich require that ten per centum of the
minimum price of the township oi part, shall accompany each proposal, which sum shall constitute a
part of, and be allowed in, the cash payment to bo
made upon the township or tract
Payment# required to be one third cash, remainder ui three promissory notes
annually in
one, two and three years, with satisfactory bond for
payment of stum page.
The sum deposited by any other bidder, who does
not became a purchaser, may be withdrawn by him
at any time alter the bids are declared and made.

10.510 acres,

Advertisements.

gagements of 1859. The deliverance of Lombardy was not then the only object ot the war
he made against Austria, hud it was to ail
Italians without distinction that he said in

event, remarkably good

as

be surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER,
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agents.
May u— »Nd2m.

Sec-

following

not

Tlie

pressing upon us.
It is absolutely disgraceful that our vessels
must leave this city lor repairs, some of them,
I am told, being obliged to go to Boston to

proposition

nation, an# Without slavery. As anxious

CHOLERA I
CHOLERA J
Prof. Eouve’s
Atmospheric Purifier.
This article has boon extensively used as a Deodorizing Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
and France, during the late (Jliolera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant extant. It effectually
destroys all noxious gases and effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and lor purilying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, (Jess-pools, &c., can-

Business Cards.

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater,

1,1866.

Land Office, Bangor, June
oi law as defined in

Business Cards.
M.

Chapter 5,
pursuance
INtion
62, Revised Statutes, Public Notice is hereby
Schedule of Tracts and Parthat the

given

_

thought might be interesting to your
readers and took great pains to secure the paJ. M. K.
Bespectiuhy,
per.

is

Republican party

loan would be taken at six per cent., without
the bait of exemption from taxation. The

er

on

as-

I

Entertainments.

Sale of Public Lands.

s,and

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery • Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Druggies.
fel0’66ssd ly

England

drowned.

fai

A

This I

supplied which is felt to be the greatest which

Treasury,
doubtful expedient, by issuing bonds of long
date, exempt from every form of taxation, is
another matter. There is no l mger the plea
of necessity. It is only a question of interestfive per cent, or six. Nobody doubts that the

emption

Dock

were

never

Colgate’3 Aromatic Vegetable Scap.

them,

upon their hand-

on a

This wonderftil medicine

thousands who have suffered excruciating agony tor
years are instantly relieved and soon cured by a few
doses.
J unel2SNdlm

the news of their deatli King William
ordered the remains of the Odd Family to he
collected together and a stone erected over
them, with their history.

all the purposes of the commerce of this
State,
lor half a century to come, and a need will be

broken. During the few years those bonds
have to run, the promise of the Government
must be respected.
Against repudiation, in
or

Dry

Remedy.

Dn

proposition'is made by

build a

down to

above,

Miscellaneous.

KIP’All the worst lorms ol Rheumatism are being
daily cured by Metcalfe’s Geeat Rheumatic

Emperor’s letter explains and completes the speech at Auxerre. The clear and
Company stock. The commencement to be prec ise impression leit by the reading of this
made immediately, and the dock to be com- letter is that the war, commenced in Italy or
Germany, cannot fail to become general; that
pleted in the course of next year. The amount the
[cowers, to-day neutral, will be drawn into
is
needed
to
which
acomplisb this object is it willingly or unwillingly, and that France esnot large. Let us figure:
pecially is called on to play an important part
in the matter. The Emperor is evidently conAmount required for the completion of
loock, including everythingr,
£150,000 vinced ot that result, and il allowance is made
of
amount
The
subscripiiun reliator the reserve imposed on him by his position
ble for an ass. gsiueut is about
and the circumstances, it will be seen that he
SOO.OOO subject to a call ol SO
says so very clearly. As regards Italy, the
per cent,
$72,000
Cadi m Treasury,
Emperor’s resolution stands out with such re4,. oo
fetoak iu Company to bo taken by
markable precision as that the Austrian govcontractors, say
16,000
101,000 ernment must certainly be struck with it.—
has a right to assure her independence,
$49,000 Italy
and for her that is not only a right, but a neThus with $50,000 additional subscription, the cessity. In thus
expressing himself, the Emsockholders will have a dock large enough for peror only renews his declarations and his en-

Secretary McCulloch’s proposed American

this

begging they

the stock-

to our wharves, for the stun of $150,000,
and receive in part payment a portion of the

Taxation of Government Bondr.

may

meeting ol

come

JOHN lA'SfCII, of For:land.
•jnd Ditt.—SIIISiES PERHAM.of Farm.
3rd DM.—I AMES G. BL.ALN E, of Augusta.
4th Dtat.—JOHN A. PETERS, of Bangor.

unnecessary and
United States is

full

company property in Cape Elizabeth, of 330
feet in length, of a size and depth of water
sufficient to take in the largest vessels that

lit £>,'»(.-

from taxation,

a

1 understand that a

CHAMBERLAIN,

That condition

there will be

him a deseripW.Mi J^
iie caused it to
kerchiefs which tldfc
sistance, and it was

jSjlit usetriptotosolicit

cess.

BRUNSWICK.

*
For Members of

meet-

It is desirable lliat the state of the
case should be known, and I believe a right
appreciation of it by the business community
will make this enterprise an immediate suc-

FOB GOVEBNOB,

L.

stockholders’

:

holders.

UNION REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

OF

Secretary

to-morrow, for the purpose of deciding upaction in regard to the Dry Deck, and I

hope

____

JOSHUA

a

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Solomoirgm^ra'.ekiel

■

lo

though he was wounded in S3 places, he recovered. Boger, James, Matthew, Jonas and
David, it appears by the church registers, died
in different places, and were buried on the
same day, in the year 1713, and Solomon and
i.zelcK'1 werj^j'owned together in crossing the
Thames, udbe year 1723.
becarr.e penniless, and
asked assistthM'Jlcm the King, and giving

PORTLAND,

Jliffj'H

juneiadlm

Pensions

Increased

!

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
have lost a hand or foot, or who are
totally
disabled In either, can obtain fifteen dollars
per
month on application to

WHO

HARMON & SAWYT5B,
Agents, No. 88 Exchange Street, Port-

land, Me.

junolSdawtf

Island Hoarders.
ITIH F subscriber Is prepared to oceommodate boardl era for the summer months at Ids
resilience,which
is pleasantly situated near the Montreal
Home.
Peak’s Island, (Portland Harbor.)
Thankful lor
past lavors, lie hopes by attention to merit a thsre of

the public patronage
Address
ROBERT F.

SKILLINGS,

Peak’s Island,
Care Goo. Trefethen, Portland.
June 14, H6».-d2m
_

Poetry.
Somewhere
BT

or

_Miscellaneous.

Dr.

sorely be
heard,
yet—never yet— nh me!

Magnolia.—The prettiest thing, the
•‘sweetest tiling,” and the most of it for the least
money. It overcomes the odor of perspiration: solt-

-tiBwor

Mazy

■ ns and adds
delicacy to the skin; is a delightful perfume ; allays headache and inflammation, and is a
necessary companion in the sick room, in the nursery and upon the toilet sideboard.
It can be obtained everywhere at one dollar per bottle.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

to my word.

Somewhere or other, may be near or for;
Past land and aea, clean out ol sight:
the wandering moon, l eyond the star
That tracks her night by

Beyond

de

Aoua

night.

The Death of Bayard.
[From the United Service Magazine.)
Har'd pressed in the Val d’Aosta, at the pas
sage of the Seisa; on the retreat from Ilia

wounded, and,

was

being obliged to leave the held, resigned
command'd) Bayard. Placing himself at

the
the

head of his troops, he beat back the enemy,
but on approaching the bridge was mortally
wounded by a musket ball. “Have mercy od
me, Jesus!” he exclaimed, and sank on his
saddic-bow. He was lifted uom his horse and
placed under a tree—his face, as lie desired,
turned toward the enemy—and, holding the
hilt of his sword before him like a cross, he
calmly awaited his end. Some Swiss soldiers
offered to carry him on their lances, but he
declined, saying that his hour was come, and
he wished to pass it tranquilly and in prayer.
The enemy, instead of rushing upon their
prey, as was the custom of those semi-savage
days, termed, when they heard that the dying
man was the illustrious Bayard, a silent ana
respectful circle about him. The Constable oi
Bourbon was deeply affected, and expressed
great regret at seeing bis old friend and compauion-in-anns in so afflicting a situation.—
“Grieve not for me,” said the dying hero, “1
die in the discharge of my duty, lighting for
my king and my country; but rattier grieve
for yourself, who are in arms against them.”—
The Marquis of Pescara had a tent placed
over him, and a priest at his bedside to soothe
his last hours. Al ter making his confession,
and sending his adieus to his king aud country, be died, in the midst of weeping friends
ana admiring foes, April SO, 1524, in the forty-eighth year of his age.
wan ms ian tne

campaign

Sarsaparilla Compound!
ELDE5

was ended. The

French lost everything—standards, ordnance
and baggage. It was no longer a retreat, but
Bourbon said, when his death was
a llight.
announced to him, “France little knows how
is the loss she has sustained this day.”—
ike his German contemporary, Fronsperger,
and many other great captainsof the sixteenth
century, Bayard had a detestation of tireanus, as if, according to one of his biographers,
lie hud entertained a presentiment he was to
fall by one. “It was a shame,” he often said,
“that a brave man should be exposed to die
by a miserable pop-gun, against the effects 01
which he cannot defend himself.” His body
remained in the hands of the Spaniards; hut
the Spaniards of that day were the most honorable, as they were the bravest of men,
whether to friends or foes.
They embalmed
the mortal remains of the hero, and returned
them to the French unsolicited. The body of
the gallant soldier was treated with the greats
est respect wherever it passed, on its way to
Bayard’s native town for interment. To the
disgrace of France be it recorded, that no
monument has been raised to this most noble
knight.* A simple bust, with a brief and
modest Latin inscription, in the Church of the
Minorities, at Grenoble, erected in 1828, is his
only monument; but he needs none, lor his
memory will ever be indelibly impressed upon
the hearts of all who admire gallantry and
generosity, kindness and humanity, combined
with the most chivalnc and heroic valor.—
There is a fine portrait of Bayard to be seen
in the gallery of the Palais lioyal, at Paris;
and in a grand old mansion at Albany—one
of whose occupants can claim the proud distinction of being allied by blood and name to
our hero—we have often admired an equestrian Btatuetle in bronze of the gallant sabreur
which, with a similar figure of the first Napoleon, form the principal ornaments of the noblest apartments of the Manor House. In
mediaeval history there is no purer or more
beautiful character, not even Sir Phillip Sidney, le chevalier sans pear et sans reproche—
the representative of the ideal knight-errant
of romance, and to whom, in conclusion, we

E-eat

Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

signaiure of

U. VV.

Westbrook, Chemist,

Sarsaparilla Compound
Cures Scrofula and Salt Rheum.

yard

a

Sarsaparilla Compound

PRICE
ONLY.

Dr. Larookah’s

Sarsaparilla Compound
Cures Pain in the

gether a projectile of a sufficiently distinctive
character.
It has the general form and
appearance to the Enfield rifle bullet, with hollow base and baked clay plug; it has tbe cannelures which originally characterized the
Tamisier aud the Mime bnllets; and the woou
plug in the head to which Mr. Mettbrd and
Mr. VV hitmore may both lay some ciaim. The
cartridge is perfectly impervious to moisture;
it is sale, not liable to lead or foul; it admits
of about fourteen rounds being fireu in a minute ; and it shoots from twenty to twenty-five

nioies its growth, and is a beau iftil Hair l*ressino.
Price 50 cents and $1.00 Sold bv all dealers.

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

Lyon’s Extract

of

for

Sol<* everywiiero at 60

bot(5ePUrP08e8*

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
June 14, *6G—eod&wly

1<: VEllYJ)ODY

Sarsaparilla Compound

Hair

At Par,
At

Par,

will-be taken in exchange ior Goods in
AND
varying from <1.00 to SiOO.OO

marked in Plain Figures at onr
usual LOW
PRICES, from which we will make no
deduction.

148 and 150 Middle

■WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Hoop Skirts, Corsets & Fancy Goods,
PORTLAND, ME.

June 28—dtf

KNIGHTS’ HAIR DRESSING
is an elegant preparation, exquisitely perfumed, inclines the hair to curl, will not soil the skin or any article of apparel, and is fast superceding the pernicious articles which have so long deceiv ed a credulous

original color,

should be used, and is the only preparation for that
purpose upon which the public can rely with confidence. lioth the Dressing and the Restorer are put
up in
LARGE

BOTTLES,

LARGE

BOTTLES.

LARGE

BOTTLES,

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
•*

44
44

4*

44
14

■■

V.

Vrmr,ra

Incontinence, wetting bed,
Painjul Periods, even with bpasins.

»$
6(
fid

...

Maliopi

stooping

DUNNING, Agent, Portland, or WARREN JOHNSON, Patentee, “Boy’s Boarding School,” Topaham,
Me*

uVfilton

no

the

M.H. 11AY
Portland.

& C

‘i^j,

Wholesale and Retail Agents

julyco’ooeodiy

sure

O

Daily

specific.

from Bryant’s Pond Station.
MUSES M. THOMPSON,

Derosne

Its action is immediate and efficacious. Its virtues
have been tested bv thousand since the Cholera Seaton of 1849.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
ndmRU to be tb*» DrsT < Vmrnnnwl known ior the
Complaints for which It is designed.

STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. T.
Fja' j»ais oy ai i/A U*.ci,*nb aii a * 3 Mb in Medicine.
,T. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua. N. H.,
<«nay 12—d&w3m
Traveling Agents.
uutt pi Diking,

oi

every

JD.

performs all

SATAirar ah, Ga„ Feb. 4,1866.
Dr. E. R. Knights, Metres.:, Mass. :—
Dear Sir—I am happy to inform you that the use ol
one bottle of your Oriental Hair Itestorer .'ms restored
my hair, which was nearly white, to its orlgh'sl brown,
and it is Bofl and glossy as in earlier days. L'r. Walsh
tells me that it iB the only preparation ot the k.'ud that
is worthy of confidence.
Gratefiilly yours,
Mbs. A. D. LAMA »•

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER..
KNIGHTS’OHIENTALHAIR RESTORER.
PREPARED BT

DE. E. E. XN1GHTS, Melrose, Mass.

Sold Wholesale and Retail: y
corner of Exchange St.,
PORTLAND, HE.
Wholesale Agents—J. W. Perkins
Co., W. W.
Whipple, W. F. Phillips & Co., and Crosman & Co..

-Dentifrice !

PURIFYING THE BREATH!
New Article in the Market, hut has already
gained a wide-spreadreputation.

Apr 13—eod&w3in

kinds

§5JPS«0

BBLS
b<S.

1

COTTON

l Nickols,

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents tor
the sale of “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment

onliand; likewise:—

Harris, M. D.t Auburn.
Lewiston, February 3,18C6.
MES8B8. John G. Cook, & Co—GentlemenI
have carefully examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and Physically. In composition it
accords with the recipe, and is free from any metal-

compound, which can injure the teeth.

cleanses the surface of the teeth v Ithout abrading
them, and it contracts the gums firmly on them,
while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying
matter adhering to them. In fact, it contains the
best constituents of several popular dentifrices.

It

description

Jane

iTrledged hy all

Assayer.

Tlie Latest

JAQUE’S

Button

Serg

Bottle; Six Bottles for $5
PREPARED

E. R.

EUEEKA

Congress

Foots!

The eaatest, prettiest, and most durable Boat nvo_
put into the market. For sale at
E. T. MERRILL &
CO’S.
May 2*-dtf
89 Middle Street.

*d^h.°p««koaiw!ery

<u,cr|i’tlon n«»11}

BY

Knights, M. D.,
MELROSE, MASS.

the

SObD

BY

W. F. PHILLIPS ft CO.,
J. vr. PEttKL^S & CO.,
Bit ROE SS, FORBES & CO.,
V* r. W. WHTPPLE,
CROSMAN ft CO.,
H. H. HAT

I

Oeorges

Creek Cumber-

use.

JNot

Hotel.

a

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at.a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board lor families and

TO

SPRUCE SEAR WOOD.
For sale to clear the wharf, by

Bethel Steam HVtill Co.,

taken

a

Boots

and

And

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET,
Head Hobson’s Whart.

international Hotel,

Patent

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of tbeb
A lady of experience in constant attend,
ance.|an!.1865cU&w

own sex.

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

This excellently located Hotel has been

thoroughly refitted,
most elegant

oiler at Retail

DR.

style,

••

Canvass Balmorals,
Ladies’ and Misses Congress and Balmo>

ral Boots*
wsy’i Buckle Shoes,and Balmoral Boots*
Children’s Cloth and Goat Balmoral “

__

PROPRIETORS, Lewiston, Me.
W*For sale by Druggists generally.
sale
In Portland bv \V. W. Whipple, Crosman
For
&Co., J. R. Lunt & Co,'L. O. Gilson, W. E. Short,
Jr., Edward Mason, H. T. Cummings, T. G. Luring,
.Hu.nson '& Merrill, F. E. Coveil, M S. Whittier, i.
Sv’eetser. E. Chapman, C. F Duran, and by H. H.
HAY.lWho will supply the trade at Manufacturers’
apleodSm
price*.

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Mr, Brewster would be happy
the public generally.
Portland, Feb. 2,1861.

EATING

Coal,

Coal,

dti

Coal.

RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,
J(JST

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St.,
275 Tons Hazel to u Lehiyh,
BROKEN

EGO SIZE.

AND

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
EOO AND STOVE SIZE.

LOBERY,

"White and lied Ash Coal.

By Electricity

Tliese Coals are of the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 50o cords ot bcstquality of HARD nn«l
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the \evy
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
53T*Give us

a

call and try

b tton limbs

us.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

iti.
loth—dtt

Temple

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and thelazv
leap with joy, and move with tho agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the firost-

Street

Eating

House!

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)
NOW

BICKFORD

|

MESSRS

&

HENDERSON’S.

neat and spacious establishment well knov
THIS
first
throughout the States and Canadas,
class house
n

as

a

and restaurant, alter beiug thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured tLc services
ot MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Barnum’s as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is
visitors at home and

now

prepared

to accommodate

from abroad to

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,
edibles in the market,
HOURS, from 6 A. M. to 10$ P. M.
HP* Wedding Parties and families furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. loeCroam and
On the choicest

AT

ALL

ALSO,

the

same

a

small neat

building.

restored, tlie uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
the
blind made to see, tlie deal to hear ami
strength;
the palsied form to move upright ; the blemishes 01
are
youth
obliterated; tho accidents of mature liic
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold lianus ana feet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion ami
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypus, and all that Ions
train of diseases will fina in Electricity a sure meant
of

painful menstruation,

BICKFORD, S. O. HENDERSON,
Proprietors.

CHEROKEE CURE,
INDIAN

~NEW

Cures all

OYSTER

Dr. W. B.

House.)

STERWI1T,

Ice Creams, Frail, C.rreul, Pound and

Spoag. Cake,

BECKETT,
Tailor,

a

GOODS,

Embracing a large assortment ot Cloths for
Day and Evening, for a full and thorough Overcoats, wniehlie will be happy to mako upSpring
to or*
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St., der or sell at the
No. 161, opposite H. II. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
LOWEST CASH PRICES.
The Principal has had 21 years* experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked SeApril 1»—dtt
ries o{ Colleges into the oilier Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
Ocean
over this great world ; but I do claim they will

I* open

A Most Fxqnisite,
Perfume, Distilled from Ike
Rare and Kcnuliful Flower from
which it tnkrn itn name.
Manufactured only by PH A LON & NON.

EF* Beware of Counterfeits.
Ash

for Photon9*—To he
Sold

RE-OPENED.
Thin House will be open for the reception
of transient and permanent
Visitors, on

kc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical anti
SATURDAY, JUNE O,
expeditious facilities ior BUSINESS EDUCA- i_i
TION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only t ommereial College in the State Anti continue for the Season, except Sundays, when
will
it
be
clos
d to all transientcompany.
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keepCHAMBERLIN, HILL & CO.,
ing, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, so tha
Proprietors.
no one can pass through the course without obCape Elizabeth, June 6,1866.
June8d2m
taining a thorough counting-room education.
w

710

other*

by druggists generally.

For sale at wholesale

by W. F. Phillips
Jan. 1, 1866—eod&cow 6m

Co.

FIREWORKSl
The Largest Stock!
The Best Quality!
'
The Lowest Prices !

displays
Cities and Towns furnished, from $10Q to $6000, at
short notice.
Send for Price List, and compare with other and higher lists.

tor

CUTTER,

AUSTIN & CO.,

32 A 3G Federal. A 10T. Ill A 113 Cobgre»» Streets, BostonOnly Wholesale Depot for the celebrated 1. XL.
WOHKS and original Short Stick Locket. All others
are imitations.
juneltqjyl

Southern Pine Lumber

A

Good

Gleet and all 3In*
or Female, curing recent
to three day*, and is
those cases of Fluor A time or
White* in Female*. The two medicines used in
will
not
fail to remove this disagreeable
conjunctionand
in those cases where other medicines
complaint
have been used without success.
Price, Remedy, One Cottle, $2, Three Bottles, $5.

does not fail to cnro
cou8 Discharge* In Male

A

especially

from

one
ca*e* in
recoin mended in

t5*
Injection" are to ho found in nil well regulated urug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists all over lb© world, for their intrinsic worth
and merit Some unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and

Injection,

u

Cure,"

u

"

**

$i,

Remedy"

and

ACCIDENT & LIFE
Iusurance

Agency

urn, mini! m,
Office No. 117 Commercial St.,

(Near the loot of Exchange St.i

PORTLAND.

Ins.

Security

Comp’y

Cash Capital and Surplus,

$1,600,000

--

Atlantic Fire Ins.Co.,
Cash Capital and Surplus,

$452,591

•----—

Providence

Washngton Ins.
Cash Capital and Surplus,

Co.

$365,553

Astor Insurance Co.
Cash Capital and Surplus,

$289,415

--

Lafayette

Ins. Co.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

$200,702

Loring, Stackpole
General A gents for
TO WHOM

&

Co.s

Maine,

APPLICATIONS FOR AUENCIES
SHOULD BE MADE.

UNITED

STATES

Cash

Capital $200,000.

S3T This Company issues not only
nffniuBt Diaabilit, and Death by Accidrut,
but ugalnat Death from Every Cane,
whether Accident, Cholera, or disease of
any hind, together with Weekly Compensation for Disability from Accident,

Lifd Policies Issued for One, Two, Three,
Pour or Five Y-ars,
AS MAY BE DESIRED, AT RATES WITHIN
THE REACH OF ALL.
Hf Persona desiring this class of Insurance, will
do well to EXAMINE ITS MERITS as presented

by this Company, which Is unsurpassed In rsliaMll'y,
prudent management and security to the assured.
Agents nu.l Solicitors Wauled In every
City and town In the State, to whom a liberal commission will be paid.

Loring, Stackpole & Co.,
General Agents fur Maine.

MARINE INSURANCE!
ON VESSELS,
CARGOES

&

FREIGHTS,

PROMPTLY EFFECTED in the BEST and MOST
RESPONSIBLE NEW ENGLAND and NEW
YORK OFFICES, TO ANY AMO NT DESIRED.

Office No. 117 Commercial Stn
PORTLAND.

June 22—d2w

IMMENSE

IMPROVEMENT !

ffick’i Patent Direct-Acting, Reciprocating Pieton
(Double (Mt-cf)

Steam

I.iig-ine«,
Savirg78pereont
in space,
weight,
tran»i ortaiLn
friotion and
nomber of ] arte,
OTcr the beat engine*, with great
economy in
steam and
epa is. The cheapest, simplest.

most

compact

a.*.* durable made.

Adapted

to Mar-

ine, Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, and Oil Mining uses. Ot anv size.
’THE HICK S ENGINE CO.,
Address,
£)27 2taw6w
88 Liberty St.. New Yoik.

Dr. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Welker St„ H.

J.

——~—***"—m**—'

W hite Oak Flank for Sale.
TO

OLEASANT

co

the

palate,

cause

no

j»atn, net

JL promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, ami for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at nigh* movren, are Just the thing.

the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases ot Piles and Faith g of the tcectum. We
a cure (or all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
alter eating, 8our Stomach, Spitsuch as
ting ol lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness.
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ol the Skin
and Eyes. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss ol
Debility,
Neuralgia,
Monthly Pains, and all
Travelers Jind the Lounges just
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
that they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price CO
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For Kale by J.
S. HABrRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremon
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to anv address on
enclosing 80 cents.
jalyidlv

promise

Oppression

Appetite,
Irregularities.

**

worthless coni|M>unds*—In order to make money—
In place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we
will Send them to you by express, securely packed
We treat all diseases to
and free from observation.
which the human system Is subject, and will be
Statements from
pleased to receive full and explicit relief
heretofore.
those who have failed to receive
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in. perfect cononr
We
desire
to
send
thirty-two page
fidence.
lady and gentleman in the
pamphlet free to every
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor.

Opening !

GOOD chance is offered in the mannth ture o
tahllshed
Mastic Goods, tor which there is an
are prepared to execute orders for SOUTHdemand
and ready snie.
Any person ivirliing to enERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliverwho can
and
business',
in
a
and
pleasant
gage
light
ed with dispatch at aDv convenient port.
\ fumi-h a cash capital of $200 to $300 can add: css
McoiILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS
I
Mawubactvber,
**
161 Commeroia*
Box2110,P,O*
April 17—dtf
may&dtl

WE

FIRE, MARINE,

N. t.

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

The Cherokee

Houhc,

:

Et.,

ami all diseases that require
a diuretic, and when Used la
conjunction with tho

Dclicnte nntl Fin-

Street,

SPLENDID STOCK

37 Walker

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: Grorel, InflomBladder and
Ration of theRetention
of
fKidney*,
E Urine, Strut urea of the
VUrtthra, Drojmcal SieetlTingi, B> irk Duet Deposit*,

—

SPRING

PRINTING

March 1—dtf

Cherokee Remedy.

AgWJK

137 Middle

ol

WE

druggists;

I.a lies entrance 151, Gents, 152. Honrs
from 7 A. M„ to 11 P. M.
The public
\ mwill find it to their advantage to call and
the
above
Saloon.
He will
try
Oyster
also furnish Parties and Pic-Nics with

v

AT AUCTION!

shall sell Horse,, Carriage,, Sleigh,, Rote.,
Harnesses, &c..
Every Saturday at il o'clock A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, co» ner Federal and Lime Sta.
where Carriages can be stored and Horses bonded il
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
H£NKY BAIL'JIY & Co., Auctioneers.

diseases caused ly

sequence or youthful indiscretions.
Tlio Cherokee Cure will restore health and vl^ror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
alter all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
]>n^c pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
I’rice $2 per bottle, or three bottles for
Bold
or will bo sent by express to any
by all
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,

SALOON,

At the very shortest notice.
Remember the
Place, No. 152 and 151 Exchange St.
may2titf

Exchange

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

|

HOUSE,

(Opposite

w

27—dtd_18

MEDICINE,

Ion t
of
Memory, Uni renal LannU
*
tude. Pa inn in the Back, turnof Vinton,, Premature
3 Old A ge. Weak Xerren, I)ij)l•
A cult Breathinrf, Pale. < 'ouutenance, In atnitu, Connvmntian.. and all diseases that ful-

dIRfSk.

prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United States
if America', and also that our Counting Booms
tor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, tfc,

good r »lining order,

•■dTrTf)iii_eMgi|»e

Self-abuse, viz.’ir

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

AND—

Merchant

£3^“ Mr. Brow n would present to the Citizens
Portland and vicinity. Ins warm gratitude tor
their kindness and liberal patronage he past fl tcen
years; and with the promise oi faithfulness, solicits otherfavors!
R. N. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
sep20deod&wly

(

TUK r,2EAT

grant

of

profuse

too

Hall for Dancing parties, in

and IB Templo Street, Portland, Maine.
Mar 19—dtl

Nos. 13

For

cure.

j menstruation, and all ol those long line ol trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specif*,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to tie
vigor of health.
TEETH 1 TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity WITHOUT PAIN. Persona Laving de* ay* d
tee'h or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hines lor sale
for family use. with thorough instr*i.-tions.
Dr. D. can accommodate y revv patients with board
und t reatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to G P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

FOR LADIES AND

Jnst reoeived

K-Atfk*'

s’de-

WHERE

to meet his old

fa lends and

J. B. GREENHALGH’S

JJAS

ji

Electrician

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite tho United States Hotel
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Port land and vicinity, that lie haspermanently located in this city. During the three
y ars we have been in this city, we have cured some
o. tho worst forms of disease in persons who have
t.ied other forms of treatment in vatu, anil curia:.p itienta in so short a time that the question is often
a iked, do
they stay cured? To auswer this question
we will say that all that do not stay
cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. lias been a practical Electrician tor twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated phv sicu.ii.
Electricity is perfectly adopted to chronic diseases in
tiie form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption°when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fuliv
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, bq
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or orparalysis, St. ofVitas’ Dance, deaftiess, stamhesitancy
mering
speech, dyspepsia, indigesti m, constipation and liver complaint, piles—wc cure
that
can be presented; asthma, bronchicase
every
tis, strictures of the clicst, and all forms of female
complaints.

iow as a

C.

—

drafted

light

,iJ t*-'*‘* —new
holier and steam-pump;
is suitable lor carrying excursion
parlies or work 1»
the harbor; will be sold 1 w. if not disposed of
previous.y at private sale, will be OLD AT AUCTION
OS SATURDAY. .July Tfcii, at 11 o'clock A.
M., at
Custom House Wbait.
For particulars cull on
E. M. PATTEN &CO,
Auctioneers,
June
St.

174

fi3T’Men*s Buckskin Congress Boots
Together with a large assortment of all goods usually
found in a Boot and Shoe Store,
Also, Oak and Hemlock Leather BETTS, Lace
Leather, Rubber Good*, Hemp Packing, &c
No. 8 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
June 8—d2m

—

'lie

wlieel Steamer CASCO, about
tons burthen, has an

ik

NT DEWING,

W.

VTedical

is Now Opened to the Public by,
8. XI. BBEW8TEH,

W. K.

*•

*•

MEDICAL ELECTEICITT

furnished in the

and

Meats.

Shoes,

Men’s Plain Calf Boots and Shoes*
“
“

per Cox*cl.

30.25?“* BUL£* 4 CO” Auctioneer..

Steamer for Sale.

THE

LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried ir
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing ir
the least injurious to the health, and may be taker
with perfect
at'all times.
safety
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
bv addressing
DR. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner oi Middle),
Portion^.

part of the city for

a

basemmt, Nos. 3 and 5 Brackett Street.
lt is well tluishod; has 21
rooms, good cellar. large
ciatoru and a good size lot.
Bent f.»r 84 0. 'iltie
char. Term--' easy.
Also the s oi y and a hall wooden
house in tho
rear ol the above.

Infirmary,

CADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival
Jed in efficacy and superior viytue in regulating aJ
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific amJ
certain of producing relief in a short time.

|^*Kemcmber the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
ol Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dtf

may7dtf

appearance.

difficulty, Ignor-

Electic Medical

gentlemen.

§4.50

many
the cause, which is the

Address:
Dit. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
837“ Send a Stamp for Circular.

board at

Delivered in any

a dark and turbid
men who die oi this

of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies w'iiJ
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.

Commercial Street.

1—dtf

to

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and o
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult tlio Dr.,
can do so **y writing, in a plain
manner, a description

GENTLEMEN,
A liberal discount to the trade.
Trial Packages FREE on Application! Nos. 152 and 154 Exchange Street,
JOfiN 6. COOK It CO., VruggUf,
the International

tffTH you are in want of any kind
at the DailyPrew Offlee

««w-

BAliBOUR,

advantage of the Reduced Price of
HAVE
Stock,and purchased large assortment ol Men's

to be the

sumption in its ear! iy stages, and all diseases of the
Throat and Lungs, that has been made available to
the public. Clergy men, Members of Congress, Singers and Actors, and
hi fhet every one whtohas given it
a trial give it their unqualified praise.

No 1 Pnrt1l>TW, K#r

thine out—Except
Police!

J. & C. J.

This celebrated Tooth Powder is put up in two
ounce Boxes, and sold at the low price of.

Box!

PEAKING, THACHEE & CO.

may4—d3m

A. A. Hates, M. D.

Coughs, C« .Ids, Influenza, Bronchitis, Con-

KOBINSON,

21, lfiGC—i„,nni

300 Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Duck.
500 Coils Hoth’s Russia Bolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English Anchor Bunting, assorted colors.
100 Chain Cables, £ in. to 1J in.
100 Tons Coil Chain,3-16 in. to
in.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 & 25 Commercial St., Boston.

Respectfully,

Surest, Efcifest and Speediest

Cardenas,

DUCK,

CHAINS, ANCHORS, &c.

SYRUP

PULJIOYIC

ant of

hand the best qualities of Red and White
at the lowest prices for cash.
60

May

T
Jan

C.

a

manu-

159 Commercial Street.
mayS<12m

W.

Pure DEKOSNE MOLA-'SES,
landing from brig -J. O.

)
irom
*OB SALE BY

of

May 1,1S8C.

powder.
A. Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl
Martin, M. D, M. C. Wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
M. D., A. Burbank, M. D„ Eli Edgecombe, M. D.,
J. P. Fessenden, M. D., R. R. Ricker, M. D., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggin, M. D., S. Oakes, M. D., N.

Cents

of

Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford & Co,
facture, for sale by
FLETCHER & CO.,

Thomas Fillebbown,
Dentists. Lisbon Street. Lewiston. Maine.
We the undersigned have examined specimens oi
Cooke’s Chlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from
which it is prepared, and we take pleasure in recommending it to the public as a safe and effectual iooth

Twenty-Five

changing
a^ain
There are

Free burning aud YERY PURE, and all binds

Blasting, Mining and Sporting
Powder constantly
ALL
hand and for sale.
Also

Respectfiilly yours,
I). B. Stbout,

20 State St., Boston, February 26th, 1866.

on

Coal,

Powder.

Jjarookah’s

IDr.

Is sokn

Sale

Agents for

teeth and purifying the breath, and liavingexamined
the recipe from which ii is made, we are sure there
is no article in it which is in the least injurious to the
teeth or general health, but on the contraiy, highly*
beneficial to both.

mineral

Also,
Ash

200 TONS

by Druggists and Traders everyw here.

Sold

Read he following Testimonials in its Favor.
Lewiston, Jan. 12,18G6.
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
Chlorate Dentifrice
tested
we
feel asyour
sured that it is an excellent powder for cleans.ng the

lic, or

a

Portland.

-for-

a

JUST
cargo of fresh-mined
land Coal for Blacksmith's

JOHN M. TODD,

NO. 74 MIDDLE STREET,

on

State

cure lor

Molasses!

H* 1.

HOLERA,

a.iu

headache.

Large bottles—prioe $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.

Coach

Preventive and Cure for

pwtly executed at the Daily Press Office,

curNS nervous

Asts directly upon the roots of the Hair, and its effects are speedy and pe.tnatient.

Price $1-00 Pei

Cholera M«rb«s, Dlurrh<ra, Dyacmery,
Summer Complaints* Fain in the
Stomach and Bowels, Ac.

§Jf Boo.t

its original color.

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HATH RESTORER

S3T" Fine Mountain Scenery and beautiful drives.
Connected with the house is a fine
Stable, Bowling
Alleys, Sc.

STODDARD’S
A

Chlorate

My Ealto does not change Gray Hair to
its natural color*
83T~Thoee wishing to have the color restored,
should use TODD’S BAN X AN A CREAM,
round wlierover the Balm is sold.

Drnggists.

G.

CHARLES WALKER.

Yours,

This House is situated 12 miles from Bry-

_.Tune29-d2m_Proprietor.

Exchange St.

cholera

to

Prevents the hair from Silling off, and promotes its
luxuriant growth.

Oxford County.MAINE.

o!

ROBINSON,

all

COOK’S

It is

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

^Plantation,

been known as the location ol the celebrated
Mount Zircon Mineral Spring, the medicinal
quail
tiee ol which are unsurpassed.

Cy-These Remedies by
Ca*e or sipo-ie Box
are sent to uny part of iho country, by Mai° or Expre.s, free of charge on receiptof the price Adilr«««
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
nQMIEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY
illlicu u;id Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York
i ,k. llunIpUKKVS i. consulted daily at hlB odioe
crsoualiy or by lette as above, lor all rornia
f

by

COAL.

arrived per sell. Kedington, from Baltimore*

the

in£,

Has long

.ln (v,
*

disease.

Sold

*1,00.

mh27dM,W&86m

Mount Zircon Mouse,

|y

All who have committed an excess ol
any kind,
whether it l»e tne solitary vice ol yomn, or n.u bulging rebuke of misplace a conndence in matuier yea..-,
1
PORTLAND, MAINE.
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
March 2C—del
Tbe Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lbilow Impure Coition, are
Ordinance on Health.
the B* .meter to the whole system.
9.—All dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, cinDo not wail for i»ie consummation that is sure to folders, shavings, hair, shreds, mauure, oyster, clam
low: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, tor
or lobster shells, or any animal or
vegetable subatanee,
Disabled Limbs, for Loss ol Beauty
or tilth of any kind, in any house,
and Complexion.
warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman, HOW MANY THOUSANDS
CAN TESTIFY TO
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or OffiTHIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE 1
cer shall deem necessary for the Health of the
City
to be removed, shall be carried away therefrom by and
YAing men troubled with emissions m sleep,—a
at the expense 01 the owner or occupant of such house
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
or other place where the same shall be lound, and reyouth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
moved to such place as shall be directed, within four
ranted or no charge made.
hours after notice in writing to that effect, given by the
Hardly a day parses but we are consulted by one
or
more young man with the above disease, some o'
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
w.iom are as w eak and emaciated as
Health Officer.
though they ban
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tc
SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall turieit and have it. Ail such cases yield to the proper ami uiu
correct course ol treatment, and in a short tune arc
pay not less than one dol.ar nor more than twenty
made to rtyoice in pencer health.
dollars lor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
lor every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
are suffered to remain alter due notice thereof.
There are many men at the age oi thirty win© arc
All persona violating the above Ordinance are heretroubled with too frequent evacuations from the blanby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as I der, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or burnshall proceed at once to a rigid enforcement* ol the
lug sensation, and weakening the system in a uiannci
the patient cannot account for.
same.
JOHN S. 11EALD,
On examining the
aprlS— tf
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be lounu,
City Marshal and Health Officer.
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appeal*, or the eolor will be of a thin milkisli
hue,

COAL.

we

•

■

From the Daily Prebb.
Fair:—We were -slow to believe all we
heaid in praise of this article, but with such testimony as the following, given by well known citizens, our
doubts have given way.
Portland, Feb. 26, 18G6.
Mr. Todd : Dear Sir—My wife had been troubled
for a long time with a humor in the head, causing severe itching, and tho hair was foiling off very fost.
I
had tried many remedies offered to the public without receiving
benefit. 1 had but little faith that
any
it could be cured. I bought a bottle of your Hungarian Balm, and the first application stopped the itch
and in two cr three days the hair stopped foiling
off. 1 consider it the best medicine in use for the head.

To

N. H.

PRICE

KNIGHTS’ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

ant’s Pond Station, Grand Trunk Railway.

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

ny Case 10 Vials,
Vials, with direction*

easy
couveiiicat," t*avpupils.
0 us« wu'we have
wanted, ”say teacher.
A repre gents moveable lid.
C toothed ratchet
support* ng ijd a at any angle by pin in frame B,
which., tinged at the upper edge, may be opened as
any Ordinary cover the whole prevented from inter*®r*?-*g with pupil in front by stop within the desk.—
Durable, Simple, therefore not expensive; convenient
r>T Drawing Schools, Reading Rooms and Libraries*
Prevents
and consequent contraction ol the
chest, particularly in near highted persons; save tbe
wear and tear of books; relieves the mo otony of the
desk and the necessarily attendant steady attitude.
For further particulars please address the manufacturer, JOS. L. ROSS, Boston, Mass., JOS. F.

Nashua,

-AND-

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER
Dec. 26,186S.

R. P. HALL & CO. Proprietors,

*1,00.

PATENTED

ou

Ask for Hall’s Vegetarle Sicilian
Hair Renewer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Rknewer to the public, entirely confident that it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
off will restore it unless the person is very aged.

PRICE

Is the rally preparation oi its kind that
it promises.

26
26
26
26
26

No person, old or young should fail to use it.
It is recommended and used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

*1.00

PRICE

Sided hair

Removes dondrufi and

DESK.

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!

Cleansing the Teeth!
HARDEITIIfG THE G UMS,

KNIGHTS OMENTAL HATH. RESTORER.
What the Press says and what the people know.

SCHOOL

It cleanse* the Scalp, and makes the Hair
SORT, LUSTROUS, AND SILKEN

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

Dr.E&LKUIGKTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass

IMPROVED

It vetll keep the Hair from falling out.

C.

KNIGHTS’

PEEPABED BY

Cte.

FAMILY cases.
.,
,
dfi \ lals,
Morocco Case, and Book,
,10 00
a) large Vial., in Morocco,
an*Book, 6 00
20 large Vial., plain ease, and Book
6 no
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
3 00

A.

antagonistic

Restores gray and

Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
Cryiva Colic or Teething ofiuiants,
Diana* olchildren or adults.
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 26
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
*$
Neuralgia. Toothache, Faceache,
26
Headaches, Sick-Beadache, Vertigo, 26
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
26
Suppressed or painful i'enods,
26
Whites, too proluse Periods,
26
Croup. Gough, difficult BreatUng,
25
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Erupt uns,
26
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
25
Fever and Ague, Chili Fever, Agua,
Go
Ear Discharges, impaired
Bearing, ft
Scrofula, enlarged Glands, Swellings, ft
tiles, blind er bleeding,
^
Oph lit a/my, and sore of weak eyea,
ft,
Catarrh acute or chronic. Influence. ft,
W *ooping-Cuugh, violent Coughs,
ft
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
ft
Diphtheria ulcerated bore Throat,
60
Sufferings at Change of Hite,
|ft
Epilepsy, Spasms. bt. Vitus’ Dunce. 1 ft,
General Debility Physical
Weakness, ft
Dropsy, ana scanty Secretions
60
Sea-Sickness, sickness from ridimr.
ft
7
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
ft
Nervous Debility. Seminal
Emissions,

•*

Kiiigiu

!

the Hair Dreash igs heretofore sold at the drug stores
composed c'hieflv of oil and alcohol,—ingredients
are
to the life of the hair.—
KNIGHTS' Hair Dressing contains neither oil nor
is
alcohol, pure ly vegetable in its composition, and is
the most perfect Hair renewer and invlgorator that
has ever been made available to the public. Persons
whose hair .has been thinned by sickness or age should
give this preparati on a trial, with ilie assurance that
a luxuriant g owt a of hair will result, unless the roots
are dead, when sv.ch an effect is impossible.

DR.

Street,

Fr.JYKI),

44

?!

Dressing

to its

grow, but I can give you fifty names, if needed, to
prove to any one who ia§j doubt tbe foct, that tbe
hair has grown out as perfect as on any part of my
head; and 1 know it was brought out by the use of the
Hungarian Balm. You are at hberty to publish this.
Respectfully yours,
CHARLES B. SAVAGE, Bath, Me.

Sicilian Hair Renewer

IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

KNIGHTS’ OMENTAL HAIR RESTORER

"

dl

Vegetable

KNIGHTS’

public.
For changi ng gray or Aided hair

Mb. Todd
I had lost my hair by a disease of the
scalp, and on the top of my head there was a place as
large as a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and glossy. I was told by judges that it would never

sat-

has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

are

which

give

HALL’S

sums

•>«

tien.

«»

and June.

A dressing for Children's hair, which can be used
without ffear of injury to its growth or texture,
lias hitherto bee n unattainable. Most, if not all, of

State Bank Bills!

Reward
not

Gore,

&

corner

I have been using Todd's Hungarian Balm, and can
say that it is the best dressing lor the hair in use. My
hair was foiling off' very fost, and by the use of halt a
bottle ol the balm it has stopped tailing off entirely,
and is last thickening up, and is in tine condition.
F. H. STROCT, Portland, Maine.

isfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our instructions.

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

DR.

$1,000

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

RANDALL, McALLISTER & GO.,

J.B. WEBB, Gorham, Maine.

in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that wb offer

If the Sicilian Hair Renewer does

MELROSE. MASS.

from the most unpl*
experientire success; bimpie—
Prompt—Efficient, and ltoliablo. They are me only Jiedicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be uraue in using them; so harmies.as to be free from hanger, ana so efficient as to be always reliable. They Lave raised the highest commendation Horn all, aud will alwuysrender satislac

“28

R.

supply

I have tried Todd's Hungarian Balm, and I consider
it the best article in use for the hair.

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents

Dr. Larookah’s

DR. E.

ence. an

*

ot

PREPARED EX

State Bank Bills,

HAIR RENEWER.

Should purify the blood and invigorate the system by

April, May

HUMPHREYS’
HOMCEOPjlTHIC specifics,

2
3
4
“
5
6
11
7
44
8
y
"
10
M
11
“12
14
13
14
44
15
'* 16
44
22
44
23
44
j7
44
18
44
ly
20
44
21
44
34
14
32
33
44
24
4
25
*26
11
27

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

-IN-

State Bank Bills,

HALL’S

Is double the strength of any other Sarsaparilla in

use

Public.

Mu. Todd :—I feel it due to you, as a public benefactor. to state that my hair was foiling off very badand 1 was troubled for a long time with a disease of
ly,
the head known in the medical world as Porrigo,
which causes se vere'ltcliing ot (he head. I tried your
Hungarian Balm, andfr>my surprise and pleasure my
hair stopped foiling off, and the humor has entirely
3
left the head.
C. R. PACKARD, M. D. Boston, Mass.

The old, the young, tho middle aged unite to praise

BY ALL TllE

Lteathe

selves.

IIRACVLOVS.

Sarsaparilla Compound

per

..■-■i-fir ia.1^

“

ITS EFFECT IS

Dr. Larookah’s

the

the

foiling

Sarsaparilla Compound

Pure Jamaica Ginger—

Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
Cholera Morbus, &c., where a warming, genial stimulant is required. Its careful
preparation and entire
purity makes it a cheap and reliable article ibr culi-

St. Block.

by

Dr. Larookah’s

GOEE’S

SECTION

HAVING

Sarsaparilla Compound

A

Iteal Instate at Auction.
July 6tl>,18C6,at3 o’clock P. M„
ON FRIDAY,
shall ce.l the double two and
Laiist ry house
With brick

June

307 Commercial St, 47 & 49 Reach Street,

been engaged for more than twenty yean
in tbe Hair Dressing business, and knowing as i
do all the preparations tnat are offered for the restoration of the Hair, and how they are made and what
composed of, and knowing most of them to be useless,
and some injurious, and feeling the -great need for
some preparation free from injurious substances, such
as Oils, Alcohol, and Sugar of Lead, Lac
Sulphur, (a
most poisonous preparation) ipjurious to the bealtn ot
the hair and body; I have endeavored to
the
want
preparing an article that is free ti\ w oils of
all kinds, and all substancos known to be usurious.
It will keep the hair moist and glossy longer than any
oil, cures ail humors of the scalp, stops the itching ol
the head, prevents the hair from
off in the
worst cases of fever or other disease, and will not soil
the nicest silk. My Balm is not a Dye, but purely a
Dressing for the Hair and a Medicine lor the Head. It
should be in every house; it is just what is needed to
clean the heads of children, from the babe to (lie eldest child, for it is free from everything tliat will irritate the scalp, cures the humors and st ops the itching
of the head. 1 here offer the names of a few persons
who have used my Balm. Let them speak tor them-

Cures Uterine Ulceration, Syphilis and Mercurial
disease.

the market.

per cent, better than the service Enfield am-

Fevers, Congestion, Inflamationa,

To

Purifies the Complexion, rendering it clear and trans]
parent.

Heimitreetts inimitable Hair Coloring has been
steadily growingin favor tor over twenty years. It
acts upon the absorbents at the roots of the
hair, and
changes to its original color by degrees. All instantaneous dyes deaden and injure the hair. Helmstreet’s it not a dye but is certain in its results, pro-

& Baker

WHITMAN, Five Free

*

enabled to turnish a supply of Soup, ol tbe
Rest Q. urn lH3e., adapted to the demand, tor Export and Domestic Consumption.

ore

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate.

Grover

June £9—dtd

Every intelligent and thinking

person must know
tuat remedies handed out for general use should have
their enieacy csiablislied by well tested experience In
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
studies nts him ibr all tne duties he must
preparatory
1 illill; yet the
country is noodea with pom nosuUuih
and cure-alls, purporting to he the beat in the worm,
are not
only useless, but always injurious. The u.ilortunate should be pakiiculak in scleelmg ins
physician, as it is a kuneutubie yet iuconuovercame tact, that
many syphilitic patients ore name
miserable with ruined constitutions by iuultrcaimc..i
lorn inexperienced physicians m
general practice;
lor it is a point generally conceded
by the test syphLogiapners, that the stuay and management of these
eimpiaiuts should engross the whom lime ol tuoso
who would be competent and successful in tueir treatment and cure.
The inexperieucea general prac.itIjiier, having neither opportunity nor tune to mate
hunscli acquainted with their
pathoiogy, common.y
pursues one system of treatment, in moot eases uiaking an indiscrmimate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contaiug all the mo lent improvements, we

SOLD

June 13—dtf

Stomach, Side and Bowels

Dr. Larookah’s

munition.

No. 1 Cures

&

CAUTION TO THE PUI*LIC.
^

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

FINDINGS AT AGENTS’ PRICES!

--

colossal statue of Bayard in tlie court*
Versailles.

strument which forms part of the stopper.
The cartridge is on the “central fire” system, the chier novelties being the case and
bullet. As regards the former, the object has
been to provide a case which shall uncoil cr
unwind to a certain extent on discharge. The
bullet is a combination of various constructions, none of them original, but producing to-

HAVE

ELDEN

ce»s.

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

Call and Examine.

Dr. Larookah’s

All who

CHEMICAL OLI VE,
CRANE’S PATENT.

LEATHE

the celebrated

MACHINE

OLEINE.

*gootb

Sewing Machines!

Sarsaparilla Compound

SOAPS,

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,

Ace.

ONE

Agents for

be consulted
privately, and with
conudciice by the mine.ca, at on
ami lrom b A. III. tu y y». yi#
aadresses those who are suitei
ing under the
a.diction oi private disease.', whether
arising lrom
Impure connection or the terrible vice oi seli-abu e
Devoting his entire time to that particular brand,
the medical proles»iou. he iecls warranted in
Ct'Ali1CAN EKING A CUKE IN ALL
CASES, W bother ol lony
standing or recently contracted, entueiy remove
the dregs ot disease from the &}
stem, aim luakm a
perfect and PEk.ViANi-.XT clIiiL.
He would eali the attention ot the afflicted to tlie
tact ot hi» long standing and Weil-cornea
reputation
lurniching sumciont assurance oi m» sLiil and sm-

ally,

Hours

All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in
packages suitable f .r tbe trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our
air inauuiaotiired
under die personal supervision ol our i,i,,r partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we thereioro assure the public with condeuce that we CAN and will Punish the

Fancy Goods,

at Auction.

2d at 11 o’c cck A.M. at ol11 teso'd
reserve, a flue assortment oi Silver Plated Ware,
consisting in part oi Ice
Pilchers, Tea Service, Mdveis Waiteis, Casters,
O .biota. Wine Coders! Ladles,
Spoons, Folks, Ivory
Hanoled Cutlery and Carvers, with a
grea vai.ety
of c.tlier articles all of which will be
open l^r exhibition ou
Mon..ay ai 8 o’clock—must he sold.

oi

Goods,

Flannels,

Dr. Larookah’s

of the l’aiace oi

“breech-stopper1' or ‘breech-piece”—which
hinges upon one side of the barrel, and forms
abuse breech, against the face of which the
back end of the cartridge rests; the barrel is,
iu tact, shortened to tnis extent. A plunger
or piston transmits the blow of the hammer
through the stopper to the cap of the cartridge,
which is withdrawn after firing by a little in-

Prints,

Cures Epllepsyjmd Eheumatism.

REFINE1>

Temple Street*

can

family,

Linens,

PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

E. M.

tno

extra,

White Goods,

Cottons,

Sarsaparilla Compound

lie
WHEREutmost

WOULD

Oloaking-s,
Goods,

Woolens,

Said if all Draggiita*

The Pbussian Needle-Gun.—The needle
gnu in use in Prussia is a formidable weapon
—described by tbe London Times a8 a converted Enfield on the Snider system, with improved ammunition devised by the Woolwich
Laboratory. This rifle possesses the advantages ol being simple, sale, cheap, non-capping,
and little liable to get out of order. Moreover,
it does net requiie such a reduction of tbe
slock as to destroy its efficiency for a military
purposes if required to act as a pike as well as
A portion of the upper side of t he
a fire-arm.
breech end of the barrel is cut out for the admission of the cartridge. This vacant place is
closed alter loading by a lump of steel—the

Dress

Dr. Larookah’s

may fitly apply Chaucer’s line :
“He was a very perfect gentle knight."
•There is

Shawls,

GORE9

NO. 1,

Dr. Laroow’s

HUGHES

w

LEATHE &

STEAM

Tliin

Cures Pimples, Pustules, Blotches and Boils.

What Dm It ?—A young lady, returning to her
country home after a sojourn of a tew months in New
York, was hardly recognized by her friends. In
place of a rustic, flushed fbce. she had a soft, ruby
of almost marble smoothness, and incomplexion,
stead of 22, she really appeared but 17. She told
them plainly she used Hagan's Magnolia Balm, and
would not be without it. Any lady can improve her
personal appearance very much by u»ing this aiticle.
It can be ordered 01 any druggist for
only 50 cents.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by aU Druggists.

RETAIL,

Sales.

Auction

Siver Plated Ware
SOAPS! PRIVATE MEDICAL
ROOMS. ONLce,MONDAY, July
without
3ro. 5

_

IN

m

value a beautiful head of hair, and its
preservation from premature baldness and turning
grey, wiU not &il to use Lyon’s celebrated Kathairon.
It makes the hair rich, soft and
glossy, eradicates
dandruff, aud causes the hair to grow with luxuriant
beauty. It is sold everywhere.
E. THOMAS LYON, Chemist, N. Y.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by ail Druggists.

AND

••

mt. J. B.

solicit the attention ol the trade and
consumers to their Standard IJiunus of

33 .A. 33 G- AI N B

CuresLiver Complaints and Dyspepsia.

and the

private stamp of Demas Barnes & Co., New York.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

_Medical.
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

REFINED

•-,____

Cures Erysipelas, St. Anthony’s Fire and Dropsy.
“In lifting the kettle froqi the fire I scalded
myself
very severely—one hand almost to a crisp. The torture was unbearable. * * * The Mexican Mustang Liniment relieved the pain almost immediately.
It healed rapidly, and left very little scar.
Cuas. Foster, 420 Broad St., i hiladelphia.”
This is merely a sample of what the Mustang Liniment will do. It is invaluable in all cases of wounds,
swellings, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., either
upon man or beast.
Beware of counterfeits.
None is genuine unless
wrapped hi fine steel-plate engravings, bearing the

Miscellaneous.

ONLY J

.WHITMAN,

WHOLESALE

Dr. Larookah’s

tizer8

ar atoga

&

The great Spring Medicino and Blood Purifle

S. T.—1860.—X.—The amount of Plantation Bitters sold in one year is
something startling. They
would fill Broadway sir fbet
high, iroin tUf Park to

Ith s.reet. Drake’s
manufactory is one of the institutions in New York. It is said that Drake
painted
all the rocks in the Eastern States with his
cabalistic
o. I.
1K60.— X.,” ami then got the old
gi army legislators to pass a law
“preventing disfiguring the lace
oi nature,*’ which gives him a
monopoly. We do not
know how this is, but we do know that
Plantation
Bitters sell as no other article ever did
T ev
are used by ail classes of the
and are
deaf h on Dyspepsia—certain. community,
tie very invim>They
WheD liui^uid “d weak» and a
great appe-

PRICE

STEAM

Sarsaparilla Compound

Somewhere or other, may be far or near;
With Just a wall, a hedge between;
With just the last leaves of the dying yo»
f allen on a turf grown green.

era,so, the French leader

ONE

Larookah’s

HISS 1I0S8ETTI.

Somewhere or other tlierf lunut
Tbo Cwjf' not Been, tb® voice not
The heart that

_Medical.

Other.

ARRIVE.

MARYLAND WHITE OAK PLANK,
\
rt«i 2, 3,35 andH Inch thickness.
12 M 15x7*5 ami 5x7 J Wales.
20 M Oak iiiuber.
McGILVERY, RYAS It DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street,
may22dtt

EXPRESSJN0T1CE!
ANSLEY’S

International

Express!

Leaves Portland Every Monday, W. dnesday
and Friday for Bt. John and intermediate Points,
Returning

Same

Days,

and
E*>RWARDS packages and parcels of goodsNova
JC monev to all rarts ol New Brunsw

ck.
Scotia, Prince Edward’s Island, and Ncwtoun tland. Bills, Notes* and Drafts colls, ted, and all express business attended to with care and promptness.
A special Messenger acc -rai aides each > xpress.
Office 282 Congress 8t., under Lun&stci Hill*
D. U. BLANcHaKD, Agt.
Junel2dtl

For Sale.

M

or o..

A two story irame nou«, an<l shout 300#
feet of I.and, on the corner ol Pearl and CumPlenty of bard and toft wa*
bei land Streets.
the promises. Enquire ot

C. RICHARDSON.

FebU-dU

GLOUCESTER—Ar 28th, scha T S Miller. White,
Boston tor Bangor; Iowa, Smith, Bangor for Philadelphia; Triton, Freeman, do for Provincetown.
NEWBURYPOUT—Ar2‘Jtli, sobs Helena, Harris,
and Orouo, Kent, Bangor.

The Markets.
TELEGRAPHIC

REPORTS.

At Montevideo 25tli ult, barque Speedwell, Dixon,
for New York, and others.
Sid 15th, barque Wheatland, Oliver, (from N York)
for Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Kio Janeiro 15th ult, ship Virginia, Weeks,
Liverpool; 2-'d, Statesman, Pendleton, Cardiff for
Shanghai, in distress, leaky: 26ih. Carlyle, Hopkins,
Now York for San Francisco, in distress.
SKI 13th. ship Assyria, Delano, Callao; 22J, brig
Edith, K e l, New York.
At St Thomas 31st ult, brig II S Bishop, Hutchinson, from New York, ar 16th, unc.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, lllh inst, brig J West, Hutchins, Wilmington, (J.
Ar at St John, NB, 251h inst, ship Constitution,
Mitchell, New York.
Ar at do 25th inst, U S gunboat Winooski, from
Port rind.
Old 21st, brig Jennie Clark, Roberts, Galve.-t n;
23d, ships Yorick, Dixon, ami Star of the West, Per
ry, Liverpool; Eleanor, Patten, London.

New \ okk. .Tune 29.
The Commercial’s article says every thing is liuil
In Wall street except Gold speculations. Gold scarce
and loans arc made at 5-16 to § per cent, per dav.
Premium firm and, there are no indications of breakdown by balls. Gjvemineuts active; 5-20’s declined

$.

Money

n

more

change nominal.

demand; discounts quiet;

Transaction

in

nominal, except Erie.

rail way blocks

exarc

lorlc Markets,

1Sew

New York. June 30.
Coltoi —litlghcr;
lands at 36
33.

sales 1,200 bales Ihul thing Up-

flour—receipts 7,206 bbls.; sales 3,GOT bbls. str t

and Western urm far sound and dull and e.roopmi
for unsound grades.
Superfine State at 6 35 (&- • 60.
8 65. '.'hoice do. at 8 60 (t/> 10 O '.
Extra do. at 7 60
Pound I loop Ohio 8 50 @ lo 00. Choice do. 10 05 </
13 73. Superflue WsBtern 6 25 @ 7 CO. Common 0
9 63.
Southern qui •.
g io 1 Extr 1 Western 7 55 ^
wnh sales 380 bbls.; mixed to g jod at 10 10 & u *5.
Canada
17
00.
80
iju)
11
steady,
and
Extra
Fancy
with sales 250 bbls ; common extra at 8 75 ^ 10 2o;
Extra good to cho.ce at 10 30 (a> 13 lio.
Wheat—prim parcels rulo firm and upward; white
interior are dull aud heavy; sales 7,500 bush.; N.». 1
Milwaukee very choice, new, 2 55, an extreme out••

side price.

SPOKEN.
May 20, lat 35 49 N, 1« n 30 35 W.' ship Jos Clark.
Carver, from Philadelphia f>r Acapulco.
May 31, lat C S, ion 32 45 W, sidp Win Libby, irom
Liverpool tor King George’s Sound, 35 days out.
June 18. lat 28. Ion 71, brig Mary, of Camden,
irom-for New Ormans.
June 20, lit 27, Ion SC, barque M B Almon, irom

and leis active with sales 92,ooo
bushels.
New Mixed Western at 80$ t", *7; new
do. ui s »und at £3 <ju} 85. Also 5'),000 bushels sli pping Western mixed for all next month buyers’ option at 85.
Oats—dull and lc lower; sales State at 83; Iowa at
80: new Western at 52 (<j) 51c.
Beef—steady; sales 6jo bbls; new plain mess at
1C 00 ^ 20 50; new Extra do. 20 50 <1 2450.
Pork—opened heavy but closed firmer; sales
10,52 J bbls.; ala * 5 JO bbls. new mess lor J illy, buy
ero* option, at 3223; new mess at 3175 (a) 37 00,
closing at 32 an; regular old do. lit 29 50^ 30 00;
Prime do. 26 25 26 60.
Lai’d—heavy and lower; sales 450 bbls. at 19 (g?

lower,

Co* ii—ic

22c.

%/htakey—quiet; sales

253

bond

bbls. in

at 3

Jardenas tor Portland.
June 23, lat 32 69, Ion 75
Matanzas tor New York.

Oils—quiet; sales Linseed at 1 70
Sperm aud Whale quiet.
Petroleum—dull; sales crude at
fined bonded at 39 @ 40c.

@

172.

a

Lard,

23$ @ 24c;

re-

Tallow—unchanged; sales 114,000 tbs. at 12J @ 12;?.
Com 42 (& 5d. by

Liverpool—film.

Bailing vessels.
St. Louis Market,
St. Louis, June 30.
9
for No 1 single
Flour dull and declining; 8 50 <jo 25
extra. Wheat heavy;
double
extra; 10 50 @ 13 75 f^r
and Oats unlow grades aecliued 10 @ 15fl Corn
hanged. Pork, bacon anu wniskoy unchanged-

Orleans markets.
New Orleans, June 3n.
Cotton_irregular; sales tc-day 1000 bales Middling
34.
32
at
&
_■
yew

Boston Stock Liu,
tue Brokers Board, June 30.

Salks at
American Gold.
United States Coupons, July.
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881, .. Mi.
103}
U nited States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st senes.

—.J5S

do
do

Uuited States

3d

senes.

small.B’Sjj
Fiye-twenties, 1802.
]

1861.

do

United States Ten-forties.

luJ<

Eastern Kailroad.
[Sales at auction.}

Pepperell Manufiieturing Company.IL’u

Manufacturing Company.
Androscogein Mills........
New Hampshire-State Sixes, 1868.
Etude Island State Sixes. 1883....
Vermont central First Mortgage Bonds. 106}
3t
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds.
Laconia

Of

In Biddeford, dune 23, John H-Brackett,
Miss Nellie J MorriU, or Portland.
and Miss
In Brunswick, June 24, Corydon T Curtis
E
June 2, Leonard D Elliott and EUiza
Moody, both of Uumfjrd.
M
McAllister
In West Sumner, June 16, Hannibal
and Isabel C Chadbourue.
and
In East Livermore, June 16, George W Harris
Augusta N Graffam.
_—

^DIED._
July 1st, Mr Ira Stilson, aged 69 years.
{j|:Jr“Euneral tins (Monday) afternoon, at 3 o clock,
from his late residence, No 23 Myrtle street.
In this city, July 1st, Freddie A, eldest son of
James B and Elizabeth Smith, aged J1 years. 8 days.
jj3f“Funeral this (Monday afternoon, at 3 o clock.
In this city,

Relatives and trlends are invited to attend.
InSebago, June 16, Pembrook, son of Amos and
Lydia B Ward, aged 20 years 3 months.
In Millbridgc, June 27, of consumption, Capt Jas
C Campbell, aged 40 years.
In Brunswick, June 28, Miss Fannie C Thompson.
In Harps well, June 21, Hannah Dyer, aged 76 yrs.
In Bowdoin, June 21, Cynthia P Abell, aged 88 yrs.
In Balh, June 22, Mrs Emma P, wife of John B
11
Houghton, Esq, and daughter of the late Maj J
McLcllan. aged 30 years.
29
E
Charles
Porter, aged
years,
In Bath, dune 29,
son of the late Hon C U Porter.
IMPORTS.
BARBADOICS. Brig Thomas Young—116 hhds 30
tres 60 bMs sugar, to Mitchell, Kinnear & Co.
WINDSOR. NS. Sch Pilgrim—75 tons plaster, to
A D Whidden.
Miniature Almanac.July 2.
Sun rises.4.20 I Moon rises.U.-io 31
Sun sets..7.10 I High water.1.40 1*3*

NEWS

MARINE
P OUR T

OP

PORTLAND.

Saturday. June 30.
ARRIVED.
Brunswick, Winchester, St John

Steamer New
Eastport for Boston.
Sch TauibColt, McVaue, Newfoundland, witli 3000

via

lbs halibut.
Sell Village Maid,
Sob Pilgrim, (Brl

Littlejohn, Newfoundland.
Newcomb, Windsor NS.
Sch Bollona, Graut, Sullivan.
Seh Albatross. Crockett. Bucksport.
Sob Utica, Thorndike, Eecklana.
Sch Brilliant, Condon. Bristol.
Sloop Frame, Preble, Kenuebunk.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New Fork—Emery

& Fox.

Ross &
Clarion, MillikeD, Ellsworth
Sturdivant.
IRandall.
Bacon,
Sagua—S
Brig Snow Bird, (Br)
Brig Paragon, iBr) Penllcld, Havana—l'hinuey &
Steamer

—

„_

Jackson.
Sch Emma Pomberton. (Br) Brett, St Andrews—
master.
Sch darmonia, Bennett, New York—E Freeman.
Sch Bowdoin, inew) Randall, New York—Sawyer
& Swelt.

Sunday, July 1*

ARRIVED.

Brig Thos Young, iBr) Young, Barbadoes June 8.
Brig Helen O Pllmncy, Boyd, Philadelphia.
SAX LED—Barque And%»; brigs C C Colson, Frontier, Medora; sclis Bowdoiu, Fanny Fern, Josephine
G Collyer, and others.
Schs Avon, and Enterprise, of Gloucester, which
were seized off Cape Elizabeth, tor violation oi the
ftshiug laws of this State, have been released, tlm
owners

giving

bonds.

Brig James Crosby, of Bangor, 199 tons, built In
1847, and recently overhauled and repaired, has been
sold to Capt Baldwin, of New London, for $9000.
Launched—At Brower, Juno 28th, irora the yard
of Phillips & Gibbs, ship Plineas Pendleton, of
about 13J0 tons, built under the superintendence ol
Master Dunning. She is owned by Capt P Pendleton, and others, ol Bangor.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 221, at quarantine, sell
Jos Long, Osgood, trout Havana.
Cld 22u, ship Jos Holmes, Crocker, Boston.
Below '3d, barque Desiah, Gilkey, trom MaUmzas.
KEY WEST—Ar 16th, brig Ida McLeod, Cook,
Philadelphia, (and sailed 19th for Trinidad.)
SAVANNAH—Ar 24th, sch Convoy, Merrill, from
Rockland.

CHARLESTON—Ar 26th, brig

L T

nut

Knight,

Blais-

dell, Rockport.
BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, sch Eliza Jane, Watts,
Boston.
Cid z7th, brig Abby Watson, Watson, Somerset.
Ar 28th, sch Jas Bropliy, Packard, Wilmington.
Cld 28th, brig Mariposa. Nash, Boston.
Sid im Bakei's Island 27th, r g Isaac Carver, from

Baltimore for Boston.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, sch S N Rich, Turner, Bangor.
Ar 28tli, sell S P Adams, Tabbutr, New York, (and
cld for Boston.)
Below, brigs Minnie Miller, from M&tanzas; Wm
Wals!*, irom St Croix.
Cld 28th, brig E H Kennedy, Goyer, Boston.
Also cld 26tn, brig Walter Howes, Harding, 1 or
Bangor.
NeWYORK—Ar 28th, brigs Dirigo, Rumball,
Nuevitas; Burrnah, Sherman, Machios; schs Cheviot,
Nadi, do; Cyrus Fossett Rogers, Calais.
Ar 29th, barque Edward Hill, lvirby, Ponce.
Cld 29th, steamer Rapidan, Bailey, St John. NB
via East port; ship Crusader, Norton, fn* Portland:
barque Starlight, Sparrow, for Baltimore: schs Lath
K.ch, Bonlioil, Charleston; Azelda & Laura, Mclndoe, For land.
NEW LONDON—Ar 26th, sch Highlander, Turner, Bangor for Bridgeport.
Ar 27tli, sch Andrew Peters, Loud, fm Bangor for
AUyn’s Point.
PROVIDENCE—Below 29!h, brig Abner Taylor,
Lowell, from Bangor; schs Miueola, Holt, Ellsworth;
pierce, Jones, Calais; Clarissa, Walker, Gardiner.
Sid, schs Geo Kilborn, Norwood, Philadelphia; H
P Cushing, Wood, for do; Corinthian, carle, do, (or
Bangor.
ixZ » PORT—Ar 29th, schs Lizzie Guptill, Guplill.
Rockland; Dr Kane, Ryder, and J uliet, Aflarns, from
Bangor lor 1 lighten.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 28tli, bri^Mary Means,
Tibbetts, Philadelphia for Boston; schs Marcus Hunter. Hutchinson, do for Portland: Laconia, Proctor,
do for Saco ; Harriet Newell, Gould, and Hattie,
Carter, Bangor for Wilmington, Del ; Cabot, Hacon. Boston lor New York; Union, Rich, Millbridge
lor do; Sarah Wooster, Lcland, Calais for do; Vigilant, White, Hyannis for do.
In port 29th. brigs Sarah Peters, L Staples, Mary
Means; schs Leonora, John, Telegraph Sarah, Izctta
Ocean Hanger, ll.veu, Marcus Hunter, Champion,
and H Clark.
BOSTON—Ar 29th, ship Free Trade, Drinkwatcr,
New Orleans; schs Charter Oak, Alien, and Mary
Jane, Merrill, Bath.
Cld 2Jth, seas Wm Flint, Post, Cow Bay CB; Radian u, El well, Rockport.
Ar 3oth. barque Zotoff, Luscomb, from Goree; sc hs
Addison; Spy, Dean, Bangor; SuCygmt, Hinckley,
san Ross, Herrick; Calilarnia,.Simmons; Lunkersue,
Simons, and Patriot. Snow, Ban
Saroine,
Lawry;
gor; Solon, Post, and Lucy Jane, Nash, Rockland;
Clrarleiton, Atwood, Winterport ; Glide. Rollins,
Damanscotta; Coral, Poland, do; Col Simons, Matthews. Belhut.
Cli 3 »th. barque Rome, Moses, St John, NB; brig
*
M Shepard, Cook. Turks Island; schs Alice, Crocko
Charlottetown via Frankfort; Sarah Fish, Henderson, Cow Bay CB: Kate Wentworth, Adams, L;nean CB; Charlotte Fish, strong, Baltimore:
Lacon,
Baker. Cape May; E C Knight,Taylor, Philadelphia;
Baiau, Curtis, Ellsworth ; Mariei, Winchenbacb,
Waldoboro.
jPolow, barque M B Almon, from Cardenas,

_

“STOLEN

1

Adams Emma E

the dock, between Portland Tier and Commercial Wharf, a small low BOAT, black outand drab iusiie. Whoever will return
while
side,
the stun**, or give information where it may be ioumi,
shall be liberally rewarded. Address

FROM

Annie

june28dlw
To Tin Plate Workmen.
\\TANTED immediately, a good Case maker. Ap-

▼ T
ply at No. 4 Custom House Wliart, or address
Box 2120 Portlapd Post Office.
june27dlw

AVanted Immediately.
good Bakers at
BROOKS’ BAKERY,

TWO

je2Gdl\v

Pine and Brackett Streets.

corner

Liscomb Lizzie B

TO

vessel

a

from G to 12 tons.

Enquire

or

28 Waahiuston Si.,

June26dlw*

Portland.

ANfamily.

to take

applicant
CO., Box 2,115, Post Office.

of a

SEVERAL

custom

references,
junlStf

mrs

Jones Edward mrs
Jackson Fanny
Jones R M mrs
Jackson Rebecca J

Kinsman Clara

CapeWdson Charlotte

mra

A. L. CHACE’S,
113 Federal Street.

Lost!
on Middle or Free streets, a Ladies' GOLD
WATCH, CHAIN, BELT and BUCKLE. The
tinder will confer a tavor and bQ suitably rowarded
by li aviug it at PUTNEY’S Boarding House, corner
Midtile and WilloAV streets.
juneGdtf

mrs

CHt-NTDEMEN'S

Aimer & Hoker
Itkinson GeoH
Anderson James B
Adams John
Adams S & J
Arnold Sidney

Josselyn Butler &

Entertainments.

Beckett Henry
Brown Hiram Cape E
Belcher H

Brannigan Henry
Black Jas cooper

Kiel Slichl
Kueeland Wm
Kimball W B
Leighton Clark

For One

L Moses
Miilott H It Col

Croel Chas currier
Cole Chas E P
Oalaine Charlie

Cummings

Moore Ira
McLeod John

or

(We

Collins John

Jliatman J W

Churchill J F
Carney Jas
Cotton Leonard P
Caswell Lindorph
Clancy Morris

Rung

FANTASTIC® I
Grand Display of

a

Oddities,Caricatures, and Grotesque Groupings, commencing at an early hour in the forenoon, and moving through the principal streets of the city. Great
preparations are making to produce the most laughable display (oi this nature) which has eveabeen seen
in Portland.

.A.

Arnes
E

Nye

13 ALLOOiN

iliilii

ltandal Geo A

Rand GeoD
Kee l Fos or Jas W
Robinson James
Robins J W
Rich K Col
Rotlibuvn R R
Richmond Sampson G
Robertson Wm
Racklell' W H
Roberts Wm P
Spolibrd A A
Strout. chas for Mlrs Alice
RStruut

Emmons John

rerryBF
I

arringlon Everett

French Hall & Co
Flint Bros <St Co
L
f'fS Jas John
i'laherty
Fickett Nahum for missStaides C H 2
Jaunette Fickett
Skilling. Chas J)
Preen Orlando
Sullivan Daniel
Fickett I'iisbury C
Sawyer Geo G
Small Geo M
Grigoirc Aliel
Gergeusnn Christian
Spink Geo T
Ureely Chas H
Sawyer Geo
Gould J Iyer & Peabody
Sturgis Henry B
Griggs Geo
Staples H S
Gibson M S
Sweet Harry
Gregory Win
Sylvester J N
Goodmg W II Capt
Siockmau J w 2
II viit*. AN
Stockton Joseph
Harris B E & Co
Small J ohn H
Harmon B F for mrs B PS do !lev L M

llarmyn

Swiuey M

Holmes DO
H obson Franklin O

plied

,0r ml8s E11-Wilhams
Henry Archer
tia"?
Brooks
Wood H Parker
tn

CaptWillard Jacob P
Warron Will N

Ward W S
Yales Alev Cant
1
Jordan ChssE for Mar-York
A
shall H Wells Cape E York
Salisbury
3
Jordan
James

SHIP LETTERS.

rwASHIKGTOHl

Dealers in Real Estate,
June 27—eod2w*
Exchange St., Portland.

&

be lound at

McCALLAR'S,

Mo. 95 Middle Street.

The Newport and Brighton are the
leading styles;
very neat for young men’s wear.
We have also all of the desirable
of Soft ani
Styles
Fancy Hats and Caps.

COE

&

Valuable

Will ascend at 12 M. from Mr. Deering’s grounds,
^ near Green street) under the direction ol Messrs
Sever & Stark wether, of Boston. During the ascension, small balloons and other displays will be despatched by these gentlemen, trom the principal
Balloon. It will require about 20,000 feet of Gas to
iHtlate it, and will be the largest ever sent up from
this city.
TI1E TWO

Westbrook, May 25, 166C.—dtf.

GRAND

EE
dalcd

TUB

Cumberland street.

LAW,

display,

in

a

single piece,

THE

ST.

Tile now FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in
bw*-Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
fourteen rooms. The sea view is un-

CREAMS, FRUIT. ICES,
and all the

delicacies of the

ever

shown in this

Pic-Nics, Excursions, Island Parties, dam
Baxes, (for any number of people)

city.

ii

in

LOAF AND FANCY CAKES,

acknowledged by

all to be A

PLEASE REMEMBER THE PLAGE,

UNDER

LANCASTER HALL !
(directly opposite the Preble House )

SIGN

OF

ICE

CREAM

juneSOdtf

IN

of the

JOSEPH PARTINGTON.

CONSEQUENCE
-OF THE—

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 3 Moulton St., opposite Head ol Long Wharf.

May 30,18G6— dtt

The Fair Fund.
* IX persons who resided hi 1’ortiaml April 23,
i V 1S66, aid still reside here, embraced in the following classes, are requested to report to George E.
Emery at once on any afternoon after 4 o’clock, in
order that the list of beneficiaries of this fund may he
perfected at once, namely:
All widows of persons who died in the Army or
Navy during the War—all guardians ororphan children of such persons—and all widowed mothers of
such persons who wore dependent upon them for «mp-

Per Order.

pori.

FIRE
department will be delayed for
short time till the necessary repairs
MY manufacturing
be
Meanwhile
a

can

mode.

my

SALESROOMS,
being undisturbed, I offer to
lic the usual assortment of

Parlor,

Chamber

as

nials furnished.
Address E. It.

O

E

CAPTAINS !

on os

continuance.

WALTER COREY.
Portland, June 19,1R66.
june20dlm

STATE BANK BILLS!

For all goods in

WM.

For Sale,
Plains, near the Horse Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
On the

nremises.

New

W. H.

ap23—d 11

50

STEPHENS!#,

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No. 70,

comer or
Tate Streets. It has all the mod*
cm improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can bo examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Apr. 30,18GG tf

TIIE
Danforth

Sclioonee ESSEX, ot Millbridge,about
16 tons old measurement^ five years old,
built at Millbridge, well round m sails.—
She is suitable for Mackerel or Cod fiahiiri" t# inr; will be sold cheap.
For particulars applv to
n

June

FLETCHER & CO.,
159 Commercial Street.
19,18C6—d3w

ANY
Wishing

to

ONE
purchase

a

good

Boot and Shoe Stock,
With one of the best Stands in the city, will do well
to address MIDDLE STREET, immediately.
June 28—dlw*

For Sale,
A

storied modern built BRICK
containing thirteen rooms, with

closet room, marble fire pieces; cellar under the whol.- house; never foiling supply of
hard and soil, water; gas throughout the house. Lot
good size with line shade trees.
The house is in fine order and located on one of the
; rincipal streets of the city, in a good neighborhood,
and w .11 be sold at a bargain if applied for at once.—
Can be examined any day. Possession can be Lad at
once. Apply to
W. G. CHADBOURN,

May 18—dtf

Office 01 Middle St.

MILLINERY STOCK
FOR

SALE.

entire stock of Millinery and Fancy Goods,
JL with the fixtures, at No. 49 Middle Street, is
offered lor sale at a bargain. Any person wishing to
engage in the business will find this an cxctllent tppormnity. For further particulars enquire as above.

or

second

officer.

had

officer,

Good testimo-

C., Post Office, Portland.

je39d2t

Portland

■JyJEET]
Per Order.

Rifle Club.
Union St., on MONDAY,
July 2,

May 12—d3m*

BY

trees—story and a ball house,—barn 35x36—two nevIt commands one of
er foiling wells ot solt water.
the finest view s in the country. Price $1200, cash.
MOSES MERRILL.
Refers to Reuben Merrill and J. B. Fillebrown.
Falmouth, June 13,1? 66.—tf

E. B. DOW, Sec’y.

Peruvian Hair Regenerator
Grey llair to its original color; promotes
Its growth, and prevents its falling off.
C3r*For sale by Druggists.

TURNS

Small Farm for Sale
the subscriber, containing about five acres ol
land under good cull ivation,—some seventy apple

For Sale
favorable terms. About 18000 feet of land on
ibe corner ct Vaughan and Pine Streets; one ol
th 3 most desirable lots tor sale in this city.
For particulars apply to
C. M. DAVIS. 117 Commercial St.

MUCH
June26dlw

AMD

June

14th; 1866—d3w

Orin B.

the

seen

Excelsior

cream

County
RUNDLETT As CO’S.

A

money.

ELIAS CHASE,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,

City of

rights

S. C.

great chance to make
june28dlt

valuable invention in Brown's Patent Supplementary Tube to be attached to Kerosene Lamps
increasing the blaze one-half and saving one-tourth
in oil. It will regulate and turn the blaze, prevent

A

to Portland

smoking of cnimneys, spreading the Avne and
burning up the smoke and gas, and preventing to a
great extent the disagreeable odor which usually
comes irom using kerosene oil, giving a clearer ana
Aner light. Any number oi testimonials can be seen
by calling at tbe office. We attach them to old lamps
desired, and lumish them with new cone and
chimney elevator. County and Town rights for sale
at S. C. Rundlett & Co. Inventors Exchange 80 Federal Street.
junc28dtT
if

!

Wrtogers Wringers! Wringers!
RUNLETT & CO Inventors* Exchange.
No. 80 Federal street, have just received and

on hand a large assortment oi
will keep
the best Clothes Wringers to be found
Wholesale
and retail at the lowest prices. Also Wringert rejunelfldtt
paired here. Call and examine.

constantly

Burning Fluid,
HE best to bo found in the city at 75 cents per
S. C. RUNLETT * CO.’S/
gallon at
Also Lamps repaired.
junelWtl

(
1

Bigelow’s Patent Radiating Clothes
Frame!
POR tbe Kitchen, Nursery and Tdlet, at
S. C. RUNLETT & CO.’S.
X junelfidlf

County and Town Rights for Sale
Walker's Vegetable Slicer, and other new
S. C. RUNDLETT & CO.’S.

ONinventions at
june28dtf

PATENT RIGHTS
on commission at Rundlett * Co.’s, Inve
tors’ Exchange, 80 Federal Street.
JuneRsdU

SOLD

CLOTHES
best in the

THEJunelddtf

DRYERS!
at

State,
S.C.RUNLETT* CO.’S.

$1,300
buy
located.

a

two story

Inquire oi

e

street, if they

deem the

insurable

properly, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which

never ex-

pire,

T

.__
out
Laying

Under

expedient,

o.,™..

I'ew Street*.

15-dtf

•
house and lot, centrally

JQHN C, PROCTER.

this class of property, at such a coat as it will be for
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
call and see for themselves.

{^“Fulfpartloulara as to rates and terms given on
application

to

rilHE suberibcr hereby gives public notice to all conX corned, that he lias been duly appointed and
himself the trust of Administrator of the

CHARLES W. BARRETT,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, by eiving bond ha the law directs: he therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to the said deceased's estate to make immediate payment; and
late of Portland, in

those who have any demands
same for settlement to

Portland,

June

thereon, to exhibit the

CHARLES E. BARRETT.
5,1806.
une29dl w

Porto Rico Molasses.
KA BHDS. CHOICE PORTO RICO MOLASSES,
lust landed, for sale by

H.

I.

uneisdlm

“SKIRT

LIFTER,”

Patented May, 1866, may be obtained of
MRS. PENNELL, 44 Brewa Street.
To be worn with travelling dresses this arrangement is especially desirable. Mrs. M. A. CHAND-

LER, Agent, Augusta.
Portland, June 7,

eodtf

prices

ALLEN,

Jr.,

13 Si 13 EXCHANGE STREET.
juneSTdlw

HURRAH! BOYS,

HURRAH T

Boys’ & Men’s Clothing,
Or

Clothing

Made to Order.

-also-

GENTS’ FURN 18 HI N §

GOODS,

At Cheaper Prices than any place this sole of
New York, at the

New England

Clotldng Company’s,

Just Removed to

38

Market

Square,

OPFOSITE THE TREBLE HOUSE, Poqtla niv
maj22u3m
E. LEVEE* Si CO.

Lozenges

Diarrhea

Dysentery, Cholera
bus, Cholera Infantum,

Inducement

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO
BUIL'j.
fltHE subscribers otter lor sale a large
ot
1 desirable building lots In tho West quantity
End ol the
city, lying on Vaughan, line, Neal, Carlton, Ttomv,

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, BravnluJl.^ Monu" nU
ment, Dantorth, Orange and Salom Sleeps
They will sell on a credit of from one to'ton v.-.r.
if desired by the purchasers, and Vo
parties wllntidli
buUd houses of satisfactory chp.racter1
thct/wUI a!/
vanct
derived, ono.fourd oj thTcod
y
completion qf the house. From particn who built/lm-

!

mediatelyf no cash

Mor-

payments heqjibed.

Apply every day except Sunday, from nine

Ifcn! .nd7u5V.m’;Kral^,'irB
J'B

-AJID-

Portland,May3,

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice that ape gtn.tr
THEthe
cobwork at the southerly end ofVau ,h,,"

These Delicious Lozenges contain a proper quantity of the meiticine* generally prescribed by the best
physician*, for Summer Complaints.
June

XV.

$3000

or

Bridge will to remove 1, on Monilnv the Kith ilint
lor the purpose of Idling in and
making 0liil tl «
southerly end of said bridge, and ad persona
ellmg over the same will do so at their own r up
11

WIIIPI’LE, Agent

29—eodaw

further notice.

For State of Maine.

J.

H. S

was

2000

on

Eight

Bills, and Sixty
Thousand Dollars in Bonds, taken therefrom.
Three Thousand Dollars Howard will be paid for
the recovery of the money and Bondi, or a proportionate sum for a less amount, or two thousand dollars for the apprehension of the thieves.
N. PU KKINGTON, Prest.
iel3dti
Bowdoinbam, June32d, 1868.

Factsworthremembering
VTO

FOm SALE

EUW’B

! !

BY

DTIli(1 IN d>

CO.,
H

IS Cents, with poet paid addressed
entelopo
SEND
and receive by return of
ill, little instrument
m

a

or

wonderful power, known as the
Freni'h Mocking lt!r<l !
Can he concealed in the month and will imitate anv
3
bird or animal. Address,
AD DAM OSGOOD &
CO.,
Hartford, Conn.,
...
Sole Agents lor Unitod States.
Jc30d3w

BeautUully

June29d3m

CLAIRVOYANT

CORN'S! RFNIONS!

IN-GROWING NAILS!

Lewin,
DR.

THE celebrated English Clairvoyant DoctreM, and

one of the g.eatest Phrenologists of the day, and
also the most reliable Trance and Test Mediums now
traveling in this State, can he found at

At

EMANUEL, Surrroon Ohiropidist,
of
boston,

Kiwgefcwry'e Hwtol, 203 longrrn
Office hours from » A. M. to 6 P. M.

Na. 41, car. af Fare aad Ilaaraclt Sts.,
Jnne29d2w*
fr0I11 9 a. m. till 9 P. M.

St.

Juno 25—dtl

House.

pertons
ALL
chasing note
In

are

Notice.
hereby cautioned against

pur-

hand signed hy Gen. U. Dahthe subscriber, as the same has been
j*. y. H ANSON
Portland, June 25,18€«,
june26dtf
a

coek
lo*t or

J

Portland, June 22, 186«—dtV

H.

Attenton all Lovers of Fun!.

at once; It covers
good head of liair; it
cures any disease of the scalp, and sick
headache; it
is the best coloring and dressing combined, in the
land.
penumed. 1 ry a bottle. H. H.
Hay & Co, and Messrs. Crosman & Co, sell it in any

Travelers who visit Portland *111 Ond
this House one of the best, and the cheapest
place to stop In this City.
I_ passengers trom the boats will find this
house open earlyln the morning, and the best placo
In Portland to get an early bicaklUst,
OTMeals furnished at all hours. Rooms to let by
theday or week.

Flour,

majSO_

it will arrest its falling oft
yellow);
bald heads sometimes with a

Albion

Oats,

It<F. 120 Gommeroial Street.

more

Madame E. F.

Bushels

Southern White Seed Coru,

ol

quantities.

HENLEY

100 BblsGolden Fleece

Sky-blue heads! No more turning away
your best iriends bc&ause thev smell Sulphur.
PEASE'S
VEGETABLE
HAIR
RKNJSWER
will restore faded and
gray hair pei fectly natural (no
Al

F.

.JACKSON,

Selectmen of Cape Elisabeth
Cape Elizabeth, April 13, UM.
aplttf

Village Bank,
Bowdoinbam,
entered
THE
Friday Morning, 22dlnst., and about
Thousand Dollars in
at

M. ROBINSON

GIJO.

REWARD!

National

to ten

mOWf*

1M>.

A Preventative of Asiatic Cholera.

W.

Steam Boilere!

on

Great

Store,

27th—dlw

Summer

No. 1 Portland Pier.

informed that the

Glove

CARLETON & HOVEY’S

ROBINSON,

are

and

Cor. Cross and Middle Sts.
June

The Latest and Best Invention.
The Ladies

THOMPSON’S

Hosiery

W. MV EGER, Agent,
OFFICE, 166 FORE STREET.

taken upon
estate of

<£c.

boiler, 700 dees. of heat hi thrown away.
l VN
l«w 011-3 tho fuel. The question la
V molflni'“
olten
arited how can this he saved.
Mr. Blanchard
ha* invented a toiler that takes perfect control ol all
the heat and makes it do
duty In the engine. This Is
14 m “• ««—^aqUon; alter iho
engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed
tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the
steam to
any temperature desired; tho remainder carried
through ue water heater, using up ail the waste
heat but 200 (legs.; tie heat
being reduced so low
there can be no danger of
setting fires by sparks
"hlch win “<1 “‘“eh 'nine to
thm Invention, besides the
saving 1-3 the tuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
a™*0'Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
V6D 21—uly

IN BARGAINS,

JOH2f

Feb 18,18U0—eodiyPartlaad, Me.

TORPEDOES,

Improvement

Flannels !!

AT

AND FURNITURE.

on

WHEELS, CRACKERS,

BLANOHAHD’S

ALSO,

STORES, STOCKS,
PROPERTY.
issued
Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will

Rockets, Candles, Bengolas,

WM.

ANOTHER LOT OF THOSE

The Company will i^aue perpetual policies on

FARM

fireworksT^

-by-

GAUZE FLANNELS !

Dwelling Houses, Bams, Churches

Cheapest Insurance In the Country.

WHITNEY,

famished at the low'eit

LADIES’

on

AJJD SCHOOL HOUSES.
W If any party holding s perpetual policy,
should desire to canoel the same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

d>

City Hall, Market Square,
Junelgdaw4yia
Portland, Agents lor Maine.

Jun.20—dlw

00.,

on

KENDALL

New Street*.

same

BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,

$1,176,859.07
five years,

FORK 1

Were Sold Last Season,
Ami os every purchaser received entire satisfaction,
we say to the Fanners of Maine, if
they want too
best, to
Purchase Palmer’s Fork!

Portland.

JOSEPH

176,859.07
one or

a bow artiIt lias
every Farmer will
have one at no distant day. There are ho many new
inventions in the article that Farmers are in doubt
as to which is the best to purchase.
As

demonstrated, however,

...

CAPITAL,

issued for

Hone Pitchfork is comparatively
cle in the list ot Agricultural implements.
THE
been
that

EXHIBITIONS for CITIES AND TOWNS

In Various Style*. Ju*t Op*n*d.

INSURANCE

Palmer's Horse Pitchfork.

rtT1
on

therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council
on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on the sixth day of
July, 1866, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at the
intersection of said Melieu street with Congress St.,
and will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said
street or wav to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fifth day of
June, A. D. 1866.
AUG. E. 8TEVENS,
EDMUND PHINNKY, Committee on
AMBROSE GIDDING8, I
Laying out
ELIAS CHASE,

$1,000,000.00

the

twill

committee

HERE AS, the City Council, by their order
\\T
▼ f passed June 4th, 1866, authorized and directed
tho undersigned, Joint Standing Committee on Laying out new streets, to change the running of Mellen
street, and make it a straight line from Congress St.

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!
HOME

JunlSdSw

June 26-dlw

BENJ. F. STEVENS,
President.
JOSEPH M. GIBBENS,
* Secretary.
W. W. MORLAND, M. D.
Medical Examiner.
I. T. DANA, M. D. Medical Examiner, Portland.
PORTLAND, MB.

Light, Light, Light! Mote Light.

r

«

Way

AUG. E. STEVENS,
EDM END PHINNEY,
AMBROSE GIDDINGS,

Ten Tear, Non Forfeit-

Company.

the above

—or THE—

petition

1843.

$700,000

JOHN E. DOW «fc NON,
Special Agents lor State of Maine.
PT “Agents wanted throughout the State," for

PALMER

Whitten and thirty-four oth-

or
or near

Co.,

More than Twelve Thousand

ginning at
Poak’s Island, running nearly a north course near
the house of Thomas B. Trott, thence a north-easterly course to the north-easterly point of said Island.
And whereas said
was reierred bv the City
Council, April 2,1866, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council, on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on Thursday, the
5th day ol July, 1866, at three o’clock in tte afternoon, at Henry M. Brackett’s landing, the place of
beginning, and will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fifth day of
June, A. D.. 1866.

Tki* Company make* a DIVIDEND ANMALLi.

Policies

yon
Propeller Churn?
The best in the world—will chum
HAVE
In three
and Town
minuies.
for sale at

•

Q
out
Laying

Insurance

Surplus, over

Cash

«.

ouncil to lay
City
in said city,—beHenry M. Brackett’s lauding, on

a new

ing and Endowment E'oUcies Issued.

JACONET

Look, Look.

SC.

T

Metropolitan

Me.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
Co»h Capiiol paid in,
,1.000.000

Q.
New Streets

Portland.

WHEREAS
ers, have petitioned the
Public
Street

out

BOSTON.

Surplus,

STYLES

UNDER PRICE.
A. Q. LEACH.

ON

Portland,

City of

M'lTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

CASH

26th,

three

HOUSE,
||jjj
jjlHlLnhnTnln.nl

GIDD1NGS,

JOSEPH BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,
June 26—lw

Exchange Street, Portland,

39

_

ELIAS CHASE,

NEW HA YEN, CONN.

MU8LIN8 !

Fisliinsr-Aresscl for Sale.

i.jy
jffi'fA

AMBROSE

NEW ENGLAND

PIECES

DRGANDA

ana

Mass, having
by the Metropolitan Insurance of New York, the subscribers are
prepared to take up the Policies ol the above named
Companies and substitute the Policies of the Metropolitan Insurance, without charge.
JOHN E. DOW 6l SON,

parties

York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. 8 1866—dtf

SHALL OPEN

CHOICE

2d N ational Bank.

surance

of

Portland.

EDMUND PH1NNEV,

Notice !

outstanding Risks of the North-Western Inof Oswego, and Western Massachusetts
THE
Pittsfield
been assumed

™

1

petition

April 27, 1866—3meod*w.

Orgamla Muslins,

TO-DAY, JUNE

Emery anil Lewis Streets, ncamPine

Public

Thomas Barker and twenty-one

WHEREAS,

Agents,

General

GEO* C# GOODWIN 6c. CO., Boston, Mass.
nT"For sale by all Druggists.
june25eod£ui

Ladies' lisle Thread Hose,
I

AVERY
size,5et>ys2,
Also lots

A B. W. BULLARD & 00, Worcester, Mass.

others bare petitioned the City Council to lay
ont “Walnut street from Salem to Dantorth street/*
And whereas said
was referred by the City
Council. June 4th, 1866, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given, lo all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new Streets, will meet to bear the
ana view the proposed way on the third
day of July, 1S6G, at five o'clock in the afternoon,
at the intersection of said Walnut street with Danforth street, and will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-filth day
of June, A. D. 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
Committe on

amounts desired In
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adiusted anil promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,
ty Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New

ALLEN, Jr.,

Manulactured by the Proprietors,

ELIAS CHASE,
f
JOSEPH BRADFORD.
„„„
I New Streeto.
W. P. FILES,

City of

1800.

line.

COUNTERFEITS
this preparation are extantf therefore be sure and
take none but that which has the autograph of A. B.
W. BULLARD on the label.

City

PHINN^Y,

erfumed,

Of

public

June29d2w

eli Mible lot near the head ol State street

Slreut.

WHEREAS

June26dlw

Delicately

Portland.

Eben’r True and fifty three others
have petitioned the
Council to lay out a new
street or Pu die Way in saia city, beginning at the
northerly terminus of Hanover street and runniug
to Kennebsontreet,
And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council, March 26,1866, to the undersigned,for them
to consider and act upon, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying oat new streets, will meet to hear the parties
and view the proposed way on the Tuesday, the 3d
day of July, 1866, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at
the northerly terminus of said Hanover street, and
will then and there proceed to determine and adconvenience requires said
judge whether the
street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fifth day ot
June, A. D., 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS.
1
Committee on
EDMUND
AMBROSE GIDDINGS,
,
out
Laying

937.000,000.

13 A 15 EXCHANGE STREET.

LOTS

oi

our

City of

is

It

'And entirely free from the disagreeable odor ol Benzine and all other resinous fluids.

PHILLIPS & CO.
J une 15—codtl

J. W. HUNGER & SON, Agents,
18G FORE STREET,

Received at Par

HOUSE LOTS.
on

ENGLAND

•

f.r

by

COMPANIES.

doing

Grease, Paint, Pitch and Varnisli
From all goods ol durable color*, la ahead of anytiling yet discovered.
It leaves the Goods soft, and as perfect as when
new, with no spot upon which dust can collect, as is
the case with all the preparations heretolorc sold fur
cleansing Goods.

England.

tor New

REMOVINO

FOB

imported

officers.

ON ALL SOLVENT BANKS

NEW

Agents

policy holders.

BIL.L.8
IN

JuneKidtf

a man who has
as sailor and

Kitcher

favorable terms as ever.
Hoping very soon to meet tba u ants of my customers fully, and thankful for past lave rs, hope theij
and

rpiIE

I

and

FURNITURE,

Lime Strcot.

HOUSE

June 20—lw.

NOT

my friends and the pub-

IMPROVED OIL SOAP,

N. B.—HYGIENIC W'INE la an
tonic;
has the approval of the “Imperial School of Medicine
of Paris,” and was tested
the Committee on Chemistry of the American Medical Association, which assembled in Baltimore, May 1st, 1866, and endorsed by
fifty-six prominent members witbiheir signatures.
Sold by all respectable Druggists.
CSr~At Tgholesale by H. H. 11AY and W. F.

Philadelphia.

1. This Company being purely mutual, insures
at the lowest possible rates ; and il tho premiums paid exceed the actual cost, the surplus is
returned to the parties insuring in cash, not scrip.
3. Tho low ratio qf' expenditures to receipts, averaging only 8 per cent., and the slight variation in this
ratio trorn year to year, as shown
by the Kepoits of
the Company, make it cloar that their business is
conducted systematically, and with strictest economy.
8. In this Company a person may not forfeit A
policy until its value is worked out in insurance; For example, if a person pays four
life premiums in cash, this will insure him seven or eight years, Or about three
years after his
lour have expired, if be is unable, from any
cause, to pay the annual premiums. The laws of no
other State make such a provision.
9. The New England Company will make as large
a distribution qf surplus to the insured as can be returned by any Company
a safe business.
The
assets of all companies are derived from premiums
and interest; and tho mutual
company whose
ratio qf total expense to receipts is lowest, must have
the largest proportionate amount to divide among its
members. People have been strangely misled in this
matter oi dividends. The Company in which insurance costs the least, the rates of premium bein" the same, must do best in the way ot returns to

A. B. W. BULLARD'S

found to be the Finest. Most Delicious and
Healthful Tonic Known.
REED* CUTLER At CO** Boston*

prepared to carry tho largest

Term, Life,

IS BARELY ATTAINED, YET

will be

Connecticut Mntnai.
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OP THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

same.

FEE.FEOTI OUST

DIGESTIVE
ORGANS, thereby creating a healthy appetite; and
we warrant that,' upon trial, HYGIENIC WINE

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New Ynrk.
Of New Ynrk.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Worcester.

ORGANIZE!*

WINE !

toner of the

as a

8 10 A. if
‘jiiF.M.

...

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger lor every $60*' additional value.
C. J. BUY DUES, Managing Director.
U BAILEY, Lora/ Superintendent.
dtl
Portland, April 7.18f.6.

conscientiously recommended to Ladies, as a
which will soothe the nerves, renew the blood,
and gently stimulate and
invigorate the system.
All persons of sedate habit a— ministers, lawyers and professional men, possessing constitutions
more delicate than others 01 less
confining labor—
those who expend a great deal ol vitality in brain
work—will at once acknowledge the superiority of
this restorative; lor while it acts as a neroin
imparting a genial glow to the blood, it leaves behind
none of the banelul influence ol alcoholic
prepara-

People's,_Of

are

From Montreal, Quebocdo.

A BITTER AROMATIC.

FIRE COMPANIES.

LIFE

iston and Auouru,

country.

this

Toronto,

Express

Petroitana Chicago.
Sleeping Curs attached from
Island rond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked alter the
time above stated.
Trains will arriveu*r(>ilowi
Prom Montreal, Quebec, So. Paris, Lew-

It is
Tonic

DEPOT.

!^“Thankiul for past favors, he would respect-

fully solicit a continuance

further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

ri— 11■ in

>and
ed

the country.

in

none

No. 1, constantly on
hand and made to order, which, when desired, will
be safely packed and sent to any part of the
country.

—

To load Lumber and Latlis at St.
John,
N. B. for Philadelphia and Baltimore,
Deals for Europe, Also vessels wantto freight Coal from
Lingan, Cowbay,
and other Nova Scotian ports to Now
York, and other ports. Also vessels to take lumber at Bangor for Baltimore,
Providence, &c. Apply to

&c.

together with MADE DISHES, and all kinds of
PASTRY OF THE REST QUALITY,

about 70 by

UNITED STATES PATENT BIGHT
The
MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For

April 11—dtf

periods of letting off the set pieces,
display of Pockets, Flower
Vases, Illuminations of Silver, Crimson and Emerald
Fires, iErial Bombs, rising to great altitudes Mid
bursti g with heavy reports, Spiral Cburantinfes,
Silver and Colored Torbillons, Mines and Batteries
ol Colored Stars and Gold Fires.
The Committee believe that for splendor and extent, this display ot Fire-Works will eclipse any ever
betore exhibited east of Boston.
d( d&w
Portland, Julc 2C, If C6,

season.

flilly prepared to furnish

Dinners, Suppers, Weddings,

HYGIENIC

of

iGlu,
Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillard,
Fnlton,
Norwich,

Mail Train for Watcrville, Bangor, Gorham Island

Moutre »1 and Quebec at 1 10 p m
Fo*Jd»
I his train
connects with
train for

SUCH IS

New York,
ln.nrimce Co. of North America,

RETREAT.

QJET

LWill supply a want greatly lelt In

COMPANIES.
of

Morning Express Train for South Paris, V«wjHton
island Pond, Montreal and Quebec v, 7 A.
Gorham,
in.

NOT INTOXICATING in THE LEAST.

No. 23 Exchange St.

STRAWBERRIES AND CREAM,

JOHN C. PROCTER,
May 18, iS66.—dti

Merchants' Exchange.
Exchange St,
We take pleasure in relerrlng the public to the
following well known Gentlemen and business* firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
Hon. Benj.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
C.M. ltlee, Esq.
Messrs. Deerlng, Milliken
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
Messrs. W. & C. B. MilU- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
ken.
Mar 24—dBm
over

Washington.

J. PARTINGTON
not removed, bat Is still to be tound at the
old stand, under Lancaster
Hall, opposite the
Preble House, where the public will tlnd the best
arranged Saloon in the city, the choioest

near

connecting drain. Lot
Terms reasonable. Apply to

COLBY l TWOMBLY

SUMMER HAS COME /

very eligible Lot
Temple Street,
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. There is
TUAT
cellar with

good

Co't of well known reeponribUity.
they respectfully solicit the attention of aU desiring insurance.
In Marine

And

MARINE

Street.

Canuda.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

A Wine grown on the sunny slopes of Spain—the
genuine juice ot the grape in all its purity, as bestowed upon us by the benlficient Giver, and such as
is, aloue, consistent with Christian teachings.

FOYE. COFFIN 1 SWAN,

19—eodlm& w2w

L

by 90 feet.

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTER

DRUMS, &•.

Valuable Lot for Sale!
a

&c., Ate*,
In the most Reliable Fire Companies.

GUN CAPS,

332 Congress

com-

Stocka of Goods, Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,

22

FINEST

THE

tions.
It stands unrivaled

THE

CaU out your friends and march to

He is

SON,

29 Exchange Street.

undersigned respectfully announce to their
triends and the business
community generally,
that they have penected complete
arrangements lor
the transaction of

CANNON,

ICE

&

INSURANCE AGENCY!

MASKS.

s-

on

JOHN E. DOW

balloons,

PROCTER,
LIME

value $100.

General Insurance Agency!

JOSS STICKS.
FLAGS.

WEDDING CAKE!

subscriber has for sale several desirable Cotton Plantations in South Carolina, Georgia and
Alabama. Some of them are woll stocked with Cattle, Horses. Mules, and all the necessrtry requirements of a first class Plantation, and will be sold with
or Avithout the present crops; that will under ordinary circumstances yield a large portion of the sum
required to purchase.
T1M B t ill L A iYDS. Some choice lands in Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia, heavily timbered with Oak and Yellow Pino.
22J0 acres ol solectcdPrarie and Timber Lands in
Missouri, located on Mission run, and readily accessible with St. Louis and other large markets.
All of the above lands are in healthy locations, accessible by Railroad or water, and can be purchased on such reasonable terms as to offer great inducements to any person wishing to engage in
the great staples of Cotton, Rice, Tobacco, or Manu-

a continuous

Je30d2t

be aecommnrooms, at 14
une 27—dlw*

SERPENTS,
GRASSHOPPERS,
BLUE LIGHTS,
BENGO LAS,

Lands !

Cotton

ONFn.juiro

Between the

there will be

may8edtl

J

DISPLAY

Furnished by S. W. Creech, of Boston, (Agent of C.
E. Maslon) will bo shown in the evening, on the field
ol Mr. Peering, near Groen street. There will be
Seventeen Principal Pieces, such as Date Tree, Kalcidiscope, Mexican Sun, Promethean Altar, Peruvian Cross, Polka Dance and Colored Battery, 1776.
Tribute to Ceres, Saturn and his Satellites, Chinese
Bower, Our Country, Indian Palmetto, Fanes* Frolic,
Cascade, American Glory, Grand Finale, in honor of
Washington, producing a colossal statue of the Father ol his Country,with Corinthian columns,the American Eagle, Mottoes. Devices, and other accompaniments, making it the most extensive and gorgeous

SO at 51

Roartl.
or (bur »ingle gentlemen can
with toard and pleasant

City

require.

a

estate, by

117 Middle Street.
October, 1865.

the

sea

P.

DEAXE,
COUNSELLOR AT

of

Have been engaged lor the day and evening, to perform in different parts of the city, as occasion shall

—

to

II.

TRIANGLES,

second to

For Sale.

Bands

immediately by
12 years
WANTED
experience
situation
hist

attention

ROCKETS,
SCROLLS,
PIN WHEELS,

in

miles from Portland, hall mile from Morrill’s Corner,
Post Office, Railroad Station. Horse Cars, and Westbrook Seminary. Thi; Farm contains one hundred
acres or more of choice land;
cut the past season
about seventy-five tons ot Hay; lias pleni y of
Wood,
estimated at two thousand cords.
For a MILK
FARM it is secorifl to none in Westbrook.
For Early Gardening it is unsurpassed, it being so near a good market. It will be sold in lots of
twenty-live or fifty acres or tbe Avhoie farm, to suit
purcliasers. Th;s is a rare chance for capitalists for
investment, it being so near the city.
il. B. BOODY.

Ew f

TO

given to drawing Wills
PARTICULAR
Deeds, Contracts, and all kind of legal papers
titles
Also
real

CRACKER PISTOLS and
TORPEDO GUNS,
ROMAN CANDLES,

Ileal Estate for Sale in

surpassed. Enquire of
W. II. st'epiiexson,
Second National Bank.
April2—tf

McCALLAR,

INSTll UJMLENTS*

examining

Atlantic Wharf*

I

No. 95 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.
June 3 )—dlw

LEGAL

FIBfi CRACKERS,
TORPEDOES,

HAS

JiENJ. KNIGHT,

octlSdtt

Philadelphia,

stkawhats,
From the above

LUBIN’S AND OTHER PERFUMES,
Fish Hooks and Lines, Clocks, Iron Tin and
Wood Toys, &o.
This is the place ior hoys to buy

COOL AND

rpHE

for one, four and ten days.
This Company is sound and
reliable, with thre?lourths of a million Assets, which are
constantly increa.sing. The latest sales ot Stock were $230,* 4par
sued

any amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

iery, Razors,
Scissors, Colgatrs
and Puncy Soups, Infant Hair Cloth, Null
autl Tooth Brushes,Combs,
Violin Strings,Bridges and Rosin. Opera Glasses. Scotch Goods,
Pipes, Baud and Calf \Vallets, Chain
Purses.llair Oil, Pomades, Ring’s Vegetable Ambrosia. Toilet Powder and Pntfs.

For Sale.
Lot, No. 2 Deer

accident, which includes the weekly
compensation allowed for injuries, thus combining in
one policy a regular Lite Policy and a
Policy against*
Accidents. The rates are very low and are made up
on the ordinary Lite
Table, and also Ten Year NonForfeit are Plan.
We would recommend any parties
contemplating
Life Insurance to call upon us, to whom
we will be
glad to give any information desired in regard to this
most desirable feature in Life Insurance. 367
yearly
Policies insuring against accidents have been Issued
in this city alone in this Co.
Monthly certificates given tor any amount desired,
designed for Tourists. General Accident Tickets, is-

To

Knives,

IN

Two-story Brick House and
X Street, at a great bargain.
For particulars, enquire ol

*700,000
Company. Which was the first to introduce Inagainst Accidents in America, has perfected
insuring against Death resulting trout Dis-

surance
a system
easo as well a*

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,

Poe—et vsl—

a private house, within five minutes walk of the
Post Office, a large, pleasant front parlor. Terms
reasonable. References required. Address M. B.
Press Office.
mav25dtt

*20o!oOO

GENERAL

Handle

June

*500.000

oyer

Total Assets,

STREET,

ry

to

For Sale.

Vessels Wanted.

Boston.
ALX THE NOBBY
STYLES OP

COE

apply

Surplus,

Ot

PURE WINES!

conn.

Capital, all paid in,

may be found

Bells, Ivo-

a

habtfobd,

Cash
Cash

OF

RAILWAyT

GRIND TRUNK

BASE

-OF-

*"

ers, Napkin Rings,
Plated Spoons
uud Porks, Cull

ONE

The Travelers Ins. Co.,
of

Junelfldtf

Stationery, Writing. Pietnre, Memorandum audPasi Book.. Rrward of Merit, a nd Playing Curds, Ladies’ Bags,
Work Boxes, Writing Desks, Albums, Photographs, Autographs uud Tin lypes,
Thermometers, Egg Boil-

For Sale.

-I

Louisa

where

A pleasant situation on the south-easterly
j
side of Great Chobeague Island, Portland Uar,bor, consisting ol a two story House, L and
A nice Garden in rear of the
Shop, connected.
house, together with four acres of land. There are
99 » feet picket fence. Four rooms in house
finished;

JunelS-coilif

tJal^feCook & Aldrich,
can

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,

JOHN C.

nn..-mi

W. DAY IS, Postmaster.

firm,

soon.

ALSO, Lumber end Flour Mills, with several hundred square miles of Timber limits,convenient to tbe
River St. Lawrence, Canada Fast.
For terms, and circulars containg specific prices
and full particulars, apply to

FIRE-WORKS

Joh^

Philbrook Chas T brig Alfaretta
Blake Andrew Sch Danl Breed
McLean LCaptbrte Lai tia
Bradford J Capt sch Isaac Morse
Irwin GeoL sch Isaac Hiuckl-y
Wildes Annie E mrs care Capt Snow
barquo
hldridge lsaaiah Capt sch L o Foster
Douglass Howard mrs barque AVinrlow

for

8 rooms, good order, with
s acres of lano in Cape Elizabeth, about
mile lrom Ferry. Will be sold cheap it ap-

Stevens*

p

332 CONGRESS

factory Lumber.

A

Smith S O
L
Shaw T G
Hutchinson Grenville H Stewart William for mrs
Haru.len Er Co
M M Hatch
Hauson & West
Spencer W
'laylor Chas II Capo E
m
?
1
A dire v Davil
fi?yer
vor,y
iiill
Jouaihan
Tarbjx Ooii W
HiU J C & E Haskell
Thomas
Harvey John
ilngorer Theodore
doughtim L N
Vasmns Edwin W
Hunt BN
Walton BB
Woodsom
Brackett
‘f\.T
iloytSLW
WoodburvEdwl
Holcomb Wi llhigton
Warren G B
Jordan Albion for
John 1 oland
Jarvis c W
Jones C C

A1} story Cottage,
or

■liliaLoiio

Curran

Donahue Thos
Duran W H
Davey Wm Geo
Darling Wm B
Davis Wm H
Eaton Gbas A
Emerson GeoD

2

producing

Tiles

Neal W H
S'artin for JamesO Donnell Hugh
IBoody
Ober Johns Lieut
creescy Noah Rev
Obrien Martin
Cronin Patrick
Pieico Augustus
Clark VV A blaster
Porter Chas E
UliiTord W O
l’aokcr Edward H 2
Jobbotl Wm M paint' r Pike Geo S
Clark Win lor J D Bates Pickard Joseph
Dunn A N Capt
Pike Jeremiah
DavisChas brick manufac-Parker James
turer
Pendleton Napoleon
Daggett Chas
FetlingcU Grin F
Oinsmore J C
Phelps S A
Dyer Isaac N
Perry Waldo H
nr
for
James
Berry
Dona-Pomroy Wm T
line
Quinn Peter
Iteed F & E fi.r jf j; wiiite
Dyer M E
DameUML12
Iteed F & p; for Samuel
Dearden K R
Merrill
Debeck Robert
Rooke Geo

WAGE.-

FOR

on

OF THE DAY.

assured) will make

are

Merchant L <5fc Co
Marston Melville Capo E
McNailes Naile
McPhee Neil
McCallum Patlc
Miles l'artlow
Merrill Wm 1!
Norris G S
Nimmo Joseph Jr

Crocker J W
eloyd John r

in Gray about two miles from the Corner on the Po tland road.
For particulars apply
to W. F. Hill, 4G Exchange street Portland, or the
sub. cribor near the premises.
ALBERT HILL.
Gray, June 26, 1866-dtf.

ior

Maloney Joseph
Monteague L.ander

Danl

of Land

account of poor health, offers
subscriber,
THE
his FARM
sale,—situated
Westbrook,three

Hour each, commencing at Sunrise, 12 M,
and at Sunset.

THE

Capt
Lake Joseph F
Littlefield O B
Broad Silas
LI >yd. Owen
dan field AN m II
Leavitt Simon
BootlibyWm D for Am-Mosely Albert
brose Sidelinger
Mitchell A C Capt
Bragg W A
Mason David
Jairows Wm 11 3
Moses 11 O lor miss Hattie

Chamberlin Albert Jr

ORDER

THE

Bells

Crayton
3rowung James W

House and Two Acres
For Sale.

Westbrook*

-AND THE-

La..e John F
Lewis »T F
Lane John F
FancesLowbard J c

burrows AN in
Clough A AAr 2
Chase Alvah

following

the

IvROrj RAMME,

Jas
BalchelderJoshuaCCapeLLarraboc
Brown

James H
Duller J li
.John
doyle
dueston John for

one

SEWALL’S,

To Let.

SALUTES WILL BE FIRED

Lane Goa W
Levine 11

wise you will purchase your
where they can be bought cheap.
are

goods

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Dealers in Real Estate,
82i Exchange Street, Portland*
June 18—dtf

ANNIYEBS ARY

AS

Lang Caleb
LundriganRdw

If you

likes 1o be thought wise. If the reader
would like to be wise, let it be demonstrated by purtheir
chasing
goods at

Building Lots for Sale.

-OF THE-

Kill H 1)

Bibber Freeman R
Buswoll Geo W

VEll HUM SAT SAE1EM T1!

HOUSE,

CELEBRATION

Kilgore Herman
Kenney John

Keaney John
Kyne John

ANDREW CRAM,
Near the premises.

Portland, June 28.—d3w

Every

Stable and Harden, corner Melbourne
and Willis streets. The Lot is 132x80 well laid out
and stocked with Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Grape
Vinos and Shrubbery. Persons desirous of purchasing a Home, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as it is ono of
the finest on M unjoy Hill and will be sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire on the premises of
O. W. SMITH*

ticulars

announce

Kidder J S. & Co.
Kelly John

SITUATED

INSURANCE!

Railroads.

Wine

Hygienic
HAS FOB ITS

LIFE

This

The house is
near Morrill’s Corner.
two story, well linished and convenient ior two
families. It is on the road from Morrill's to Allen’s
Corner, about 75 rods from the terminus of the Horse
railroad. The lot is about a quarter of an acre, but
more laud can be had if desired.
For further particulars apply to

$1,200—one-half cash, balance in six and 12 months,
with approved and endorsed notes. For further par-

Kend.Jl A H for Freddie
Kendall
Kennedy David W

Jeranell Amos
Bartlett Dennis & Co
Bradb u ry it Jttideout
duwin Chas
Blake E K agt D E T Co
Barnes Fred E

THIS OFFICE.

House and Lot for Sale,

parlor and parlor chamber ready tor plastering. Cellar, with good well of water. Situated about fuO rods
N. W. from Littlefield’s Lauding. Conditions of sale,

The Committee of Arrangements lor the appropriate Cel bration of the approaching Fourth of July,

Co

Exchange.

acres

For Sale.

AN

American Independence.

LIST.

ABOUT

Wanted.
Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies' or Gentlemen wishing lor a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

F-

Weldon Mary G

mrs

990

or

of Pine Lands in
Chippewa
County, Wisconsin, 33 miles above the lal.s and
Steamboat navigation, 05 miles lYom Mississippi river: estimated by practical men to cut from
19,000 to
12,009 per acre. Can lie all uanked by contract for
about $3.50 per M, and drove to boom lor 15 cts. per
M, w here logs are now selling lor $7.50 per M, or can
l»e railed and run, by adding $1.50 per M,to the Mississippi where Jo-'s are now selling for $13 per M,making .i clean profit of from Si to $7 per M. For the
right man of energy that would go out and sec to it,
1 would exchange one-half interest for good
property
here. This is no trading property but put in the
mar ot on account of age and infirmities oi the ow ner.
Inquire at

LOST

mra

Wade E mrs
Winslow Emma J
Ware Eliza S mrs
Wheeler Nellie
Western Heioa
Willard J P mra
Winslow Mary S mrs

For Sale

June30dlw

SITUATED

Coat makers at

junelMtf

33,18C0.

June

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
73 Commercial Street.

junel5dtt

of

AVanted Immediately.

Twoiubly

ties Jane
Cxijkins Sarah F
liogd E H mrs

Portland,

Enquire of

soon.

particulars apply at the office of
LORESG, STACKPOLE & CG.,
No. 117 Commercial street.

SEVERAL

Sawyer1

■

will ao well
ment easy.
For further

carry live hundred excursionists comfortably. They
Dimensions 95 feet
are less than two (2) years old.
long, 27 leet wide. Will be sold low if applied for

building lot. ol'small size and low price
in different parts of the city and
vicinity. Will
be sold un favorable terms on application to
JOHN J. W. REEVES,
49G Congress Street.
june23dtf

CHARLES CUSTLS & CO.,
Congress Street.

writing

Brackett John 'I' mrs
Bradford Jos mrs
BouesMary A mrs
Bradbury Sarah J mrs McCarty Lucretia
Baser Sarah It M mrs forMerrill
Mary
Newell W Edson
Morton Maria L mrs
Colo Augusta A mrs
Merrill Sarah D mra
Crosman Ada A
McNulty Sarah M
whase J ennie for Mary Crillsbury Addio M
Chase
Pennell chas mrs
Collins Jos mrs
Pettengill C B mra
Collier Jane H
Perkins Eliza B mra
Cahill mrs
Robinson Eliza
Cahill or Driscoll miss
ltobinsun Ellen lx mra
Drin ,wat r Alexine *’
Randall Emma
Dennett Josephine mrs
Huberts Lucy E
Dean 2d Joshua mrs
Roberts Maria L mrs
Dovereaux M mrs
Richardson N W mrs
Estei brook Ada E
Richards Wm mrs
Emery Charlotte
Smith Attacy mrs
Flynn Anne mrs
Sargent Annie E
French Anna
Shaw Charlotte R mrs
h coney Kate
Stewart Elizabeth
Fling Cynthia E mrs
Seaman Emily It mrs
Foster John L mrs
Hitlie N
FickettMariaE
Stetson Heltie W
Fulton M R mrs
Stephens Hannah mra
Freeman S mrs
Smith M A mrs
Goodwin F B mrs
Slrout Sarah E mrs
Griffin Nancy
Tilton A T
Gordon Wm F mrs
Eliza C
Hamlin AbbyH
Thompson Elisha R mra
Haskell Ann M mrs
Tasker Isabella
Holden Blonney
Taylor Lydia mrs
Huston Etta 2
Toukey Patrick mrs
Hayes Ellen C mra
locker Rebouca S
Garvey Hiram A mrs
True Sarah J mrs

to secure a first class residence,
to examine this
property. Terms of pay-

small

a

Apply to

MAN

&

thorough repair.
Parties wishing

May 23—dtf.

WANTED.
AMERICAN GIRL to do the work in

set
fully competent
charge
BOOKS. Apply in the handA DOUBLEENTKY
of the
and with
to A. B.

H mrs
Leavitt Julia II
Lake Olive mrs
-Mansfield Annie
JlcGaisam Bridget mrs
McKenuey Caroline
Moore Cate M
Morse Lizzie
McGregor Gitf N mrs
Moody Hannah mrs
Magunc J W mrs

with

closets; is supplied
abundance, and is in

June28—dtl

‘house-work.

charter
address

and a large number of
hard and soft water in

A New Feature

The light drafted stern- «lieel
Steamers CLARION and FALCON. They have large freight capacity between decks, saloon and
Can
state rooms on upper deck.

yard, with ample shed accommodations for coal and
The House contains eleven rooms, with bath

room,

Wanted.
SMART, capable Servant Gill

AVanted.

Libby Henry

Bailey Josephino L
Bradfjr.i Jus C mrs

AVJBRILI..

C.

juncl9dlf

mrs

Knight Sarah It mrs
Alexander Sarah P mrs.Kennedy Tlios mrs
Crown
Brown Annie S
Bodkin Annie mra
Brown Nellie E
Brooks Ellen A
Bodkin Elizabeth mrs
Brown Georgia A

!

AVanted.

for wlthm one month, they will
DeadLettcr Ofllce.

LADIES’ LIST.
Ayer Crolin* mrs
Kimball Lizzie C

lew
at

SHIRT MANUFACTORY, No. 22')$ Congress
j une?9d3t
Street, (up stairs) Portland.

called

be sent to the

a

Apply immediately

makers wanted.

good Shirt

tee

A

OFFICE AT PORTLAND, Stale
day of July, 1866.
To obtain any of these otters, the
applicant
must call for “Advertised
Letters,” give the date on
this list, andp ry ONE CENT for
advertising.
If

11a

of B, and

class hand
employment and good wages given. Also

FIRST

Steamers for Sale.

wood.

Sewing Machine. Steady

on a

to do general
Must he a first-rate cook, good
washer and in.nor. To such liberal wages will be
paid. Call at 70 Free street.
G L. STORER.
june2G-atf

post
potTHE
Maine, 2d

Humphrey Ira

_MARRIED.

Wanted Immediately.
4

W Drisko, Irom

1

...

Rosin 300 @ 850.

J

AX

Miscellaneous.

Insurance.

Sale and to Let.

For

Fine City Residence for Sale.
A FJNE Two Story Brick Dwelling House,
centrally and beautifully located, in ttie upper
ilLpart ot tlic city, is ottered for sale. Has a good

Wanted.
operator on Singer's Sowing Machine for leather worh, at 48J Union Street.
je30(13t*

Letters Remaining: Unclaimed

06;

Rice—quiet.
Sugars—quiet; sales 300 hhds. Muscovado at lb.
@lli.
Gotfee—quiet.
<e
Molasses—dull; sales 100 hlids; BarbadoeaatC5
67; Muscovado at 45 @ 55.
Naval Stores—quiet; Spirits Turpentine 81^ 62.—

56, brig

Advertisements.

New

Western at 2 26.

Wool—dull.
Freights to

PORTS.

FOREIGN

Vinuu^iot,

For Sale and to Let.

Wants, Lost and Found.

oi

(hvnr of
stolen

•

Notice.

CIDER wanted
be received lit
irnaU quantities
OLD
larger annuities, and
No.
cash
Commercial
Is

as

I

26
paid at
April 18, 18(18,—dtf

ami will
well as

Street,

